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How to be ‘African’
Enough
Once in a while we get a polite query in the inbox:
our correspondent would like to know what themes
and genres interest us at African Writing. It is always
tempting to set out the usual stalls for a laidback journal that is seriously interested in the literary short fiction, poetry and the like of our published history.
Yet there is always the possibilty of an al-Koni
manuscript so fantastic as to be futuristic. Everyday,
a strange apparition can jump from orality into literature. (It is not that many years since a new ethnic
nation was ‘discovered’ in the remote mountains of
Mambila.) Every issue, a new concatenation of writer,
voice and subject can do a newish thing... it would
seem that the categories of Africana are not yet closed
so we have to keep an open mind on themes and subject matter. In our editorial meetings, it is not so much
is it African enough as much as is it excellent enough.
We also get enquiries about location. Our correspondent studied in Zanzibar, worked in Chile and
now lives on a South Sea island... yet for the magazine,
Africa is largely a state of mind.
Naturally, we get the traditional sub-Saharan
query: is the acurate name for this magazine Sub-Saharan African Writing? Our short answer is the map
on the opposite page. In this issue we feature several
original translations from the Arabic. There is fiction
from prodiguous Libyan writer, Ibrahim al-Koni, and
poetry from Moroccan Malika Assal and Tunisian Essia Skhiri. We also feature a sweeping Arabophone
review, by blogger Marcia Lynx Qualey, of North African literature from Egypt, through Libya, Tunisia and
Morocco, to Algeria. So, no; it is African Writing.
And for good measure, our spiritual map of Africa includes our outlying islands, large and small.
(This is our tongue-in-cheek, one-love-theory of literary harmony...) In this issue for instance, in addition to contributions from fifteen African countries,
Malaysian writer Elaine Chiew writes in from Hong
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...‘Alright! You win! Love conquers all!’
Kong and Geoff Ryman, the engaging Canadian sci-fi
author, relates his experience of outstanding Francophone comic writers in a Parisien show. Even our PlaceNames column is a bolt from the Puerto Rican town
of Hormigueros.
Now and again we get the Mozambican letter:
our writer would love to submit, but her literary language is Portuguese... Tough one, that. One day we
may have Portuguese, Swahili, Sesotho editions of African Writing; in the meantime (with due apologies to
Mwalimu Ngugi) do send us an English translation to
consider.
And then we get the odd apologetic email: our
correspondent is not African, does not speak an African tongue, has never visited, and is unsure whether
his writing is African enough — never having read
Africana before. And to that we have to sigh (while
prescribing remedial back issues of African Writing):
Only you can decide if you are African enough to read,
and write for, us. African arms have been open for millenia. We are not about to fold them now. — It would
not be African.
Welcome to AW 11.
Chuma Nwokolo,
Publisher & Editor
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Prize for Flash Fiction 2011

First place award: £100
& publication for 8 shortlisted stories
COMPETITION GUIDELINES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Deadlines: Entries close - 31st January, 2011.
Winners announced - 4th April, 2011.
Stories must be previously unpublished (and must
not be available on any blogs or publicly accessible
online repositories).
Stories must be the sole work of the entrant.
Stories must be 750 words or less.
Entry is free.
Only one submission can be made per entrant.
Only online submissions are acceptable. Entries
should be emailed to flashprize(at)african-writing.
com as an attachment in the .doc or .rtf format
with ‘Flash Contest’ in the subject line.
The email must contain the entrant’s name, the
title of story, and the entrant’s physical address
and contact phone number.
Please do NOT include your name on your story.
Neither the story nor the name of the attachment
should include a reference to the writer’s name.
Simultaneous submissions are NOT acceptable.
The first round of judging will be by African
Writing’s editorial group, which will forward 30
long-listed stories to the competition judge.
The judge will select a shortlist of 8 stories for publication and an overall winner of the £100 prize.
The theme of the competition is open.
There are no ethnic, racial or geographical restrictions, but submissions must be in English.
Licensing: copyright retained by all writers. Shortlisted entries are exclusively licensed to African
Writing magazine in all formats for 12 months
from 4th April, 2011; The licence becomes non-exclusive after 12 months.
Employees and affiliates of African Writing are
ineligible for this contest. Writers with a strong
personal or professional relationship with the
competition judge are requested not to submit for
reasons of transparency.
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Manyika to judge first Contest
Author and San Francisco State University
Literature professor,
Sarah Ladipo Manyika is to judge African
Writing’s inaugural
Flash Fiction competition. The writer was
raised in Nigeria and has lived in Kenya,
France, and England. She holds a Ph.D.
from the University of California, Berkeley,
and is the author of the novel, In Dependence [Legend Press, 2008].

OBE and MBE for Africans in
New Year’s List
Becky Ayebia-Clarke,
the Ghana-born,
Oxfordshire-based
publisher is to be appointed an Honorary
Member of the Order
of the British Empire
(MBE) for services
rendered to the UK publishing industry,
according to a release by the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office. Becky is co-founder
of Ayebia Clarke publishing Ltd.
Ellah Wakatama Allfrey, Deputy Editor at
Granta Magazine, was
awarded an OBE. A
Zimbabwean, she has
worked extensively in
the publishing industry across the world.
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Dear Sir,
African Writing Online - brilliant, it makes
me feel I’ve come home.
Jane Borges

Books Received

Where the Road Turns, Patricia Jabbeh
Wesley [Autumn House Press] •Sunnyside
Sal, Anton Trueger [Deep South] •That
which has Horns, Miriam Shumba [Genesis Press] • The Usher’s Torch, Linda Rose
Parkes [Hearing Eye] • Light and After,
Kobus Moolman [Deep South] • I was an
Elephant Salesman, Pap Khouma [Indiana University Press] • A Life in Full &
Other Stories, Caine Prize Collection [New
Internationalist] • Journeys Around and
with Kongi, Gerd Meuer, [Verlag Thomas
Reche] • Of Life and Love, Freddy Fynn
[Troubador Publishing] • Film in African
Literature Today, Ernest N. Emenyonu
— Ed. [James Currey HEBN] • The Other
Crucifix, Benjamin Kwakye [Ayebia Clarke
Publishing]

Interesting Blogs



•

The AW Blogcentre
www.blogs.african-writing.com/

•

Book Southern Africa
www.book.co.za/

•

Laila Lalami
www.lailalalami.com/blog/

•

ImageNations
www.freduagyeman.blogspot.com/

•

Arabic Literature in English
www.arablit.wordpress.com/
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Author for Sale

Sarah Ladipo Manyika
The man in the bookshop says, just do whatever
makes you feel most comfortable. So I reflect on
his words thinking that had this been a more traditional book tour, I would know what to do. I would
read passages from my novel, answer questions and
then sign books. But this is something different and
because I no longer live in England, I do not know
if this is now the norm or merely unique to the Birmingham bookshop in which I stand. It is certainly
not as glamorous as book readings, but given the
dismal state of the economy, perhaps it’s more sensible.
‘Excuse me sir, excuse me madam, could I interest you in a new novel?”
‘A what?”
‘Can I interest you in a new novel? I’m the author and I’m signing …”
‘No thanks.”
‘Excuse me madam, could I interest you in
…”
And so it goes. Over and over again my sentences dangle in the air as the public flees. Eventually I stop and turn to face my table with its stack of
books. I count them, wondering if one might have
sold without my noticing. And then I contemplate
creating several piles, rather than one. I stand a few
books up, make a little semi-circle, fan them out,
layer them this way and that way … but what do
I know about selling books? I know a little about
selling to agents and publishers – namely that the
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process is difficult, but selling to complete strangers
is surely worse. Tall, short, fat, skinny, black, white,
male, female … each could be a potential reader. Or
not.
‘Could I interest you in a new novel?”
‘No sorry, not interested.”
‘Could I interest you in a new novel?”
‘Just interested in thrillers really. Football
maybe.”
‘Could I interest you in a new novel?”
‘Do you sell tippex?”
And even if I had some magical way of guessing those who might genuinely be interested, what
if my presence puts them off? The way I am dressed,
for example, or the way I speak? And if they ask
about the book, how do I know which themes will
appeal? Is it merely luck? Or bad luck as in the case
of the person who flips to the blurb on the back of
the book, alights on the word ‘sexual,” and refuses
to accept my attempts at explaining that this is only
in reference to the sexual revolution (not ‘sexual
stuff ”).
‘Could I interest you in a new novel?”
‘Do you sell what’s-his-name? Stephen King.”
‘Could I interest you in a new novel?”
‘No I’ve got one already and it’s signed by P.D.
James.”
Perhaps it is simply that people do not wish
to be disturbed. I probably wouldn’t like it either,
if someone interrupted me with a, could I interest
you in a new novel, while I browsed for books. I
would feel sorry for the author, of course, and buy
the book out of empathy, but that wouldn’t mean I
would like it – the experience that is.
‘Go on then,” someone finally says. ‘What’s
the story about?”
‘Well it’s sort of …it’s kind of … It’s a story
about, well it’s set in the early sixties and …”
And all I want to do is tell this woman that the
very reason I write is because I find it so difficult to
articulate things on the spot. If it took me five years
to write the novel, then it shouldn’t be surprising
that I now struggle to summarize it in a matter of
seconds.
‘You know, love,” the woman interrupts, ‘I got
married in the early sixties.” And then whispers,
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‘To a Middle Easterner. So you can imagine what
that was like.”
I have no intention of imagining whatever it is
she is alluding to and am further baffled when she
says she will not read my book in case it reminds
her of those times. Did she hear anything I said?
To the next person, I insist that my story is a heartwarming tale. ‘Good for the present economic situation and good for the cold weather too.” The words
sound dreadful and I’m not even sure they are true,
but perhaps that’s how it is with authors. If one story doesn’t work, we try another. Constantly making
up stories and yet if it sells …
My pile has diminished and I’m feeling mildly
pleased with myself until the manager brings me
another copy. I do wish she wouldn’t do that.
‘Someone left this behind,” she whispers. ‘You
might want to just sign your name next time.”
‘Yes, of course,” I nod, looking at the inscription:
To Samantha,
With best wishes,
Sarah L. Manyika. AW
Manyika teaches English literature at San Francisco State University. She is author of In Dependence.

I don’t want a novel! Or a play! Or a poem!


How to Euthanise a Cactus
Stephen D. Partington
Cinnamon Press; 2010
ISBN 978-1-907090-16-5
How to Euthanise a Cactus is Stephen Derwent
Partington’s new collection of 62 poems. A few
themes runs through the poetry; there is a preoccupation with Kenya, nowhere more than in
the shortest poem, A Freudian Slip in Six Steps:
SARAJEVO/SARAJEVA/SARAJEGA/SARAMEGA/SAKAMEGA/KAKAMEGA. Kakamega
may of course not resonate to other publics quite
as much as Sarajevo would, but it does lead to the
other central pole of the collection, the Kenyan
Crisis of 2007/8.
Poems like Estranged and Cerebrology will
break out of these overriding themes, and there are
personal reflections inspired by family. Poems like
Customary will cast a mischeviously sardonic eye
on marriage traditions. The poem ‘Soda’ has roots
of elephant grass in Kenyan soil, but it will travel:
never was corruption more lyrically, if tragically,
profiled. Yet, it is within the poles of Kenya and
the Crisis that this collection has its forte. Neither
history can now be recounted in literature without
quotes from How to Euthanise a Cactus.
In a sense, the heights of this collection are
founded on the lows of the Kenyan dead. In poems
like Lethe, Praise Poem, If This, Then That, & Thor
and That Lot, that loss resonates. For these poems
alone, this collection is significant and will join the
many other books written by other Kenyan writers
to memorialise the tragedy of 2007/8 — not just
by rebuking the war-mongers, but by the equally
vital imperative of recognising and venerating
peace makers...’We praise the man who,/though
he held the match between/ his finger and his
thumb,/ beheld the terror of its tiny drop of
phosphorus,/like a charred and tiny skull/and so
returned it to its box. (Praise Poem). AW
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Sesotho Speakers

Ret’sepile Makamane
Seta stopped breathing in the late afternoon. The
lorry carrying him was inches away from reaching
the concrete road. The cows were returning home
as he slipped from life. The shadows of the mountains were reaching out too far over the dry ground,
chasing the lorry like ghosts unfed. He had watched
those shadows, thinking they would catch him and
freeze him solid – but he had resisted, and said to
himself, No, I am not dying yet, not today.
The last thing he heard was a cowbell dinging too slow, its fading sound coming at him in
fragments from different directions. Then, in the
distance, a long line of grandfathers and great
grandfathers wearing yellow blankets emerged, to
accompany him on a narrow and steep uphill path.
He felt he was all alone on this path, despite the
smiling faces of the old men with leathery skins
which he recognised but had never seen before.
His ripped chest began to feel cold. He tried to look
back but realised that he could not turn his head.
He could only walk forwards.
People in the lorry saw a green bird, small with
a silver tail, fly up, up, up into the sky until it disappeared, its shiny tail the last thing to go.
Some people say that if Molibeli had not driven so fast on the bumpy gravel from St Thomas to
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Brakfontein where the concrete road starts, Seta
could have reached the clinic alive. Others, who
have always been jealous of the Solwandle family’s
money, say that Molibeli, Ntate Solwandle’s eighth
son, is cross-eyed, an unfortunate skilokh who
should never drive a person that is on life’s edge to
the clinic. Yet these very same doubters run to Molibeli’s shop for transport when their daughters are
in labour and the district nurse is away travelling.
Such hypocrites! Me, I say anybody who has it in
himself to take a knife, sharpen it and listen to its
sound, tsiki tsiki tsiki, as it rubs against the whetstone, then cuts open his own chest and tries to lift
out his heart, does not intend to reach the clinic.
Full stop.
Seta’s mother has decided to wear the black
dress, cape and doek for the rest of her life, because
she says a mother does not bury a son, it is the other
way round. Now the townspeople call her Magdalena Blacked. Magdalena Blacked sweeps the floors
outside her corrugated iron-roofed house every day.
She was going to tile it when Seta started working
as the town’s water engineer – like his father, who is
now drinking Chibuku as though it is running out
of fashion. At times she shells peas and throws the
rotten ones to her geese, the only three geese in this
town, featherless things which she speaks or sings
to, always using the same words. Her words implicate me in her loss.
Seta used to throw the discus, and he was extremely good at it. About the only thing he was good
at. He was an obu-obu in everything else, including
needle-work. His patterns came out with untidy
inside-out seams that looked like paths with overgrown weeds. He could never follow directions. He
was hasty and disengaged most of the time. If it was
not for me, we would have left Seta and his severely
bow-legged listing self in Standard 4.
In Standard 6, things changed radically. All of
a sudden we had to speak English between 8:00am
and 3:00pm. Sesotho Speakers were a group of people – idiots really – that had difficulties shutting
up their mouths for the whole day because none of
us could speak any English at that age. I had three
sentences to last me a day: ‘Pull up your socks!’, ‘It
is raining dogs and cats,’ and, ‘With all my heart!’
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Seta would whisper, scooting closer to me on the
old bench, ‘Mma-the-best, shut up! Your English,
it is itching in my ears.’ Most students just pointed
at things or mimed to avoid twenty strokes on the
buttocks from Sir Justice, our class teacher.
Sir Justice had soft dark hair. Spongy, like it
had Inecto Super Black in it. He sported a darkrimmed pair of educated spectacles, behind which
lurked eyes so still – not thoroughly cold, but eyes
that seemed to contain a solidity that could never
move. He wore those glasses and safari shirts on
bad days, days on which the whipping was super
manyafunyafu. He stayed in Moeaneng, a part of
town whose streets were unlabelled. So he had to
cross a huge gulley full of short stubborn shrubs
and sweet grass before the last bit to the school.

‘

There were signs everywhere that I was going to
go to the cave, signs which
I chose to ignore. Some girls
fled the town and went to
live with relatives we had
never heard of before. More
and more, boys and girls
showed up at the school
with slings and bandages
around their arms.

He would have a stick of grass in the corner of his
mouth as he breathed in and out, heaving with the
rhythm of his fierce cane that slapped the skin and
made the sound of sails banging against wind.
In the mornings before assembly, boys climbed
up and stood tall on each other’s shoulders, like
meerkats in danger, and watched him coming. The
rest of us waited in fear as the uplifted ones squinted
their eyes to see through the glare of the scorching
sun. He never beat us in winter – no, no, never. Girls
from Moeaneng said that it was because the vicious
thing that lived inside his wife grazed in peace in
that season underneath the snow, and calmed her,
subsiding his storms massively as well. Then the


eyes of the boys on the high shoulders would adjust to the sun’s white blaze, and they would start
to whistle if things were not looking good, and say,
‘Safari for, safari for, safari for what?’
‘Safari for suffering,’ we would reply as the cold
mist descended on our hearts. Often things did not
look good.
Sir Justice was a handsome man who looked
like a taller version of the Malcom X picture he had
in his office. Unappeasable, though. We tried. He
became animated and charged with anger the more
we tried. He owned a crystal rock that he handed
to us each morning to circulate amongst Sesotho
Speakers. So we spied and listened carefully to each
other’s muffled whispers. Then you would hear an
excited scream, ‘Sesotho Speaker! Sesotho Speaker!’
Tormenting and chiding the speaker on the spot. At
that time whoever was in possession of the crystal
rushed to give the accused the ominous rock.
Apart from Seta and a few other boys, all of us
were made with scornful blood. We were made so
that, instead of feeling sympathy for each other, we
detested what belonged to us. What belonged to us
shamed us in its simplicity. It assaulted something
inside. When the day came to a close, the person
holding the crystal would have to say who he got
it from, and names would be called backwards till
about three quarters of the class were standing under the cold shade of a cyprus tree with faces glum
like prisoners manacled, awaiting a transfer to a
nowhere place. Somewhere they had never been
before.
Seta said to me once, ‘Do you know that that
is my crystal?
‘Of course! I suppose one of those mountains
belongs to you too!’
‘A cave, not a mountain,’ he said. ‘A cave with
spring water older than time, my girl. In that cave
you can sit down and still hear the voices of the
Elders if you care to leave your rubbish outside,’
and then he walked off like a mysterious figurine
that was being pushed from side to side by invisible
hands.
Most days Seta could not sit on the hard wooden benches because his bum was bruised. He got
himself caned every day, without fail. If he was not
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speaking Sesotho, he was singing it. He was what
one could call a Sesotho addict. Sir Justice took this
as an affront and an attack on his own person.
The only thing that Seta understood, besides
discus, was volcanoes. He had a deep obsession
with the greenery and the rock changes that occur
in volcanic areas. He traced the ages of the rocks on
the mountains around the town and came up with
the idea that we needed a volcano in the nearest future or else we would run out of ground minerals.
One day Sir Justice beat up Seta so bad that
boys from Seta’s neighbourhood had to carry him
as he lay on a stretcher on his belly, howling. Seta
had interred the Sesotho Speakers’ crystal in one
of the nearby mountains as a gift to Shembe (his
secret god), during first break – so no other Sesotho speakers were caught that day. When the boys
reached Friends Fanon Street, our street, they increased the volume of their song for the dead heroes. Seta’s mother rebuked them for wishing death
on her only son in the song, but they just laughed as
they placed the stretcher on the old woman’s stoep
because they knew her too well. Seta laughed too, in
spite of the fire burning in his buttocks. His mother fetched a tube of Betadine from the house, still
shouting and cursing the boys who delivered him,
although they had already left for their own homes.
Seta was back at school the following week.
During the weeks leading to my visit to the
cave, Seta became more jumpy and frenzied, only
talking to me occasionally and in parables. I even
got jealous that he had perhaps found himself another helper in Geometry and Geography. His
warnings against my speaking English intensified.
What had started off as, ‘Mma-the-best, please shut
up! Your English. It is itching in my ears,’ became,
‘The day of the eruption is soon to come.’ One day
he clutched my hand, making me nearly burn the
sleeve of my shirt on the magnesium explosion
I was trying out. He stood next to me, facing the
opposite direction, and said, ‘Today, I beg you, do
not speak English at all. The eyes of the Elders are
watching you.’ I laughed.
‘Promise me.’ He spoke in a low voice.
‘With all my heart!’ I replied.
Seta’s mother was a Zionist. His father was
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the man who gave water to our town. On Sundays,
Seta and Mme Magdalena – as she was before she
became Magdalena Blacked – would feed the three
geese earlier than usual, dress up in identical limegreen overflowing dresses tied with big silver ropes,
and go to the top of Khasipe Mountain with other
members of their faith where they would stamp the
devil out of the ground with their bare feet.
I remember how – when Seta and I became
friends – I asked him why they stamped the devil
out of the ground, setting him loose to run amok on
us innocent people and he said it was not his place
to say. This was before he became my class duty in
Maths and Geography, before he shared with me
his love for red hot lava that shoots upwards, and
then frees itself loose into streams of ochre-orange.
And he would point to a random mountain in the
distance and say, ‘It is bending – Watch! Can you
see that mountain bending? Aha, a volcano is getting ready, see!’
‘The smell of sulphur, Seta, the smell of sulphur, that is a sure sign of a volcano getting ready.’ I
told him again and again.
Even after I thought we had become quite
close, which was a hard thing to accept, considering
how ugly and slow Seta was, he still said, ‘It is not in
my gift,’ when I asked him what he did in the cave at
night with the other boys in our class. He would say
it was not in his gift, and watch my disappointment,
then kick the red soil and run to the water pump
ahead of me and rotate the wheel clockwise, vigorously, and the water would splash out like a furious
waterfall hitting rock. He would say, ‘Bring your
fatty feet here, mountain princess, let the future
water-maker cleanse them.’ The top of my feet, like
my hands, have always had a loafy bee-bitten look
about them due to lipomatosis, and Seta was the
only person I knew who was not disgusted by them.
He thought he was going to be a water engineer in
the future, and would attain his father’s fame.
The mechanics of bringing water to our homes
can only be managed by Seta’s father, drunk or sober. The water project began a decade and a half
ago. A big company from overseas brought us the
technology. The idea was to get river water into
pipes, mix it with a purifying concoction when it
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reached the valley, hurl it up to the foothill – which
is where the town is situated – then bring it to our
front doors. Great! But no one yet knew how to
man the machinery till Seta’s father was retrenched
from the mines, sick in the chest and full of shame
for being suddenly jobless at forty five. He soon discovered that the engineering behind purifying gold
was very similar to that required for purifying water, and he shot to levels of high importance in the
whole town. Seta’s mother was the first woman in
this town to brew moonshine. Townspeople have
always said that her firewater tastes very close to
camoli, but Seta would never say how they made it
like that.
He taught me things, Seta, he taught me things,
though he was secretive. Liturgies that seemed useless at the time. He asked me to learn my family
totem for the Fathers and find out the meanings of
the symbols. I forgot the symbols and just learned
the words:
To the ladies, baroetsana le basali
The elephants, they flap their ears
They stop the suns from burning
They come home to eat before the suns
retire
They will never leave while the ladies
sleep
They bring their shields and hold them
to the rains

and said to me, ‘I breathe you, my air, my fresh air.’ I
spat on his face and ran into our classroom. Maybe
it was the carborundum look of his hair that irked
me so.
There were signs everywhere that I was going
to go to the cave, signs which I chose to ignore. Some
girls fled the town and went to live with relatives
we had never heard of before. More and more, boys
and girls showed up at the school with slings and
bandages around their arms. The ones with broken
arms escaped Sir Justice’s gruesome beatings. One
could be forgiven for assuming that maybe several
fathers had chosen around the same time to teach
their children how to ride horses. Although people started speaking more Sesotho, not many got
punished, which could have meant only one thing:
more pupils were holding on to the crystal and deliberately not passing it on. At times I would find
myself shouting, ‘Sesotho Speaker!’ to discover that
it was just a handful of us who were barking madly
like scavenging hounds over a stolen bone.
We celebrated Jubilee on a sweltering Thursday in February. Not a day for new shoes. I wore
a crème white dress with crocheted silk flowers
knitted onto the chest. The shoes were too tight because of the heat and the ever-swollen tissue. My
aunt Jacenta said that she had bought them in a different town from an Indian merchant who said she
should buy them because she had ripped the front

To the ladies, baroetsana le basali
The elephants – they sit in groups
back to back
They watch the ends of the towns
on guard
They collect the voices of night
prowling men
They chew them bitter before the
women awake
These Elephants are your walls,
women
Helang Basali!!
After I recited the father’s totem to him, Seta
knelt down, scooped and poured sand onto his hair
11

‘There is a certain irresistible logic to
Globalisation...
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ribbon slightly. She said she had found the shoe already like that – but Aunt Jacenta likes to tell stories. So after explaining to the man at length that I
have a fat thing on top of the feet and that that make
of shoe would never fit, the man just said, ‘You rip,
you buy.’ I removed the shoes at lunch. Many girls
rushed home then, for the elaborate food festivities
and Jubilee processions. By three in the afternoon I
did not remember where I had placed my shoes, so
I started a panicked search for them. Within a short
time of running around the classroom lifting desks
and pushing derelict benches, the whole school felt
very empty. Eerie.
‘No more English Speakers. No more.’ I looked
up to see Seta’s cousin, Maope, wearing his football
jersey, smiling and hitting my new shoes against
each other. I concentrated on the ribbon that kept
jerking up and flopping downwards each time he
banged them together. Maope was not a student in
our school.
‘I say no more. The time for English speaking
is over!’ He threw the shoes at me. I caught them
and said, ‘Sorry,’ to him, as if I had wronged him. I
walked towards the door he was blocking.
‘Not so quick, Mma-the-best, not so quick.
Sorry for what?’ Maope asked, towering over me.
‘Where is Seta?’ I asked with a frail voice.
‘I can take you to him if you want, but first you
have to say, No more, No more English Speakers.’
I looked at Maope and thought that the only
way to get out of that situation – well, a situation I
knew not what it was going to be – the only way to
out-manoeuvre him was to make him believe that
he had won by saying his stupid words, and then
sprinting home as fast as lightning at the nearest
opportune moment. I think he read my mind because he slapped me across the face so hard I forgot
what I was thinking.
‘Carry her!’ A number of boys appeared from
behind him, all of them from Friends Fanon Street.
They carried me kicking and yelling and clawing my
nails into their arms. When we got to the cave, Seta
was sitting by the well. At first, I could not make out
anything due to the darkness. Then my eyes adjusted. Seta scooped the water with a hand-made plastic goblet and handed it to me. There were more
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boys from our school around him.
‘I receive you.’ Seta said, imagining himself to
be some king. The other boys cheered, stomped
and whistled in approval.
‘Help me, Seta.’ I clutched his hand and the
water spilled.
‘You shall not speak until you are spoken to, respect the laws of the Elders, please. You are a guest.’
He said. Again the boys erupted with excitement.
I saw little figurines placed at the bottom of
the sparkling stalactite hooks. The figurines were
carved out of sandstone and placed in a semi-circle. I suspected they were the Elders Seta had been
going on about. Seta and his friends were drinking
firewater and feeding some of it to the sculptures.
‘Totem, please’ Seta gulped a mouthful of
firewater. His short legs dangled beneath a very
high chair which seemed to be made out of a giant sunset-lilac quartz rock. The group of boys kept
fetching books from two huge trunks containing
everything written in the Sesotho language since
1925, Liapole tsa Khauta, Chaka, Mopheme, Arola
Naheng ea Maburu, and so on. Thirteen boys stood
up each time Seta asked me if I knew who wrote
what book, and could I tell him the moral of the
story? They would shout out the answers before I
could even think. The cacophony of words, parables, aphorisms and adages echoed in the cave and
made me dizzy.
When seated, the boys formed an arc like a
beaded necklace set out in a particular order: boy,
figurine, boy, figurine, boy, and so on, up to the
middle where Seta was sitting – he was the magnificent centre-piece pendant of this necklace – then
the order would resume as before: boy, figurine,
boy, figurine on the other side. The lock would have
been where I was standing, so that I was facing all
of them like an actress in an amphitheatre, directly
opposite the king himself. I asked myself how a person who had led such a meaningless, dumb life as
Seta – even if his father was the town’s most intelligent man and his mother made the best moonshine,
he himself was such an ugly shorty – how could he
control so many smart boys?
‘Chief Mahalapa said totem, sfebe!’ Maope said
as he threw his drink at me.
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‘Shush Maope, let me do my work.’ Seta held
up his hand, still looking at me. ‘Recite the totem,
you.’
‘Gatsheni, when the young ones are fed...’ I
started reciting my family totem for the Mothers
since I figured he had already heard me recite the
one for the Fathers.
‘No No No No, sinyo! For the Fathers, please,
man.’ His voice jolted me.
So for a second time, I recited my elephant
family totem for the Fathers, and only realised then
that Seta’s lessons had been a preparation for this
moment.
I thought I gave a stellar performance...
But Seta’s mind had moved on. His eyes were
beginning to glare red, making him look like a
drunken, frightened toddler. Then he asked me the
killer question: he asked me to swear I would never
speak English again. I shook my head and said No.
He winked at me wildly, like he had a tick in his
eye. But I did not get what he was trying to signal.
I could have said Yes and changed my mind once
I reached the school, but I figured that whatever
evil the cave boys had in them in the form of homemade alcohol could not really harm me.
‘No No No No, sinyo!’ The boys said in chorus
after my No, and I knew right there that I shouldn’t
have said it.
‘So, has she kissed you yet, Chief Mahalapa?’
One boy asked – or was it a figurine who asked?
Chief Mahalapa looked to the side where the
voice came from. Something inside of me said run.
Turn around now and sprint.
***
I heard Seta say, ‘Leave her, she is mine,’ shouting too loud because he was too close. He tripped
me. I fell with my face in the sand. It was now dark
outside. I tasted sand in my teeth. He held my right
arm and pulled me up. Once I was facing him, he
twisted it with both his hands.
‘I am your air, breathe me, with all your heart,
like you say in English.’ He put his mouth onto mine.
I had an instinct to bite both his thin lips very hard
and spit them out. But his breath smelt so stale that
13

I shifted my face. He twisted my arm, steadily, tighter still. I gave out a squeal. ‘Let me go, I will never
speak English, I swear.’ He locked the arm, I thought
it would not move any further. The pain! ‘It is not in
my gift to let you go now. If I don’t break your arm,
thirteen messengers of the Elders will come and do
it roughly, too roughly. Let me break it for you, put
your lips on mine, it will hurt less. I promise I will
do it gently, mountain princess.’ The boys were getting nearer and I could hear them shout,
‘Twist it, twist it, kiss her, kiss her!’
‘Kiss my mouth, let’s do this quickly.’
I tried to say No but I did not hear it.
He put his mouth on mine again. I could not
see him because my eyes were screwed up in pain.
But the wetness of his face made me think that there
were tears coming out of his eyes.
‘Kiss her, twist her, twist her, kiss her, English
Speaker, English Speaker, English Speaker!’ The
boys were forming a circle around us now. I kept
thinking I am late, I am going to get a hiding for being out so late. I screamed out louder.
‘Just kiss my mouth, dammit!’ Seta was definitely crying.
‘I would rather die than kiss your mouth you
filthy thing, you horrid thing that looks like witches
ride you at night, you evil...’
‘Qwah!!’ Up till this day I have never felt an
equivalent of the pain that shatters something between one’s temples as an arm gets dislocated. Intense pain can kill, I still believe that. Then Seta hit
my shoulder joint with the palm of his hand back
into the socket. The bone made a second ‘Qwah!’
This time less noisy. The one thing I remember so
vividly is that copious amounts of clear drool came
out of my mouth, uncontrollably. Maope must have
handed Seta the bandage and sling – which had
definitely been stolen from the town football team’s
first-aid kit.
‘You cannot take you away from me. You can’t.
Forgive me! You are the one thing in my power – you
are my mountain princess. I had to do this. Sorry,
so sorry.’ He was crying worse than before as he tied
my arm to my neck with a sling. I was whimpering,
not because the pain had subsided, but because a
louder sound would have increased it.
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‘Sissy man, you – you are crying over an English Speaker!’ Maope kicked Seta in the buttocks
and led the other boys back to the cave. Maybe he
was going to be the next King Mahalapa.
‘Who is going to help me carry her home?’
Seta yelled.
‘Yourself. She can teach you some English since
you are so keen,’ one boy who had taken Maope’s
rug-sack for him said. They started playing Touch
as they descended into the stalactite cave.
‘Open your mouth.’
I opened my mouth, sitting straight up from
the ground. Something burning, sharp and slightly
malty cut through my throat into my oesophagus,
and a warm feeling came over me in a rush. Then
he made me drink the whole bottle, and had a few
drops himself. We must have both slept there, in
the middle of the hills and the echoing night sounds
because the next thing I remember is lunch hour at
the school, and everyone running towards the water pump.
Seta’s breathing was wheezy when I got there.
He had punctured a lung trying to carve around his
heart, to bring it out and give to me, apparently.
His teary eyes found me holding my arm close
to my chest amongst the large group of people surrounding him. He moved his hands towards me
with difficulty, both of them, cupped together as
if they contained something. The movement was
careful, like he had practised it before. He tried to
smile at me but it looked like a grimace.
‘Breathe me, take my heart, mountain prin...
mountain...Mme...Mme...where is my mother?’ His
voice faded.
The lorry arrived and Sir Justice and the other
teachers ordered us to move back so that Seta could
get some air to breathe. They spoke in Sesotho. AW
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Tendai Huchu was born in 1982 in Bindura,
Zimbabwe. He attended Churchill High
School in Harare and then went to the
University of Zimbabwe to study Mining
Engineering in 2001. He dropped out of the
course in the middle of the first semester
when he discovered the maths had more letters and symbols than it had numbers. Tendai has a great love of literature, in particular
the nineteenth century Russian novel. He
is now a Podiatrist and lives in Edinburgh,
Scotland.
Q.1: When are you most likely to lie?
I am lying to you right now. I am a peddler of
fiction and fantasy am I not?
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Q.2: Tell us about the inspiration behind The
Hairdresser of Harare?
There wasn’t any real inspiration as such. I was
making merry at a friends house on Christmas
day 2009 when I got this sudden idea that was
like a whirlwind in my head. It was a distinct
voice telling a story in my head. I borrowed a
laptop and began pounding away. Little did I
know at the time that I was going to spend the
next 14 days doing nothing but write until the
first draft was ready. Trust me I was exhausted
afterwards.

Russian authors, the more I realised that my
condition could be eased when I was telling my
own stories — so to me writing became a sort of
therapy.

Q.3: Why did you choose this particular extract for readers of AW?
This chapter is the central point in
the book where all the main protagonists gather in one scene. It is a particularly explosive scene that reveals
a lot about the characters’ personalities and principals to the reader.

Q.7: What are your interests outside literature?
I enjoy walking and listening to live
music but I have so little time to
indulge my self in any of these things
these days.

Q.4: Ideally, how would you like
the book to be received?
Like most new authors I am just
grateful that my work is being read
out there. Anything else is a bonus.
Q.5: You abandoned mining engineering at
the University of Zimbabwe. How then did
you end up writing fiction?
I went through a phase in my early twenties
when i was very unhappy and fairly depressed.
I didn’t know which direction my life was going
in. Everything had stalled and I had this bitter
feeling that I should have been doing something worthwhile with my life but I couldn’t. I
went into Waterstones, Reading (where I lived
at the time) and began buying popular science books; then one day, by chance I picked
up Crime and Punishment by Fyodor Dostoevsky. I identified with Raskolnikov and could
see parallels between my crazy thoughts and
the deluded thoughts in his. The more I read
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Q.6: Which writer do you most identify with?
Do I really need to tell you that it’s Dostoevsky?
I have read about his life, his addictive personality, despair, guilt, religious fears, debt problems,
hell he even had to leave his home country at
one point. I may not identify with him stylistically but spiritually I do.

Q.8: You now live in Scotland – will
this influence your writing ?
It already has. Scotland is a small
country with a big heart. The natives
here are warm, welcoming and friendly. They take an interest in all cultures,
perhaps that is because their own
identity is overshadowed by that of the English.
As a result I have begun to take an interest in
other parts of the world, other peoples and
religions. I have become convinced that whilst
I could be a specialist African author, I want to
try to write about other people and experiences
alien to my own.
Q.9: If you could change one thing about
yourself, what would it be?
My pessimistic personality
Q.10: As a writer, what is your greatest fear?
Being in a position where I am unable to write.
This fear has brought out the best and the worst
of me at times but now I hope I have overcome
this and am in a position to do only good. AW
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Bad Hair Day

Tendai Huchu

Tuesday was the first day of September and I went
to work with my spirits high. The cramped commuter bus and the abusive conductor did nothing
to dampen my spirits. There was a light drizzle,
as if the rain was teasing the earth. I passed several banks with long winding queues, feeling lucky
that I was paid in cash and so never had to endure
the soul-destroying hours waiting in line for your
own money.
I looked forward to seeing Dumi though
I was a little apprehensive. The way in which
Michelle had spoken to me did a lot to reassure
me that everything would be all right. When I arrived Dumi was opening up. He smiled and came
over to hug me.
“I can’t thank you enough for coming with
me to the wedding.”
“That’s what friends are for.” I said testing
him.
“Yeah right.” He struggled with the rusty
clanking lock.
“So everything’s all right?”
“Just perfect.” He swung the door open.
“There’s something I need to know...” Just
then, Agnes showed up with the other girls. “It
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can wait.” I couldn’t risk speaking in front of these
gossip-mongers especially when I was still so unsure of Dumi’s intentions.
“Well there’s something I need to tell you.”
He touched the tip of my nose with his index finger. My heart pounded – was he going to say what
I thought he would say?
“Trina is coming in at two o’clock today and
we’re going to do her hair. You and me.” It was
good news but I was deflated. There was something more urgent on my mind.
The power went off just after ten. ZESA no
longer bothered to warn anyone about their loadshedding schedule, if they had one. A noisy generator was switched on at the house next door.
That always happened when the power went off,
but you might have thought they would at least
have waited until evening. The man who lived
there worked for NOCZIM, which explained why
he had petrol to burn, but it didn’t make it any less
of a waste at eleven o’clock in the morning.
“I guess we’ll just have to use the solar dryers.” I said. Agnes laughed and took some chairs
outside. When the power went off we had the clients sit in the sun to dry their hair a little before
we styled it.
***
The familiar droning of Trina’s diesel engine came
up the driveway. She honked and stepped out
wearing her trademark khakis. Even with a hairdressing appointment, she still had no sense of
style. Dumi grinned and signalled for me to get
ready. This would be the first time I’d ever done a
white person’s hair so I was anxious. He winked at
me and I smiled.
“Makadini Madzimai.” She said as she offloaded a box from the back of the truck. She
paused briefly to glance at the two clients sitting
in the sun, “What’s going on here?”
“There’s no electricity.” “Tell Mrs Khumalo
to get a generator.” “Solar is more ecofriendly,”
Dumi said with a laugh. She came in and put the
box down. Agnes began to check that the supplies
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were correct. As usual they were and she went
to the main house and brought out two boxes of
soap. Trina counted them and shook her head,
“Five more bars.”
“But mum said...”
“Five more bars.” Agnes returned and came
back with five more bars. Dumi made a low bow
and gestured for Trina to sit in his chair. She handed him plastic bag full of products that I hadn’t
seen before. Dumi rubbed his hands together and
blew on them.
“I’m not too sure about this,” Trina seemed to
be gritting her teeth.
“It’s too late to turn back now, darling.” Dumi
replied.
He asked me to pin most of her hair up, leaving a little a layer at the back of the head. Then
he took a tail comb and wove it in and out of
the strands, and lifting a section, he placed a foil
underneath it, painting the strand with blonde
highlighter. He told me to fold the foil over the
strand to secure it. With quite an air, he asked me
to repeat the process, occasionally making a little
correction, until her whole head was covered in
foil. It was easier than I thought it would be and I
couldn’t help standing arms akimbo as every one
in the salon looked at our foiled handy work.
“When you’re finished, I’ll tell you which one
is the ‘hairdresser of Harare’.” Trina smiled.
“I’m afraid you’re going to have to go solar for
half an hour before we do the styling.” Dumi said
leading Trina to join the ladies in the sun. “You
can work on your tan while you’re there.”
“Look at these freckles, I’m browner than
you are.”
Trina sat out in the sun having a conversation about whether the rains would come or not
with the other ladies outside. It seems everyone
was a farmer to some degree. There was a general
consensus that the rainfall patterns had become
a lot less predictable. Trina made some mention
about a new strain of drought-resistant maize that
had been produced by Seedco arguing that it was
dangerous for corporations to patent seed. The
other ladies didn’t seem to understand this part of
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the argument, nevertheless they agreed with what
she was saying.
The day was going well until a black Mercedes pulled up in the driveway. I did not recall
seeing her name on the appointment book but
was pleased to see Minister M___ had brought
her husband with her. The chauffeur opened the
door and she stepped out wearing a black version
of the Robert Mugabe dress she had worn previously. Her braids were coming undone and so
she’d come in to get her hair done again.
“Pamberi neZanu.” She said waving a fist in
the air. I was taken aback, she’d never chanted slogans before. When no one responded she shouted
out, “Ndati, Pamberi neZanu PF.”
“Pamberi NeZanu.” We replied with limp
fists in the air.
“That’s much better now. If I’d known that
this salon catered for Rhodesians, I would have
closed it down a long time ago. Zimbabwe will
never be a colony again. How are you Mrs Price?
It is good to see you after such a long time.”
Trina clenched and unclenched her fists. Her
face was a tight mask. She stood up.
“The tobacco you planted before you left did
really well. I congratulate you on how well you
trained your workers. Rest assured Good Hope
farm is very productive,” Minister M___ went on.
“You already have eight farms, how many
more do you need?”
“You should have told that to your ancestors
when they were stealing our land. Tell all your
friends that we’re going to take all the land back
and then we’re coming for the houses you bought
in the suburbs with your ill-gotten riches. Mabhunu muchapera.”
“You can’t intimidate me. And let me tell you
one thing, this tyranny that you call a government is going to collapse when the masses rise up
against you.”
“If you think your MDC puppets are going
to take over this country then you can just forget
it...”
Dumi stepped in between the two women.
“This is my place of business. There will be no pol-
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itics here.” Minister M___’s husband was standing
on the sidelines; his eyes drooped as though he
had no interest in the exchange. His roughly shaven face told the story of a man who’d seen a lot in
the world, and of life.
“Go back to Britain you white pig.”
“I’m not going anywhere. This is my home
and I have as much right as you to be here.”
“Minister M___ if you persist in insulting other clients I shall have to ask you to leave.”
Dumi spoke firmly, holding out his hand for Trina
to stop talking. Mr M___ raised his eyebrows and
stroked his chin.
The way in which Dumisani conducted himself took the minister aback. She blinked, unused
to being spoken to in this way, and then quickly
regained her composure.
“Young man, if the MDC is teaching you to
be a dog to white people then I shall teach you a
lesson, you will never forget.”
“This is not about the MDC, it is not about
Black or White or any other kind of division. I’m
telling you to respect our other clients who are
here.”
“Mrs Khumalo will be firing you very soon.”
“That’s fine by me, madam, but as it stands
this is my salon. Now if you want your hair done
go inside, if not goodbye and have a nice day.”
Minister M___ walked inside in a huff and
her husband followed her slowly with his hands in
his pockets. Trina had turned red and was breathing heavily as if she was about to cry. The minister reached for her phone and made a call. I didn’t
catch all of it but I heard her say, “Tell the war vets
to come to Khumalo’s salon in the Avenues.”
“It’s no longer safe for you here. You must
leave.” Dumi said to Trina.
“I’m not going anywhere. I know my rights.”
“I can do your hair at your place or anywhere
else you choose, but not here.” Trina stood her
ground and insisted that she was not leaving until she was finished. The minister asked me to do
her hair, saying how much she regretted having a
sell-out do it on the previous occasion. I started
undoing the braids and prayed that Trina would
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see sense and leave, for all our sakes.
“I’m not going anywhere.”
“Then you leave me with no choice... but, to
try and defend you as best I can.” Dumi bowed his
head and stayed beside her. He bounced up and
down on the balls of his feet like a rugby player
waiting for the whistle to blow. I wanted to tell him
not to be stupid, but I dared not utter a word.
After what seemed to be an eternity of waiting, Trina finally said. “All right, I’ll leave.”
There was a collective sight of relief. My
hands trembled as I undid the minister’s hair.
There was just one problem. The minister’s Merc
was blocking the driveway.
“Can you move your car out of my way,” said
Trina. I felt sorry for her with her hair packed into
its shiny silver sheaths. No matter who or when
they were removed, her hair was bound to dry or
burn, and the colour would be something else.
What was supposed to be a treat had turned into
a nightmare.
“You are not going anywhere until the war
vets get here.” The minister shouted.
Trina repeated her plea, this time to the
chauffeur who was standing jiggling his keys. He
did not budge an inch. She repeated herself but
the man laughed in her face. The clock was ticking, the war vets were coming.
“Tawanda, move your car out of Mrs Price’s
way,” Mr M___ spoke in a gentle authoratitive
voice.
“Don’t even think about it Tawanda.” The
Minister called out.
“Iwe. Usakanganwe kuti murume ndiyani panapa.” Mr M___ said pointing a finger at her. She
kept quiet and Tawanda went to do as requested.
It was a relief to see Trina leave because two
minutes later a pick-up packed with men carrying
knobkerries arrived. A dozen of them clambered
down singing revolutionary songs. Most of them
seemed younger than I was. AW
Bad Hair Day is excerpted from The Hairdresser
of Harare, by Tendai Huchu, published by
Weaver Press
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Second Book Syndrome
The Association of
Foreign Spouses
by Marilyn Heward Mills
Publishers: The Little
Brown Book Club
ISBN: 978-1-84744-031-0
Hardback Price: £19.99
Paperback: £7:99 (Mar 2011)
392 pages
Reviewer: Tola Ositelu
I am thinking of coining a new literary phrase, assuming one is necessary, to refer to those authors
whose follow-up novels do not live up to the promise of their debuts; underwhelming-second-booksyndrome. Anticlimactic second novels are nothing
new. I even have a friend who is generally wary of
any follow-ups, preferring others to test the waters
and see if personal recommendations are forthcoming. I have developed a healthy scepticism of
second novels myself. Contrary to popular opinion
I was disappointed by Chimamanda Adichie’s Half
of A Yellow Sun after enjoying Purple Hibiscus, one
of the best debut novels I have yet read. Of course
not all follow-ups fail to live up to expectations. Sefi
Atta, Sadie Jones and Diana Evans, for instance, have
all put out work in the last few years that hold their
own next to their predecessors. Hence, perhaps,
my optimism when approaching Swiss-Ghanaian
author Marilyn Heward Mills’ The Association of
Foreign Spouses, her latest offering after 2006’s impressive Cloth Girl. Alas, my optimism was unjustified. Truth be told the signs were there early on
that it might not be all I hoped. The premise of the
sojourner reflecting on her fish-out-of-water experiences thousands of miles from home is hardly
original. Plus there was an excerpt at the end of the
paperback edition of Cloth Girl that didn’t exactly
set my world alight; I lost interest before complet-
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ing it. On reading the full text, my instincts proved
correct. Mills appears to have gone two steps back
The Association, displaying the shortcomings of a
patchy debut rather than a solid second novel.
Set in the throes of a military coup in the
former Gold Coast sometime in the 1980s, the
story centres around the English Eva who moves
to Ghana on marrying one of its native sons, the
successful architect Alfred Laryea whom she met
in London. Haughty and obnoxious, Eva has three
similarly irritating, self-congratulatory non-Ghanaian friends; the German Margrit — childless
but otherwise happily married to Kojo; the Russian
Yelena — abandoned by the father of her twins after he decides he’d rather marry a fellow Ghanaian,
and the token Afro-Caribbean Dahlia, wife of the
brutish Vincent. The four hens, sorry, members of
this unofficial Association frequently complain to
each other about Ghana’s backwardness and how
its docile people just can’t seem to get it together.
Eva also has a good deal of opprobrium reserved
for her mother-in-law Gladys, who commits such
cardinal sins as wanting to oil her granddaughter’s
scalp or pierce her ears according to custom. As the
world outside is left in disarray by the shenanigans
of power-hungry soldiers, Eva and friends find that
the biggest threats to their relatively cosy existence
are closer to home.
Now let it be said at this juncture that The
Association is perfectly readable. Mills’ has a very
limpid style, the novel’s main redeeming factor. It
was the author’s aptitude for straightforward storytelling that elevated ‘Cloth Girl’ -the story of
Mathilda, a Ghanaian schoolgirl who is forced by
her family to become the second wife of the wealthy
and lecherous Lawyer Bannerman. Although not
completely devoid of imperfections, Mills debut is
captivating and assured. The reader needn’t be put
off by its nearly 600 pages when its sympathetic and
believable characters make it easy to devour. Mathilda herself has a winning personality. She accepts
the tough, loveless hand life has dealt her with a
healthy mix of pragmatism, a strongwill and positive outlook. Only the character of Julie, Mathilda’s
co-wife is done a disservice, unfairly depicted as a
pantomime villain merely making an appearance
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as a convenient plot device. Unfortunately the few
irksome aspects of Mills’ debut, such as over-stating the obvious and two-dimensional characters
in which it is very hard for the reader to emotionally invest, are multiplied in The Association. Flat,
derivative soap opera dialogue litters the novel.
Stereotypes are also in abundance. Ghanaians are
portrayed in extremes; as very passive or very aggressive, somewhat lazy, ignorant, venal and with
little control over their sexual urges. The ‘good’
Ghanaians are the exception not the rule. The nonAfricans don’t escape these binary representations
either. German Margrit is hard-nosed and built like
a brick house; Eastern European Yelena’s takes to
Vodka like mother’s milk, and of course had to do
gymnastics at her mother’s behest, before escaping
the claustrophobia of Soviet Russia. West Indian
Dahlia just can’t resist cooking rice and peas even
though she risks being given a thick ear by Vincent-the-urbane-lout who loathes the dish. You get
the point. Things are said in The Association that
would be considered unacceptable, even bigoted, if
written by a Non-African — and rightly so. I was
confused as to whether Mills was actually in accord

...Onstage-Pressure-Syndrome
— going to any length to get a laugh...
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with the neo-colonialists; ‘You just can’t trust those
bloody darkies to do anything properly’ or something along those lines. The problems of post-Independence Africa are well-rehearsed. No sensible
person would claim that said challenges should
be ignored, but re-hashing them for the sake of a
middle-of-the-road novel is not likely to improve
things. If I wanted to read about foreigners turning
up their noses at Africans there are plenty of ‘authentic’ sources. At least I’d know what to expect.
The novel falls short on quite a few technical
points too. Ignoring the many noticeable typos,
the editor seems to have done a sloppy job in other
respects. There is too much pointless repetition of
previously established ideas. The narrative is generally far too melodramatic; ‘why is this happening?’
‘What will become of us?’ Is there a reason why almost every other sentence is phrased as a question?’
There is little use of subtext; Mills doesn’t seem to
trust the reader to join the dots. Her attempts, for
example, to establish how happy Alfred and Eva are
before their world starts to fall apart, verges on the
insulting.
It is indeed one of ‘The Associations’ fatal flaws
that so much of it takes place in Eva’s head. She is
simply not an appealing character. As we delve into
her background we get a deeper understanding of
the origins of her lofty ideas and latent prejudice,
but her racist generalisations isolate the reader so
much that it is hard to care. Take this little nugget
for instance...
They loved to talk the Ghanaians; there was no
getting around that one. They loved the sound
of their own voices... How could she make her
children understand that although Ghanaians
might not be the most adventurous or industrious, and that though they might be unruly, they
were generally peace-loving, jovial, kind, not
blood-thirsty? — pp 124-5
Mills has explored the theme of the disgruntled expat before, in the form of Cloth Girl’s Audrey,
Mathilda’s English tutor, and did a far better job of
it then. Audrey is not entirely likeable either but
her worldview is presented with a decent level of
pathos. More importantly it is evident that her misgivings about Ghana could just as well be a matter
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of perspective rather than plain reality. You don’t
get the impression that a damning indictment is being made against the whole country, which is more
than can be said about ‘The Association...’
The book unwittingly helps to dispel the myth
that being in a mixed-race relationship precludes a
party from harbouring thoughts of cultural superiority. If anything it highlights how important it is to
genuinely stay open-minded and make a concerted
effort to embrace another culture when marrying
into one. Whether this is the point Mills wishes to
make is unclear and if it is, she is more than capable
of doing it in a less cumbersome fashion.
The one subplot that is handled skilfully is that
of Vincent and Dahlia’s unhappy marriage. Her stoicism in the face of rampant adultery and domestic
violence, hiding it from those around her through
flawless make-up and a collected demeanour, is
moving in its believability. Towards the novel’s denouement Mills ties in Dahlia’s plans to flee the diabolical Vincent, with some other heart-racing plot
twists. For a moment ‘The Association...’ looks as if
it might avoid being completely predictable. But
(sigh) this genuinely tense build up is swiftly scuppered by what turns out to be a safe, convenient and
not particularly convincing resolution.
If this was my first encounter with Mills’ work
I would have been considerably unimpressed. Maybe there is something about the pressure of delivering a worthy second novel that unravels certain
authors. After all, the first book was a lifetime in the
making. The writer is an unknown and there’s no
real pressure — except from within. Nonetheless if
the debut is a success, expectations are heightened,
deadlines stricter and quality, ironically, might be
a casualty of both. Perhaps Mills is a victim of her
own success. In any case, I won’t write her off just
yet. The Association could well be just a blip in an
otherwise promising literary career.
Ositelu was born in London to Nigerian and Ghanaian parents. She is a freelance arts and culture
journalist based in London, and a newly-qualified
solicitor. Her interview with Anita-Precious Williams is due in AW12.
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The Teacher

Ibrahim al-Koni

Beware of false prophets, which come to you in
sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves. Matthew 7:15
To plant the seeds of Truth, the Sufi teacher
launched a campaign against the astrologers,
soothsayers and followers of the animist rites.
He arrived from Merzuq with a caravan
headed toward his home in Touat. He said he belonged to the Qadiri Brotherhood and that his goal
was to guide the people to the path of Freedom.
When describing himself, he never failed to stress
his dissent from the clerics of orthodoxy. As he
told the tribe’s chief, Ádda, who had hosted him,
‘I am not playing up my dispute with other clerics
in order to insinuate myself with you or to prove
my sincerity. I know how much the desert tribes
have suffered from them and from the thievery
they perform in the name of religion. I reject their
school and their methods. First they wrench faith
from the language of living revelation. Then they
replace divine inspiration with dead letters and
dogma. They conjure Satan from his confines in
the souls of men and then leave the idiots to give
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him chase, as if they could actually kill him in this
world! And so, Satan comes to rule over men and
they lose the most precious gem God ever gives to
His creations, the thing he places at the heart of
every religion—Freedom. Revelation is turned on
its head by such error—it makes Satan men’s Lord
and their Guide through life. Here is the source for
the brash corruption of men. And the faith returns
to being as foreign and strange as it ever was in
the past.’
The chief rejoiced to hear such talk. To honor his guest, he slaughtered sheep and gathered
round all the tribe’s other chieftains and notables
for three days straight. In the evenings, young girls
serenaded the men with song and innocent entertainment. On the fourth day, the chief consulted
with the notables of the various clans. Then, on
behalf of all, he asked the teacher to stay on with
them. They wanted the teacher to reveal to them
the secrets of the faith. They wanted him to teach
their sons to recite the Qur’an. The teacher asked
to think it over, then took his leave. He would return to Touat to tie up his worldly affairs and then,
in a few months, be back back to take up permanent residence. After giving him fine camels loaded
with water and provisions, and giving him slaves to
command, the nobles of the tribe escorted him for
the first leg of his travel. But no sooner had he gone
halfway home, he returned to the tribe. By way of
explaining his sudden decision to come back, he
said that matters of this world did not merit the
hardship of the journey. He said that if one wanted
to convince others of a new path, he would need to
first save himself from himself.
The teacher decided to cultivate disciples, so
he taught the children the Qur’an and insisted they
receive their teachings in a pure form, with nothing to mediate between them and their faith. Because the people of the desert are ignorant about
the controversies among the schools of Islam, they
did not understand his dispute with the other orthodox teachers. They even continued to call him
by the same name they had called the others before
him— fagih, teacher. Then he decided they would
take a step forward. From his students, he formed
23

bands to fight the pagan heresies and cults. Around
the neck of each disciple, he hung an amulet and
commanded them to stone Timit, the soothsayer.
He erected a tent on the hill overlooking the well,
and made it a place for group prayer, Qur’anic recitation and meetings. Often from this place would
pour forth the din of hand drums and voices murmuring Sufi prayers. From his godly hermitage the
teacher began to invent techniques for guiding
people to the path of Salvation and Freedom. He
began by eliminating the soothsaying priesthood.
He forced them to quit reading into the unknown
and to stop writing their unholy talismans.
Afterwards, his disciples went down into the
village to implement the second step of their mission. Beforehand, the teacher had called together
the notables in the tent of the chief. Here he told
them this: If they wished to gain paradise, they
would have to begin with themselves. The men
were mystified and exchanged confused looks. The
Sufi master then delivered his demand, ‘The time
has come for you to stop raiding the jungles and
the river of the south.’
Their astonishment grew, and the chief spoke
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up, ‘What do you expect us to do without captives
and slaves?’
‘He who would possess is possessed. He who
would own others is himself owned. And a slave
has no right to aspire to the blessings of freedom.’
‘But in our raids, we don’t only hunt captives
and slaves. We also spread the message of Islam.’
‘Does one spread the message of Islam by
hunting men—who should be slaves to God
alone—in order to turn them into slaves of men
instead?’
Silence reigned. Then the master went even
further in his attack, ‘But this in itself is not
enough.’
They turned toward him in loathing, but he
paid them no mind. ‘You must free each slave girl
you have captured and each slave whose life you
have snatched away.’
They held their tongues for a long while.
Again, it was the chief who spoke. ‘The past is
past, let it be buried. May God forgive deeds long
done!’
‘On the contrary, every deed has been written
on the eternal tablet of judgment.’
‘But most of these notables have taken slave
girls as lovers. Others have taken some as legitimate wives according to the law of God and His
Prophet!’
‘The taking of concubines is expressly forbidden. And to take wives at sword point is rape.’
A long anxious silence prevailed. Once more
the chief interjected. ‘Are you asking us to divorce
them?’
‘The beneficence of a pious man is what spurs
him to take the right action.’
‘But divorce is loathsome.’
‘It is loathsome only when both parties consented to the union in the first place.’
‘And what if our slaves reject your freedom
and ask to remain in the protection of their masters? What should we do? Are we to drive them
away?’
‘Of course. You must kick them out of your
homes. Everyone who is in flight from freedom
prefers to hide in slavery, for Salvation is a heavy
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burden. We must begin with the slaves if we want
to undo the slavery that lies within ourselves.’
‘Your teachings are severe.’
‘All divinely-inspired teachings are severe. He
who has not been born twice will never taste blessing.’
As the wise chief expected, freeing the slaves
was not easy. They chose to reject freedom and
gathered in the plain instead. The divorced Black
women joined in, dragging along their half-breed
children. In a mob, they headed toward the prayer
tent. There they protested, hurling curses and
stones. The disciples responded in kind, fighting
with clubs, sticks and fists. The clash resulted in
injuries and one death, a fact that delighted those
notables who were enemies of the Sufi brotherhood. However the teacher confronted them with
two spells that have proved successful in all times
and places—patience and trickery.
The next morning, as they gathered in front
of the tent, the master walked out and addressed
them. ‘Know that there is nothing more difficult
than to command yourself. Don’t forget, however,
that recompense follows from giving. We have examples of this in the companions of the Prophet.
They asked for death, but it was written that they
would have life instead. If you are not born today,
you cannot be born tomorrow.’
More than one voice interrupted him, ‘We
don’t want to be born tomorrow. Leave us to our
own day and get lost.’
Patiently, he continued, ‘We were created
free…’
‘We don’t want freedom,’ They shouted. ‘Get
out of here, we want to live under the merciful care
of our masters.’
‘Your true master is God. Heaven lies at the
feet of freedom.’
‘We don’t want your heaven. Leave us alone!’
‘You speak thus because you have not tasted
freedom. Give me a week and you will see for yourselves how you are reborn.’
Silence spread for some moments. It would
have continued had not a defiant woman held a
crying child to his face and screamed, ‘You’ve or-
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phaned our children and deprived them of their
fathers’ tenderness!’
Another followed, ‘We want to return to our
husbands.’
The master stood there silently as he listened
to the sobs and curses. He knew well the harshness
of what he faced. But this was a journey in which
he would not turn back halfway through. He saw
the soothsayer among the women and heard a
voice that rattled him, ‘We want to go back to the
men we love. We don’t want to go bound in chains
to your heaven.’
He wiped his face with both hands and murmured in despair, ‘God forbid. Do you not fear
your God? There is no salvation but in God!’
He would have succumbed to defeat had not
the wives of the notables rushed to save him.
2
The history of the noblewomen’s suffering can be
traced back to a raid the chief once led on the jungles to the south. The noblewomen often dated the
beginning of their defeat with that sad day when
the raiders’ messenger arrived, mounted on a fine
piebald camel so emaciated from travel it looked
like a slender gazelle. The messenger had come to
fetch a camel loaded with water skins he would
take back to greet the warriors who were only a
day’s distance from the encampment. From previous experience the noblewomen knew that when
the warriors returned from their raids against other tribes, they would send a messenger who would
inform them of their approach, and give them the
opportunity to prepare a proper homecoming for
the victors. The women would hasten to dye their
hands and feet with henna, bathe and scent their
bodies with incense and wild flowers, and sweeten
themselves with the attar tadit they borrowed from
one another. The perfume bottle, hidden especially
for such occasions, would be passed around from
each married woman to the next.
On that day, the tribe’s women performed
these familiar rituals. Each donned her finest
clothing, wearing the bright white rafighet un25

der the indigo tari robe and purple tamberhamet
cloak. Silver rings shone brightly on henna-tinged
fingers. Heavy rings dangled from ears and bracelets wrapped around wrists. On that day, colored
pearl necklaces hung around every neck. No gold
jewelry was worn, on account of the evil that devilish metal brings. The women gathered the drums,
and prepared their tongues for ululating and their
throats for singing songs of sweet sorrow. The
company of women departed early the next morning. Their bright procession moved over barren
hills, through valleys of acacia, and towards the
south where the Acacus Mountains vie with one
another to touch the firmament.
They were shocked when they saw just how
much war plunder had been taken. Alongside the
herds of camels, cattle and sheep walked another
herd—a long line of black men and women. Lower caste men drove them onward as if they were
nothing but another kind of livestock.
The noblewomen’s songs of desire and longing
died on their lips, and the wickedness of jealousy
awoke. For women, even a man’s shadow seems
like a second wife vying for his affection. Thus it
was not hard for the tribe’s noblewomen to recognize the significance of the elegant Ethiopians they
saw. These were the women of legends, a danger
to men whose souls were weak. From experience,
the wives knew that to their men, the Ethiopian
women would appear like thin acacias in the light
of the moon, or like slim houris from the harems
of Paradise.
The spoils were divided though the men
quarreled long over the slave girls. The chief interceded and distributed the shares according to his
wisdom, saying, ‘Equity decrees that we will divide
by lottery. This is the law. We have never heard of
anyone in the desert being wronged by a lottery.’
Ruffled turbans nodded in agreement and
hands relaxed their grips on the hilts of swords.
The chief continued, ‘Each slave girl is worth three
male slaves. Does anyone disagree?’
Thus ended the division of the spoils and thus
began the troubles of the noblewomen.
Three days after their return, the chief called
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one of the itinerant Muslim teachers to marry him
to a feisty Ethiopian slave girl. In that marriage the
men saw an opening for a general competition.
They raced one another to insert themselves into
relations with their captives, all according to the
law of God and His Prophet. They did this even as
their wives and children watched and listened.
In this way misery made its path into the
souls of the once happy noblewomen.
3
No sooner had the noblewomen heard the teacher’s call to free souls and slaves than they praised
God’s greatness and asked him to lend support to
this messiah. They had waited so long for someone to come and return their men to reason and
the path of righteousness. They had waited so
long for someone to free them from the tyranny
of the black co-wives.
A number of them paid a visit to the prayer
tent. One said, ‘I used to imagine I was a free and
noble woman. Never did I suppose that one day a
black slave girl would come and lord over me!’
Her companion added, ‘We thought we were
the mistresses of the houses, but we’re now as low
as slaves!’
The teacher offered comfort to their souls,
‘God forgive us, for we are nothing but the slaves
of the One, the Sole God!’
A young beautiful woman, who was only recently married, complained, ‘Everyone but us. We
are the slaves of slaves!’
‘God forbid!’
The first woman continued to agitate, ‘Does
it make you happy to hear this? A free woman becoming the slave of a slave?!’
‘Never! God forbid! Freedom is my religion.
But it is very difficult for a person to free himself.’
‘We will stand with you. We will place all
our possessions under your command. What you
ask for, we will give. Improve our lives, and forbid
them from marrying slave girls from the jungles.
Master, we fear our noble blood will dissolve in all
this black blood!’
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‘I have already given my word about this matter, and I have done so publicly.’
‘May God strengthen your faith, Teacher!’
The secret delegation struck up a rousing
song, ‘O Master, O Teacher—May God brace your
faith! God save us and save you from the enemies
we face!’
Then they spread their hands in front of their
faces to recite the Fatiha.
This is what people say took place in that private meeting. No one knows if there weren’t other
secret provisos in the covenant as well, or if the
story that went around the village was merely one
of the fables people like to tell and retell.
What is known for certain is that the next day
gifts began to rain down on the prayer tent. Bracelets and earrings and silver arrived. Attendants
and disciples brought food and supplies. Stacks of
bags of wheat, barley, sugar cane, corn and dates.
Young women approached bearing bowls of couscous on their heads. Until this day, no one knows
what kind of spell the noblewomen used to compel
the army of slaves to obey the teacher and accept
their manumission. There was a consensus, however, that it was unlikely the soothsayer played any
role in the enchantment. The enmity between her
and the teacher was well known to all.
In the clearing that stretches out behind the
well, the master erected a new encampment for his
followers. A few days later, he surprised the village
by reciting the Fatiha and celebrating the marriages of fourteen young disciples to the newly divorced black slaves. He kept performing marriages
until most of his followers had acquired the most
beautiful of the slaves and all that remained was
a handful of old maids. These women performed
services for the prayer house and pleaded with the
teacher to take them on as his personal attendants.
A storm of rumors went around to the effect that
they were the teacher’s concubines. This nasty rumor awoke the jealousy of the nobles and the exhusbands who asked the chief to permit them to
settle the issue with swords. The wise man shamed
them with the soothing expression, ‘He who accepts the rules at the beginning of the game ac-
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cepts the results at the end.’
But the surprises did not end here. No sooner
had the tribe awoke than the notables faced what
they considered to be the harshest blow of them
all.
4
They realized immediately that it was intended to
strike at their pride. When the teacher called the
notables to the house of prayer in its new spot in
the middle of his supporters’ camp, he sat them
on the ground outside the tent. No one dared protest, perhaps because they knew that the merest
word might stir him to push them down yet another rung on their ladder of decline. According to
the lexicon of noblemen, an insult is not an insult
to you if you do not pay it notice. Doing so only
draws the attention of others to the fact. So they
kept quiet about their shame. The chief sat silently
in the open air next to the tent peg. No one failed
to notice his smile. It never left his lips the entire
time they were there.
Adding further insult, the master said, ‘Do
not imagine I mistreat you because I am ignorant
of the etiquette of hospitality. I sat you outside the
tent so you would taste the best kind of treatment
your slaves used to receive from you.’
Now the open gesture toward their humiliation confirmed it and their disgrace would follow
them forever. The chief tried to salvage the situation with his usual level-headedness. ‘Until now no
humiliation has ever attached itself to us. Sitting in
the open among our attendants and slaves has always been one of our customs. Esteemed teacher,
we are prepared to pay any price to save our souls
and learn the foundations of the faith.’
The master intoned, ‘Well done! Well done!
The rest of you should heed your wise chief and
imitate his manners! He who believes in truth and
salvation must first shed his pride and arrogance.
Greatness belongs only to God in the heavens. Setting oneself above slaves is a practice only Satan
can teach. He who has in his heart a speck of pride
and vanity will never taste salvation.’
27

He stopped speaking and the notables exchanged looks. After a brief moment, he continued, ‘We’ll have something to say about your ruffled turbans and peacock garments in the near
future. But today I have called you together for
something more important.’
An Ethiopian servant girl brought him a goblet of milk. He drank two gulps and wiped his lips
on the sleeve of his slender companion. ‘You have
purified your homes of what is forbidden. Now
you must purify your wealth by giving alms.’
The silence was charged with frayed nerves.
A Fulati girl came and served tea. No one could
take even a sip. They planted the cups in front of
them in the dirt and, heads bowed, stared at the
bubbles of froth.
In the end, it was the chief who dared to intervene, ‘The truth is we’ve never hesitated to perform our obligations. We give alms at every holiday.’
The master spoke as if he had expected this
answer, ‘Giving alms on holidays is one thing, but
giving alms to cleanse your wealth of sin is another. To give up money is the sacrifice most feared by
those who seek to save their souls from the Devil.
Yet I do not think there is a single wealthy man
among you who will be stingy when it comes to
God’s path.’
His hand reached inside his pocket. Pulling
out a sheet of paper, he read details from the outrageous edict he had just fashioned. He would establish a treasury, organize taxes on incomes and
livestock, and impose new tributes on the trade
caravans.
5
The nobles feared for the tribe’s future. The new
law alarmed them. They knew that the implementation of this law was an aggression against the authority of their chief, but it was he who told them
in the meeting tent, ‘Only a madman would stand
in the path of this torrent.’
Most suffered the blow patiently. Some spoke
at length about how people would have to sacrifice
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their worldly possessions if they sought salvation
and heaven. Some were not at all stunned by the
catastrophe unfolding before their very eyes. ‘We
gave him our sons so that he would teach them the
Qur’an and the foundations of the faith,’ one man
said with a note of contempt. ‘And he turned them
into nothing but attendants and disciples.’
‘He turned them into an army of supporters
who would wage war on us!’ said another.
Another added, ‘He incited our slaves against
us. He coerced us into divorcing wives we’d won
at sword point, even though our tradition says,
‘What you possess comes to you by your faith.’
And he claims to be working to spread the Prophet’s faith!’
The chief smiled as another man complained,
‘But that wasn’t enough, was it? He had to steal our
wives too, didn’t he?!’
Emboldened, hotter heads exclaimed, ‘Nothing but the sword will stop this imposter. Nothing
but blood will wash away our shame!’
One of the notable chieftains spoke and goaded them on, ‘And don’t forget that now he intends
to steal our money!’
A heavy silence descended on the men. Then
a lavishly turbaned youth exploded, ‘And now he
wants to take the veils from our heads on the pretense of combating arrogance and pride? I’d rather
die than walk through the village bare-headed.
We’re not slaves from the jungle!’
A forthright man finished his thought, ‘In
truth, there is little left to suggest we are still men
at all.’
Then he turned toward the chief, ‘Honorable
leader, how is it that you want us to keep quiet
about this? We are lower than the most servile of
slaves!’
Ádda answered calmly while kneeling on
the designs his fingers had traced in the dirt, ‘Did
you really hope to gain paradise without paying a
price?’
One of the firebrands yelled, ‘We don’t want
any paradise whose price is ruin! It is nobler to
die!’
Anger-choked voices incanted, ‘Our honor is
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lost. Our death would be nobler.’
During these tense moments a man who’d
been sitting quietly in the corner the whole meeting got up. He approached the chief and offered
to reveal a secret, ‘A few days ago I met a teacher
in the Tassili pastures. Do you know what he said
about the religion of our teacher?’
He stared long and hard at the notables and
then whispered, ‘He said that our teacher is an animist.’
The leader exclaimed in astonishment, ‘He
adheres to pagan heresies?’
The other notables were too shocked to comment.
6
The chief found himself alone, isolated, useless. He
asked the teacher for permission to travel north to
the rocky deserts of the Hamada. As for the teacher, he had come to dominate the caravan routes
and doubled the tributes charged to merchants.
He’d waged war on the other tribes and raided the
jungles to the south, capturing slave girls, men and
livestock. But he committed a mistake, though one
whose contours were not initially recognizable.
It was said that he received the gift from merchants in one of the caravans traveling from Timbuktu. It was a small box filled with gold dust. Until this day no one knows how the wise teacher was
so ignorant of the properties of that devilish metal.
Some of the more wicked minds in the tribe told a
story that it was the soothsayer who arranged the
trap. They said the merchant was merely the instrument by which the magic spell was delivered into
the hands of the soothsayer’s old nemesis. People
would not have imbued the mysterious box with
such a ominous aura had the teacher himself not
treated his gift like such a talisman. The teacher
carried it around with him wherever he went and
placed it under his pillow whenever he slept. His
attendants and disciples saw him hiding the box
beneath his legs whenever he sat for ceremonies
in the prayer tent. The teacher was in the habit of
cursing money and the worship of wealth. In fact,
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his students related multiple reports of him describing the yellow metal as the source of all misery both in this world and the next. For these reasons, his newfound love of treasure was the source
of confusion and anxiety among his followers. The
matter of the box perplexed his disciples and they
began to say that besides the sinister dust, it concealed something else.
That is, they said so until the day they went to
Timenkalin. That was the day that unknown forces
attacked the fabled dominion of the teacher and
felled it in a single blow. Those who managed to
cling to their lives after that fantastical battle lost
their minds or memories or went mute ever after.
Before that day, they had made elaborate
preparations for a raid. The master claimed this
raid would change forever the history of the desert.
As usual when implementing his most critical decisions, he was secretive about the details. His
enemies considered his policy of absolute discretion to be the secret of his success. Even during
that raid, which divine powers decreed would not
take place, his fighters thought that they would be
heading South toward the jungles. But the teacher
surprised them at the last moment with his plan.
The order was given to turn back toward the
northwest, toward that lost, haunted mountain—
Ideman. The army split into two parties. Marching,
pouring out of the emptiness towards an unknown
enemy in a pincer movement, they encircled the
mysterious peak with two endless lines of men
carrying the deadliest weapons in the desert. The
caravan paused at the well of Timenkalin and the
master ordered them to supply themselves with
water and to give their mounts the opportunity to
catch their breath and to drink in preparation for
the rest of their obscure journey.
At that moment they heard a clamor. A sudden storm sprung up and the massacre began.
No man could repel the force as faceless enemies
put them to the sword and slaughtered them like
sheep. The teacher was among the first to be killed.
No one could flee for safety. The few who did survive were as good as dead, since it is believed that
the nameless army combed the bodies looking for
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those wounded who were yet alive. Eagerly, they
finished off those wounded men in whose chests
remained a spark of life.
No one knows who those enemies were,
nor what they sought. No one knows whether it
was they against whom the master had amassed
his army, or whether he intended to fight someone else. That the enemy left no trace astonished
the chieftains who had remained behind at the
encampment with the sick and the elderly. The
shadowy army disappeared just as it had come.
It sprung from the void and returned to the void.
One thing aroused the interest of all: the box had
also disappeared. It was no surprise when people
began to blame the disaster on that wretched gold
dust. AW
This excerpt from the epic novel The Animists [alMajus] by Ibrahim Al-Koni appears here in English
for the first time, courtesy The American University
in Cairo Press, which publishes the English translation of the novel in 2012.
al-Koni’s novels depict the world of the nomadic
Berber tribes of the Sahara—the Kel Temasheq
(Tuareg) — whose homeland stretches across Niger,
Mali, Algeria and Libya. Al-Koni was born in
southern Libya in 1948 and learned Arabic at 12
years. He studied literature at the Gorky Institute,
Moscow. He worked as a journalist in Russia and
Poland. He has written dozens of books—all in
Arabic—novels, collections of short stories and
aphorisms, critical studies and cultural histories. Some of his novels have been translated into
English, including Gold Dust, The Bleeding of the
Stone, and The Puppet.
Translated from the Arabic, by Elliott Colla.
Colla is chair of the Department of Arabic and
Islamic Studies at Georgetown University. He is author of Conflicted Antiquities: Egyptology, Egyptomania, Egyptian Modernity (Duke University
Press, 2007). He also translates works of contemporary Arabic literature, including Ibrahim Aslan’s
novel, The Heron, Idris Ali’s Poor, and Ibrahim
al-Koni’s Gold Dust.
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O Freedom, you are worth
your weight in gold
Malika Assal
“Hey you there, disguised between the circles of time
So mild under the crust,
I smelt your perfume in my murderer!
Like a butterfly, you hang down, broadly smiling
But when I reach out to grab you,
You withdraw back to your velvet world
And you never peep out again
When I reach out to grab you,
You fly across your affluent rainbows
I do not know where to.
Yet, I never get tired.
The horses in me are urging pursuit,
The seedlings of desire are burning
And I am rushing towards you.

Assal (b. 1954) is a
Moroccan poet and
short-story writer. She
is the author of Tear
drop (Collection of
poems 2005) and Fanciful Heavens (Collection of short stories
2006). She is presently working on a new
collection of poems:
Yesterday’s Tattoo on
the shrines.

How fortified you look
With all those jails and graveyards
Between you and me!
I see you fenced with orchids,
I see you stuffed with gunpowder…
When your sweat and mine will get tired
You will come along appended with dew
Then, I will take you with my hand and say:
“Come on, my love!
Come and bathe in my eyes’ water!
Have rest over my forehead!”
Briny are your apples and I love them”.
Translated by Mohamed Saïd Raïhani.
Raïhani, is a Moroccan scholar & writer. His
works include, The Three Keys: Dream, Love &
Freedom (An Anthology Of Moroccan New Short
Story In Three Volumes, Published In Arabic),
2006-2007-2008;
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Cold Refuge
Ayodele Morocco-Clarke
He walks into the pub to get away from the cold
Not the ideal place he knows
Slowly he sidles over to the bar
For a drink; he is not welcome without custom.
There is a log fire roaring in the grate
He sits on an empty chair close to the fire
Soon his cheeks start to tingle and he can feel his
limbs again.
Before long all conversation dies
As though quenched by a stifling hand
Silence – an ode to the stranger.
Morocco-Clarke’s short
story When the Chips
are Down was shortlisted in the 2010 UK
International Students
Short Story Prize. She
has written for journals
and anthologies, like
African Roar (2010),
the New Black Magazine, Saraba Magazine,
Hackwriters and Author
Africa.
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He sips his drink
Ignorant of stares
Borne of loathe —
Of lines crossed;
Rules broken —
Tempers flare like the fire in the grate.
Too late he realizes his folly
His is the only face of coal
In a room full of snow.
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A VIEW FROM THE
NORTH

winning Azazel is forthcoming next summer from
Atlantic Books.
As is evident from the above list, Egypt is the
largest producer of North African literature. An
oft-repeated saying asserts that Egyptians write,
the Lebanese publish, and the Iraqis read. In some
ways, the Arabic literary scene has changed for the
better, with more new writing coming from outside
of Cairo. On the other side, Iraqi literacy rates have
plummeted. Nonetheless, readers are still finding
strong novels from the big five North African nations, as well as from the North African diaspora in
Europe and the United States.
		

M. Lynx Qualey
The “not-quite-a-renaissance” of Arabic literature—as it’s been called by critic Rasheed al-Enany—has, in the last decade, been gaining attention
outside of the Arabic-reading world. North African
literature has traditionally been separated from literatures called “African.” But a recent surge in translations and publications has made Arabic literature
more accessible to readers south of the Sahara. According to leading Arabic-English translator Humphrey Davies, this boom began in 2001.
“There probably was a little time lag—telephones weren’t ringing on the 12th of September,”
Davies said. But the September attacks in the United States were “probably …the biggest thing” spurring a new global interest in Arabic literature.
The advent of the “Arabic Booker” in 2007 also
has played a role in making North African literature more transparent and accessible to non-Arabic
readers. In the award’s first three years, shortlisted
authors have included Egyptians Muhammad Mansi Qandil (whose beautiful Moon over Samarqand
is available from AUC Press), Mansoura Ezz Eldin,
Muhammad al-Bisatie, and Mekkawi Said, as well
as Tunisian author Habib Selmi. Egyptians Bahaa
Taher and Youssef Ziedan won the prestigious
prize. All the aforementioned authors, save Ziedan,
have works available in translation, and his prize-
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***

In Egypt, comic-satiric novels are a growing part of
the literary landscape, and commentators regularly
insist that Egyptian fiction has become “bored of
big issues.” Yet Egyptian fiction continues to find
new ways to talk about history, fiction, war, and
personal freedoms. The popular light satire Ayza
Atgowaz (2008), (I Want to Get Married!) which
stemmed from author Ghada Abdel Aal’s blog,
became a book, and then was turned into a soap
opera this last Ramadan. The book doesn’t directly
address “big” political issues, but it does ferret out
societal contradictions and highlights the country’s
so-called “marriage crisis” in a humorous way.
I Want to Get Married! appeared in English,
translated by Noha Eltahawy, in October 2010
(University of Texas Press). Numerous other Egyptian books are out in translation this fall, including Radwa Ashour’s auto-fictional Specters and
two new-to-English novels by Nobel Prize winner Naguib Mahfouz. But the most notable Egyptian novel in translation this year is Stealth (2010,
Aflame) by maverick writer Sonallah Ibrahim.
Ibrahim is one of the pillars of contemporary
Egyptian literature. He is no longer much favored
with literary awards, perhaps because he took the
opportunity of his 2003 “Novelist of the Year” prize
to deliver a blistering critique of the state. He ended his brief speech by saying he would not accept
a literary honor from “a government that, in my
opinion, does not possess the credibility to grant it.”
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His most recent book, Stealth, translated by Hosam
Aboul-Ela, is a strong departure from his earlier
socio-political novels, like Zaat and Honor, in that
this work is also very emotional and very personal.
It’s narrated by a young boy whose family circumstances are similar to what Ibrahim’s were in postWWII Egypt, when the nation was on the cusp of
independence.
Among significant books that appeared in Arabic in Egypt this past year are Ibrahim Aslan’s family drama Two Rooms and a Hall (December 2009),
Radwa Ashour’s book about the Palestinians’ expulsion from what is now Israel, Tantoureya (2010)
and Miral al-Tahawy’s Brooklyn Heights (2010). All
of these authors have works available in English.

‘

As Chinua Achebe said,
in an interview with the
journal
Conjunctions:
“Many people think of
Egypt as being part of
the Middle East, but it’s
always been in Africa.”

		
From neighboring Libya, comparatively little has been translated. But the ranking fictional
heavyweight, Ibrahim al-Koni, is a heavyweight indeed—it is always surprising to see him absent from
Nobel Prize shortlists. Al-Koni has published more
than eighty books, including the 2009 novel Who
Are You, O Angel? Several of Al Koni’s works have
appeared in English in the last decade: Two notable
recent translations are The Puppet, released this fall
(University of Texas Press 2010), translated by William Hutchins, and Gold Dust (AUC Press 2008),
translated by Elliott Colla. Al-Koni hails from Libya’s southern desert, where he grew up among the
Tuareg people. His novels center on the clash between humans and their environments—and other
battles spurred by human greed—in a fresh, complex, allegorical style.
Other major Libyan authors include Ahmed
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Fagih, who, like al-Koni, is from Libya’s “sixties generation” of writers. Fagih’s classic Gardens of the
Night was published in English by Quartet, translated by Amin al-Ayouti and Suraya Allam. Among
the younger Libyan authors, Libyan-British Hisham
Matar writes in English; his In the Country of Men
was shortlisted for the 2006 Man Booker, and Libyan-American Khaled Mattawa has won numerous
awards both for his poetry and his translations. His
most recent collection of poems, Tocqueville, appeared in 2010.
***
The current issue of Banipal (39), the London-based
magazine of Arab literature in English, is devoted
almost wholly to Tunisian writings. Commentator
Hassouna Mosbahi writes about outstanding contributors to modern Tunisian literature, and the
magazine also offers portraits of Salah Eddine Boujah and Ezzedine Madani. But, although Tunisia
has ten different authors who made the Arab Writers Union’s list of the last century’s “top 105” Arabic
novels, only one of these authors has had a book
translated into English.
Younger Tunisian writers, however, are making more headway in international writing waters.
Banipal 39 features work from Habib Selmi, whose
“Arabic Booker” shortlisted novel, The Scents of
Marie Claire, was released early in 2010 from AUC
Press. The translation of Selmi’s novel, by Fadwa
Qasem, is a bit clunky, but the author’s psychological insights about cross-cultural relationships are
deft. His more recent The Women’s Orchard (published in Arabic in 2010) is narrated by a Tunisian
who has come from Paris to visit his brother. The
narrator makes big-picture observations about
changes in family, culture, and the country’s religious landscape. But more interesting than these
are the small psychological insights that are Selmi’s
hallmark. Two chapters of The Women’s Orchard
appear in English in the current issue of Banipal.
Banipal 39 also features a story by Kamel Riahi, the sole Tunisian among the “Beirut39,” a list of
39 up-and-coming Arab writers under 40 judged
under the Hay Festival umbrella. Riahi’s work,
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which particularly examines Arab racism, also appears in the new anthology Emerging Arabic Voices
(Saqi Books, 2011).
***
In neighboring Algeria, Francophone literature has
been a much larger force. The Algerian author regularly mentioned as “in the running” for the Nobel
Prize for Literature, Assia Djebar, writes in French.
Her most recent novel, Nulle Part Dans la Maison
de Mon Père, has not been published in English,
although her powerful Women of Algiers in their
Apartment and Fantasia: An Algerian Cavalcade,
are both available in translation. A number of other
Algerians are making their mark not in Arabic but
in French, among them the popular Faïza Guène
and the critically acclaimed El-Mahdi Acherchour, a
poet and novelist whose Moineau has been longlisted for the prestigious Femina prize.
Indeed, this year’s most notable Algerian novel in translation is from Francophone author Leila
Marouane: The Sexual Life of an Islamist in Paris
(2010, Europa). The novel is a fascinating deconstructive, post-modern look at a man torn between
two worlds: his North African upbringing and his

desire to be fully French, fully “free.”
Among Arabic-writing novelists, Ahlem
Mosteghanemi is one of the most popular, and her
Memory in the Flesh (translated by Baria Ahmar
Sreih and Peter Clark, published by AUC Press) has
its avid fans and strong detractors. While the book
made the Arab Writers Union’s “top 105” list, critic
Youssef Rakha laments “the patently poor quality of
Mosteghanemi writing” which he calls “some of the
worst ever produced in the language.” Mosteghanemi is primarily occupied by the relationships between Arab men and Arab women. Her Nessyane.
Com, about male abuse of women, is scheduled to
appear in English from Bloomsbury-Qatar next
year.
***
On the far western side of North Africa, in Morocco, French is also a major language of literary
production. And there is significant writing from
Moroccans who live outside of the country: from
the French-Moroccan diaspora, and also from
Dutch-Moroccans. Tahar Ben Jelloun is probably
the most prolific French-Moroccan author, and
his accomplished poetry collection, The Rising of

‘Uh... when you promised to “clean up” the system... was this what you had in mind?’
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the Ashes, appeared early in 2010
(City Lights). Among significant
younger authors are FrenchMoroccan Abdellah Taia and
Dutch-Moroccan
Abdelkader
Benali. Taia’s “autobiographical
novel,” Salvation Army, appeared
in 2009 from Semiotext(e). It tells
the coming-of-age story of a gay
man born in Sale, Morocco. Taia’s
prose is also featured in the Beirut 39 anthology, alongside that
of Benali.
But the most significant living Moroccan writer is probably
Bensalem Himmich, who writes
in Arabic and whose The Polymath (AUC Press 2004) won the
Naguib Mahfouz medal for literature in 2002. The ambitious novel
is an historical fiction about the
later life of philosopher Ibn Khaldun, and manages to be both a
novel of ideas and a story about
death and love.

I Like to Imagine Us
as Wolves
Stephen John Rae
I like to imagine us as wolves
Naked and salivating
Fierce-teeth, matted fur
Under the black envelope of sky
Guiding us home on strings of scent and foam
Our friends bare their fangs and breathe in the mutual
smell of morning
Blankets of ice
Visceral, hungry
Travelling incognito across the vast inhuman landscape
Train rattling on a track made of bone

***
As Chinua Achebe said, in an
interview with the journal Conjunctions: “Many people think of
Egypt as being part of the Middle East, but it’s always been in
Africa.” Indeed. And, as stronger
and more accessible translations
break down language barriers,
perhaps North African writings
can more easily become a part of
the African literary conversation.

Rae lives in Aberdeen,
Scotland. He attended
Gray’s School of Art
and read English at the
University of Aberdeen.
An artist and writer, he
is currently working on
his first novel.
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Qualey lives in Cairo. She writes
about Arabic literature and the
literature of the Arab diasporas
for various magazines and at
www.arablit.wordpress.com.
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Dodo is Yoruba for Fried
Plantain

			

Funmi Fetto

Last week, Morayo buried her husband in Gloucestershire. The plot of land had been his family’s for
generations. A plot of land reserved for occasions
such as this. And so there he lay, with his mother
and maternal grandparents.
His father, long separated from his mother, was
buried in the Brompton cemetery. It was the closest
one to his Mayfair apartment, a solitary bachelor
pad where he died in his sleep after many years of
suffering from dementia. Weeks after the funeral,
Morayo’s house, once hers and her husband’s, now
just hers, had been a cacophony of personality,
chatter, tears and nostalgia infused laughter. Morayo’s husband liked to laugh. He also made everybody laugh. This laughter, however, was different.
This laughter petered into a deep sigh, the watering
of the eye, a few sniffs … ultimately punctuated by
an awkward silence. Those sounds and the people
that made them were long gone — at Morayo’s insistence. She wanted life to get back to normal even
though she wasn’t quite sure what ‘normal’ meant
anymore. And so she refused her eldest daughter’s
pleas to move in with her family. Leila (Morayo
now wonders why she didn’t insist on Yoruba first
names for her children) lived in a mansion on the
outskirts of New York where she worked as a visual
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merchandiser for Calvin Klein. Her husband directed videos for the Latino music industry. Javier
and Maria — their twin children — betrayed none
of their African roots. Morayo’s brothers and sister were already preparing the spare rooms in their
North London houses. Each battled, verbally, protectively, over her, as if she wasn’t there. In annoyance, she shouted her ‘no’ to them, rapidly inviting
the earlier silence back into the room. They forgave
her at once despite the fact she did not ask for their
forgiveness. She also turned down her husband’s
sister’s polite but thoroughly insincere request for
her to come to stay with them, `at least till things
start to make sense.’ Morayo’s laugh was wry but she
didn‘t say anything. Just shook her head. Confusion,
not clarity, is what happened when she spent too
much time in the company of a sister-in-law that
always competed with Morayo for her brother’s attention. Even thinking about living under the same
roof made Morayo feel claustrophobic. As they
sat in her bedroom — her husband’s cologne still
seemed to permeate the air, Shalom, their younger
daughter, offered to move out of her Hammersmith
garden flat and come back home. Morayo smiled
softly while she recounted Shalom’s ‘hideous’ teenage behaviour and wiped away the wetness from
her daughter’s cheeks.
‘Remember all that time you couldn’t wait
to leave? Remember all the “I can’t wait till I’m 18.
When I’m 18, I’m going to do what I like. When I’m
18, I’m going to get my own flat and never come
back again. I hate this place. I can’t stand this place…
When I’m 18… When I’m 18”’.
Shalom laughed too, quietly, through her
tears. “My darling”
The teasing stopped and Morayo’s voice became soft and quiet as she looked her daughter in
the eye. ‘It’s pointless moving back home. What’s
happened has happened. You have dreamed of your
independence, to see the world and …’ She waved
the back of her hand in the air ‘… do all these wonderful things …. Do them darling. Don’t come back
home. Come to visit. Don‘t come back home.’
Morayo smiled a sad smile and stroked her
daughter’s not-quite-afro-but-not-quite-Caucasian
hair. Shalom now wept freely. Morayo’s voice was
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teary as she hushed her daughter. ‘Don’t cry darling. I’ll be fine. What has happened has happened.
We have to move forward.’ She breathed in deep
and her voice became steadier ‘We have to look
forward. Okay?’ Morayo knew that Shalom understood this was not really a question. It was a statement. And that was the end of that.
So today here she was. In Brixton. Heading
towards the market. A day after the house had emptied; she started to develop a craving for dodo. In
her head she still called it its Yoruba name: dodo.
Not fried plantain. The anglicizing of something so
rooted and grounded in her Lagos childhood felt
odd. ‘Dodo is Yoruba for fried plantain.’ She remembers explaining this to her husband. She now
also hungrily considered jollof rice, fried gizzard,

‘

Remember all that time
you couldn’t wait to leave?...
“when I’m 18 I’m going to
do what I like...”
Do all those wonderful things... Do them darling.
Don’t come back home.

amala with okra soup, moi moi, steamed goat meat
perfected in its own juices with just a little salt and
finely sliced rings of onions. She had always been
unable to resist goat meat cooked in its simplest
form. As children, she and her brother were always
stealing meat from their mother’s pot. She became
an expert at lifting and putting back down the lid
without it making a single sound. She’d always run
back to her bedroom on tip toes — like a ballet
dancing criminal — before their mother came out
of the parlour. Timing was always key. Even at that
age she was aware of its importance. Morayo always
got away with it. Her brother was not so skilled.
Once, he had just put a small piece of meat in his
mouth when their mother walked into the kitchen.
She was initially oblivious to the misdemeanour but
he must have looked suspicious so she asked him
what he was hiding. In his panic he tried to swal37

low the meat whole and ended up nearly passing
out when it lodged itself in his throat.
Morayo’s appetite grew and she began to hanker after Ikokore. (As with the dodo principle, in
her head it was always Ikokore, not water yam porridge.) She found this craving alarming considering
she had always detested it.
She came to the first store. Morayo fingered
the fresh plantain longingly but also inspected them
as one looking for clues at the scene of a crime. Her
mother had done the same, although Morayo was
never quite sure what she was looking for.
‘Special offer for you today darling! Six for £1.’
The Indian man of indistinguishable age held his
arms open towards the women — including Morayo — scrutinizing the food stuffs. He moved his
head from side to side as if he was being operated
by a puppeteer. Another customer, a West Indian
lady, (Morayo noted this from her accent) caught
his attention so she could place her order. Morayo’s
eyes took in the market, noticing at once, from
where she was standing, that at least four other
shops displayed heaps of plantain on a stall outside
their stores. It was obviously plantain season. She
could hear her mother’s voice ‘Make sure you don’t
buy from the first place. It is good to look around
and see who has the best ones. Also those people
from the first shop are thieves.’
Morayo was sure the shop would have changed
ownership ten times over since her mother spoke
those words to her over 40 years ago. Still, they may
have kept the business in the family so perhaps he
was still a thief. Her father, with his ‘old Nigerian
professor’ mannerisms used to say ‘The mango will
never fall very far from the tree.’ The Indian man
was done with serving the West Indian lady and
had now come to Morayo. ‘We also have very plenty
thyme, okra, hot pepa for your stew … ‘He paused
and then squinted inquisitively. ‘You are Nigeria?’
Morayo couldn’t help but smile at his grammatical error. Her husband would have found it hilarious and infuriating at the same time. He would
have teased her about it for weeks. ‘Joy, (for that’s
what he called her in private– ever since she told
him it was the English translation). You are Nigeria?
Yes, Joy, of course you are Nigeria! You are a coun-
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try not a human being! You are Nigeria!’ And they
would have rolled around in bed, him showering
her with ostentatious kisses, both of them giggling
like teenagers. He always had a silly, boyish, sense
of humour. He was also particular about the use of
the English language. She used to call him a ‘Syntax
Nazi.’
‘Yes’, she replied to the Indian man’s question.
It would be rude – and futile – correcting him.
‘You are Yoruba, Nigeria?’
‘Yes’, she smiled, surprised, impressed. In
Gloucestershire, she was just “the black woman.”
Distinctions were not made between Africans and
West Indians much less them taking an interest as
to which tribe she was from. She was just black.
‘Ah Ekaabo. Look we have ata rodo.’ The Indian man pointed to the hot, round, small peppers.
Morayo beamed, laughing, commending him on his
greeting in her native language. He may have been
from a line of thieves. But, Morayo had to admit he
was charming.
‘Okay, first of all, give me one of those please.’
She pointed to the pyramid of yams that were too
high for her to reach. ‘No, not that one, no, move
your hand that way, yes to the right, a bit more, the
one next to it. Yes, that one. Just half will do fine.
Thank you.’
He chopped the yam and bagged it then beckoned for her to hand over the plantain that had initially caught her attention. She quickly picked up six
of them – the ones that had the least black marks
and bruises – and handed them to him. She picked
up two sprigs of thyme and small brown paper bags
which she filled with okra, fresh tomatoes and the
ata rodo’s the Indian man had earlier referred to.
Walking further into the shop, her heart leapt with
excitement as she spotted a small bottle of thick,
congealed palm oil. She hadn’t set eyes on that in
a long while. By the time she had also added some
fresh spinach and a small bag of amala to her collection – the grey flour was not indicative of how
purple the powder would turn once hot water had
been added – the Indian man had to assist her to
stop the foodstuffs falling to the ground. He packed
them into bags as he tallied up her bill.
‘Finished?’ The Indian man queried tentatively
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but his eyes were eager.
Morayo’s eyes flitted around the stall-cumshop, undecided.
‘What about groundnut oil? Or some garri?’
He pointed to the bags ‘New delivery. Just for you.
Fresh, fresh.’ He grinned widely as he attempted
to lure her with his wares. His overlapping brown
tooth, earlier obscured by his thick moustache was
now on full show. Morayo remembered her mother’s warning and smiled inwardly.
She put her hand out and said ‘No, I’m okay.
It’s enough.’
The Indian laughed and pretended to be offended, ‘Ah, why it’s enough, Nigeria woman, why?’
She laughed, playing along with him, ‘It’s
enough. It’s enough.’
‘O ti to?’ he asked, showcasing his Yoruba
once again.
‘Yes’, she agreed as she paid him ‘O ti to. It’s
enough.’
A young boy – she assumed it was the Indian
man’s son – helped her to put the bags of food in
her trolley. It was almost full and quite heavy. Thank
goodness it has wheels, she thought. She had not
carried bags for years. Her husband was too much
of a gentleman to allow that to happen.
Morayo thanked him and waved the Indian
man goodbye.
‘Odabo’, he replied cheerily.
‘Yes’, she smiled as she walked away ‘Odabo.’
She felt strange speaking Yoruba. Strange but
wonderful. There he was, an Indian man with no
African blood in him, happily telling her goodbye in
her own language, relishing the words as he spoke
and yet her own children — “flesh of her flesh, bone
of her bone” – have never uttered a single word in
Yoruba. And had no desire to. The irony was not
lost on her. She blamed herself.
Morayo slowly walked past the numerous Halal butchers, their bloodied content filling the market. Some of the butchers called out to her ‘Come,
darling, we have meat for your pepper soup. Nice
meat.’ She hadn’t eaten pepper soup for years. She
remembered her mother making it a couple of times
when they lived in Ikoyi in Lagos but she preferred
to eat it at her friend Nkem’s house. Igbo people
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made the best pepper soup.
‘You want some goat meat madam? Goat
meat? Very nice. Just for you. Fresh, fresh.’ She was
tempted. It did look fresh. She was yet to buy the
meat to go in her stew. How would she eat amala
with stew and okra and no meat? Yet she couldn’t
bear to buy it from them. Meat that as far as she
knew had been sacrificed to a god that was alien to
her. Her children thought her prejudices stemmed
from her semi-Christian upbringing but it went
way beyond that. Once they came back to settle in
London, her family would travel to Nigeria on occasion. It was on these rare and infrequent visits that
Morayo became aware of how people use food as
a tool for spiritual battle. Her mother threw away
countless bowls of food that had been brought over
by her Muslim in-laws “as a token of our love”, or
as “a gift”, or “just to greet you” or “to welcome you
home.”
Her mother would smile a smile as insincere
as the heart of the givers, thanking them for their
thoughtfulness. Once they left, she would laugh
victoriously, ‘Witches! Who do they think they can
fool? Who is going to eat this food that has been
marinating in the babalawo’s house since the day I
married your father? It’s not me they will kill.’ And
in the toilet it went. Flushed down with acid by the
house-girl Amina. She already had a big ugly convoluted welt on the inside of her arm where it had
burnt her the last time they visited.
Morayo dragged her trolley behind her and
remembered there was a West Indian butcher at
the corner of Atlantic Road. She hoped it was still
there. It was. Run by the dour faced Jamaicans who
barely looked at their customers as they impatiently
took payment and hurriedly bullied the indecisive
and the ignorant into choosing between stewing
mutton and curry goat. This time it was Morayo’s
father’s voice that came back to her ‘Ah, those West
Indians… terrible people. Terrible.’ Morayo always
laughingly scolded him for his prejudices. Some
were based on a few bad experiences. Most were
based on nothing more than a bevy of hyperbolic
stories. She stuffed the plastic bag with goat meat
inside her trolley, zipped it up and walked towards
the car park. She was always pleased at the amaze39

ment she saw in the eyes of many when they learned
that she still drove – and well – at her age. After the
painful experience of watching her father slowly going blind, she became obsessive about looking after
her eyes. Even now, long after his death, her heart
still crumbles at the damage the loss of sight did to a
man that was once so notoriously independent.
That week, Morayo spent much of her time
doing something she had not done for a long time.
In the kitchen, cooking. And then she feasted. Black
eyed beans with corn and dodo, jollof rice with moi
moi and fried chicken. She was surprised she could
now buy ready packaged bean powder which only
required her to add water. Her mother, ever the
purist, would have baulked at the idea creating moi
moi from a plastic packet. Morayo knew, of course,
that if she ground the beans from scratch, the moi
moi would have tasted even better. She also knew it
would also have taken her forever. Her bean powder
moi moi suited her just fine. On Sunday she cooked
her yam — sliced into great chunky circles — in salt
and sugar water. It went well with the eggs she beat
with sardines, plum tomatoes, thyme, onions and
peppers. The more she ate, the more her appetite
expanded. She even woke up in anticipation of what
was to pass her lips.
Breakfast was the remainder yam with palm
oil generously drizzled all over it. Later on in the
day, she enjoyed one of her childhood favourites.
Eating amala with stew, okra and assorted meats,
cupping the soft mounds of purplish grey cassava
in the tips of her palm, invigorated her, made her
feel alive. She almost wished she had an old 45 of
Ebenezer Obey playing in the background. She was
reminded of the “big men” in Nigeria eating amala
and stew at various parties while Obey or Kollington played – always too loudly — with their live
band. Morayo’s husband never saw her eat amala.
Morayo’s husband was always concerned with
etiquette. They never ate Nigerian food together
after they were married. Prior to their wedding,
they would eat Nigerian foods from time to time.
When he’d come over at weekends, she was keen
to impress him, to enlighten him on her culture,
her foods, her gesticulations, her childhood and all
those other things that made her who she was to
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that point. All the things that had been passed on to
her by her now dead parents and the country which
every so often she would pine for. She would pine,
even for the fact that the mosquitoes were a nuisance and that NEPA would always ‘take the light’,
leaving you to find your way around the house with
lanterns and candles.
He would gently complain about the pepper
and the high level of fat contained in the foods, joking that it was no wonder so many African women
had “backsides you could land planes on.” His face
would contort as he scanned his plate taking in the
remnants of palm oil from the jollof rice he just
ate. Once they were married, Morayo’s husband
monopolized the kitchen. This, unheard of in her
upbringing, she considered a blessing – especially
when the children came. And her friends and family all envied her.
‘Which African man do you think you would
marry that will cook and serve his wife food? Morayo, you really have “seen joy” as your name says.’
Her husband cooked delicious meals – usually centred around extremely succulent meat from the
best butchers. His parents had owned a huge farm
in Gloucestershire. He knew good meat. He knew
“good food” and spent all his spare time making it.
That was more or less the end of Nigerian food in
their house. On one occasion, she insisted they stop
by Fonthill Road while they were on their way to
Crouch End to visit an old friend of her husband’s.
She wanted to buy some plantain. (She had been
dreaming of “dodo” the night before.) Her husband
complained how unhealthy it was for the children
to eat things deep fried in a pot of oil – not to talk of
how dangerous it would be if ever the fryer tipped
over. He was always overly prudent. Neurotic. She
insisted anyway and at his chagrin, still fried the
plantain — which she ate alone. It took him awhile
to forgive her for blatantly going against him. ‘No
I’m not trying to be difficult. It’s not about the plantain darling, it’s the principle!’ That was the last time
she cooked Nigerian food in the house. Till now. As
she smacked her lips, licking the okra stew from her
fingers, Morayo was so moved, her eyes watered.
She realize how much she missed this food.
The thought that her children had never
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tried amala or garri with ekpa or asaro or akara or
pounded yam with stew suddenly made her bereft
– and ashamed. Her children had never developed
a palette for Nigerian food and yet they were half
Nigerian. They had Nigerian blood and yet had
never set foot on the land. They had Nigerian middle names and yet the true meaning of these names
— names they could not even pronounce correctly,
their enunciation was all wrong — was alien to
them.
As a young girl about to go to London, various
uncles and aunties had warned ‘Don’t marry one of
those oyibos oh! How will your children know who
we are? If you marry one of them, we won’t see you
again. Please come home and marry one of our own
people. East or West, home is the best.’
They never visited Nigeria. Her parents had

‘

Later on in the day, she
enjoyed one of her childhood favourites. Eating
amala with stew, okra
and assorted meats, cupping the soft mounds of
purplish grey cassava in
the tips of her palm, invigorated her, made her
feel alive.

gone back but of course had since died and Morayo’s husband had little interest in travelling thousands of miles to visit aunties, uncles, cousins and
ex-house-helps from her youth — people he didn’t
know and honestly couldn’t care to. The media had
not helped. ‘I don’t want the children to be in danger. Everyone knows about the crime levels in that
country. Also I don’t want to be surrounded by poverty. How can we go there, flaunting our Western
privileges that we so take for granted … its not right
… it’s obscene in fact. More than that, it’s just too
dangerous.’ And so they never went.
Morayo consoled herself with the knowledge
that this was the sacrifice a woman who married
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outside her tribe would have to make. Her own
mother’s tongue was foreign to her. When people
asked which tribe she was from, she automatically
answered ‘Yoruba,’ her father’s ethnic group. She
never said ‘Oh and I’m half Itsekiri.’ It was too complex to explain. Besides, her mother’s culture, once
she married, became inconsequential. And that was
just the way it was. And so Morayo simply accepted
it. As she accepted her own path. She lived a good
— great — life in the country home they moved to
after many years in London. She never wanted for
anything. Her husband was faithful, the great provider, the love of her life. What more could she have
wanted? Morayo wept silently at her loss. Her eyes
stung as she rushed to the kitchen to turn down the
heat on the pepper soup bubbling on the AGA.
A fortnight later, Morayo prepared for her
weekly trip to London. When her eldest daughter
had rung from America saying, ‘Mom, I’ve been
trying to call you, how come you’re always out?!’
Morayo snapped, ‘What do you want me to
do? Rot away in these four walls?!’ Truth was, aside
from her trips to Brixton, she rarely went out. Of
course she heard the phone. She just couldn’t deal
with the “How are you coping?” questions. She had
begun to run out of the right adjectives to fully relay how she felt. It was easier to say nothing. Her
“American daughter,” as family friends teasingly referred to her, was yet another reminder of how she
had let the team down. Like a relay race where she
failed to pass on the baton. Her mother would have
good naturedly mimicked the way Morayo’s “American daughter” and her children spoke. She always
laughed about how the oyibos spoke through their
noses — as if their pinched nostrils were stuffed
with cotton wool.
Today Morayo decided to travel by train. She
didn’t need her car. On her last visit she had bought
enough foods to last a couple of months. On that
trip, she had asked Shalom to meet with her. Her
daughter was a little concerned. ‘Mummy, are you
okay? Why do you want to go to Brixton Market
AGAIN?? You just went the other week.’ Morayo’s
banter with the Indian man, something she had
begun to look forward to, was watched by a silent
Shalom in part amusement and part suspicion.
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They drove to the house together. She watched her
daughter, enthusiastically eating the dodo with the
rice and stew her mother served her. Morayo was
overcome with emotion at the sight. Her own child
was eating and enjoying dodo! And rice! And goat
meat from the man in Atlantic Road! She needed
some time in the bathroom to compose herself. She
had looked down at her hands. They were shaking.
She remembers her grandmother’s hands shaking.
Nobody called it Parkinson’s. They said it was her
husband’s youngest wife that had done juju on her.
Today she was not shopping for food. She
walked around Brixton, walking down the road opposite the park, where her family had lived briefly,
before the fire caused by the newspaper Morayo’s
mother used to light the burner on the stove with.
She threw it in the bin without realizing the fire was
not quite out. The house had since been rebuilt. Morayo noted the faded yellow door was now a shiny
black. The windows were double glazed. The front
patch was now a garden – a great contrast to what it
was like when Morayo was a teenager. Her parents
were never very green fingered – they had no reason to be – there was always Yusuf or Bankole to do
it for them “back home.” Here in London, the most
her father would do to the patch would be to clear
some of the overgrowth with the initialed cutlass he
had owned since his days in boarding school. His
only concern was to “keep it looking neat.” Flowers
were going too far as they were just “sentiments.”
Morayo resisted the urge to knock on the door and
introduce herself. She carried on walking around. It
was a nice day so she strolled leisurely.
She walked the length of Coldhabour Lane,
passing the boisterous Jamaicans blaring out reggae
music from invisible sound systems that seemed to
be everywhere. The school children chattered away
melodiously, shirts carelessly sticking out and collars askew. An ageless Rastafarian riding his bike
tooted his horn “hello” at just about everyone he
passed. Noisy Nigerians — and high-pitched Ghanaians — also passed Morayo, their tones, gesticulations and laughs even, all aggressively projected.
The oddly familiar sounds of kissing teeth, slapping
sandals, the concoction of languages and nuances
lost in the English translation brought a warmth to
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her heart she had not experienced in years. These
were not scenes prevalent in the countryside. Morayo suddenly felt tired. She then realized she had
walked all the way to Camberwell Green. She got
on a number 12 bus to take her into town so she
could catch her train back home. The Routemaster was half empty when she got in. She sat in the
4-seater near the conductor, immediately noticing
his subtle but no less distinctive tribal marks. One
on each cheek. Her father and his sisters had exactly the same. She looked at his badge. It was just
a number. No name. He rang the bell as a signal to
the bus driver to move.
‘Good afternoon Ma’, he tipped his hat politely. They talked about the weather, “the children of
today” and all those random but well-versed topics
of conversation that strangers are generally united
on. Every so often the bus would stop, passengers
would board and he would walk the length of the
vehicle –venturing upstairs — to collect money and
dish out tickets. Morayo could hear his broguecovered feet coming down the stairs. A few seconds
earlier, he had rung the bell. He stood in the gap
between the staircase and her seat. ‘So if you don’t
mind me asking ma, where are you from?’
‘Oh’, she replied dismissively, ‘I’m just here for
the day, I live in Gloucestershire.’
He laughed ‘No, no. I mean where are you
from? Not here.’ He made a face ‘Who wants to
die here? This is not our country.’ He narrowed his
eyes, attempting to answer his own question, ‘You
don’t quite look Jamaican to me … but I don’t know,
I could be wrong sha...’ He raised his hand in a “no
offence” gesture.
‘I am Nigerian.’ Morayo’s voice faltered slightly
as the words came out. It was like trying to sing before warming up. It didn’t quite come out right. She
coughed and repeated herself. ‘I am Nigerian.’ This
time she found her voice. And it was strong, as if to
convince not just the conductor but herself also.
‘Eh eh! Ah! Really?!’ He was so surprised he
wasn’t aware that he had lapsed into a heavier accent, removing his earlier formality. ‘You don’t
sound it at all … your accent … You have been here
a long time.’ It was not a question but Morayo nodded her head anyway. She was unwilling to begin
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explaining that her birthplace was London but she’d
spent many of her childhood years in Lagos and
Ibadan and was ashamed that she’d married a white
man and was rarely given the opportunity to look
back. No, she was not ready to explain. Certainly
not to a total stranger. This was not one of those
safe conversation topics.
‘I thought maybe you were from one of those
small West Indian islands or something. So which
town are you from?’
Morayo was glad they had reached her stop.
‘My father is from Ibadan.’ She spoke as she got off
the bus. Turning round she noticed the happy shock
on the face of the conductor as the bus drove away.
“Not here. This is not our country.” Long after
Morayo arrived home, the bus conductor’s words
swirled around in her mind. She looked out of the
window at the trees and fields. She looked around
the house as if there for the first time. At the fireplace built apparently from some of the stones that
were used in building the walls of Gloucester. At
the Constable pictures on the wall. At the grand
Edwardian dining table and chairs given to them by
her husband’s mother. At the chesterfield covered
in vintage Laura Ashley fabric. At the Oscar Wilde
and Tennyson first editions on the bookshelves. At
the 1920’s lamps at either side of it.
Morayo went into the bedroom. A hand-painted, bird print wallpaper covered the walls from top
to toe. The silk spread on the bed was DeGournay.
She pulled out her old telephone book and
went to the phone. ‘Hello. Yes, I would like to book
a flight to Lagos. No just one seat…. At the end of
the month … No, one way.’ She smiled, nodding,
her eyes shining with tears. ‘Yes, I’m going home.’
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A Brief Word on Poetry
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No poet creates from nothing. In every culture there is tradition which
informs, influences, guides, and inspires the development of artistic
expression. The very language that any poet uses was there before that
poet was born; it is a product of a people’s collective genius. It achieves
the heights and depths of its expressiveness in poetry.
At the risk of trampling on some toes let me point out that there
are two major criminals who are a danger to any appreciation of poetry.
In the classroom there is the supposed teacher who forces you to endure
poetry instead of guiding you to appreciate and enjoy it. Then there is
the clown who claims whatever s/he writes and makes you suffer, publicly or privately, is poetry. Perhaps that is even why some people ask
what poetry is. I have never heard one person ask what music is; but
people appreciate and enjoy it without the help of a single music lesson.
If you are fortunate enough to have survived the obscurantism of
your supposed poetry teacher, and liked some poetry enough to want
to try your hand at it, you start off by imitating what you have been
exposed to and liked. As Lindsay Barrett says, I’ve pointed out elsewhere, “A doll is a child’s first child.” The little girl will re-enact with her
“child” the routine activities that she enjoys with her mother. At other
times, there will be some improvisations in this role act-playing. She
will attribute to the “child”, her doll, what she is critical of in the way her
mother actually treats her. She will then criticize her mother, who is
now her “child.” This little girl grows up to be a woman and, in this case,
let’s say, a mother. In raising her own children, she will utilize the ‘tradition’ of bringing up children, which she was exposed to, socialized into.
She will subtract from that tradition what she is critical of and/or add
to it her own preference, conviction, feeling and thinking, about how
children should be brought up. The imitation that was her initiation
and point of departure has now stopped. She is a mother. As would-be
poets, we develop like that.
It is important for the would-be poet to read, listen to, study, practise, and work hard at poetry. A poem is not an excuse for anything else.
A poem does not carry and deliver messages; the Post Office, Western
Union, or the internet, or the cell phone would be more appropriate
vehicles for carrying messages. A poem is not an excuse for philosophical, sociological, psychological, political or whatever arguments. Poetry,
as Gwen Brooks might say, is life worked with. The poet explores life
through expressive language. In this imaginative exploration, the poet
worth the label, uses metaphor, the poetic image, poetic logic, dismantling and re-arranging reality to evoke some gesture, some movement of
life through the art of eloquence. AW
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Monday morning in
Brooklyn is not monday
morning in Lagos
(A poem in 3 steps)
I
Monday morning in Brooklyn is
Not monday morning in Lagos
But it is close
This place where we meet is neither
There nor here nor bad dreams made up
But we are Here

Isoje Iyi-Eweka Chou
Chou was born and raised in
Nigeria of mixed heritage. She
obtained her Masters of Arts
degree from York University,
Toronto. Her writing has been
published widely with recent
publication in the international journal CHIMURENGA
volume 15 The Curriculum is
Everything.
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Which is what I tried too, saying
Everything is as close; my hand
It reaches yours
Orphaned in our common neglect
Stranded in our parallel pasts
We are here now
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II
everything is disheartening or
reassuring depending
connected to no recognizable
belief or country
even family
that inconceivable loneliness
being neither this
nor that, I am continually
qualitatively disemboweled
your opinions do not hold but
your quantity terrifies
this tool you hold in your reach
proving nearness and distance
my nerves can no longer take

III
So I say, now in Brooklyn, we
Remember differently- Lagos
And it was hot
And everywhere I see you pass
And see myself in your eyes
No longer, no
Our recognizance is this mere
Act of forgetting, which you take
And it is good
Arrived thus in oppositional wants
Let me converse with you.

between the enjoyment of an embrace
and that sudden shove is this sinking
self-knowledge
the ground continually shaken
I am continually changed
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The Militant Intellection Complex
–A Conversation with Pius Adesanmi
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AFRICAN WRITING: In your ‘day job’, you
teach in a Canadian University, but you are
also a widely-published commentator on Africana. You don’t believe in the need for distance in the practice of academia, then?
Pius Adesanmi: Thank you for your question.
I am a public intellectual and a chronicler of
Africa. I have wholly embraced that vocation
with its generous hassles and miserly joys.
The condition of Nigeria and Africa today are
too desperate for me to find any joy or per-

‘

Public intellection is not
a new thing in Africa.
The only new dimension is the increasing
appropriation of the
internet as a space of
public intellection

sonal satisfaction in producing exclusive literary-theoretical jargons that could only be
understood by colleagues and advanced doctoral students.
And, no, I do not believe in the need
for discursive boundaries between town and
gown. My philosophy of intellection and
knowledge production has been shaped over
the years by a very broad range of populist
(I hope one can still use that term in a nonpejorative sense today) traditions. The writer
and public intellectual that I am today were
shaped by all the big isms of the political and
ideological Left even with all their warts. I
strive constantly to hone an intellectual praxis
marked by its embeddedness in the social, an
underlying immersion in volk consciousness,
a rootedness in the idioms of the street, and
a permanent suspicion of power that cannot
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in anyway be cocooned in academia. I am just
too restless for the epistemic isolation that is
academe.
And don’t forget that I am also a product
and student of the French tradition of public intellection. If you look closely at 19th and
20th century France, especially roughly from
Emile Zola’s “J’accuse” down to our times, the
ideas that powered and inflected society did
not come as a result of the likes of Jean-Paul
Sartre, Pierre Bourdieu, Andre Breton, Raymond Aron, Louis Althusser, Pierre Fougeyrollas, Michel Foucault, Alain Finkiekrault,
and Bernard-Henri Lévy merely sitting down
to philosophize from the hallowed halls of the
Sorbonne or the Ecole Normale Supérieure.
Many of these thinkers were or are also agitators, columnists, anarchists, and animators of
the public sphere. Anything you could do to
keep power on its toes and prevent complacency on the part of the people was welcome.
At the risk of boring you, let me remind
you that public intellection is also not a new
thing in Africa. The only new dimension is
the increasing appropriation of the internet
as a space of public intellection as we see,
for instance, in the very visible listserv praxis
of Nigeria’s Mobolaji Aluko, a Professor of
Chemical Engineering with a public intellectual vocation underwritten by social and political justice concerns. Other than this new
online dimension, the field of African public
intellection has been very rich since the upsurge in continental production of discourse
and knowledges in European languages began
in the 20th century. In no particular order, the
likes of Wole Soyinka, Chinua Achebe, Odia
Ofeimun, Edwin Madunagu, Ayodele Awojobi, Bala Usman, Eskor Toyo, Niyi Osundare,
Biodun Jeyifo and so many others have contributed enormously to blurring the boundaries between town and gown in terms of activ-
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ism and essayistic interventions. South Africa,
Kenya, Congo, Uganda, Malawi, Cameroon,
and Zimbabwe have all given us the likes of
Archie Mafeje, Bernard Magubane, Eski’a
Mpahlele, Ali Mazrui, Paul Tiyambe Zeleza,
Florence Wambugu, Mahmood Mamdani,
Achille Mbembe, Lovemore Madhuku, John
Makumbe, and Ernest Wambia dia Wambia
just to limit myself to those. I like to flatter
myself by believing that I am qualified to be
called a devoted student of these illustrious
practitioners of African public intellection.
AW: Dr. Laurent Gbagbo (President of Cote
d’Ivoire) is another ‘public Intellectual’. What
is your advice to him at this point of his country’s political history?
Adesanmi: Dr. Laurent Gbagbo was a public
intellectual. Today, he gives a bad name to the
very essence of public intellection. He is one
of those fellows who just make one wonder if
one isn’t pouring water in a basket in terms of
our collective struggle to articulate and push
better narratives of Africa. Everywhere I go in
the lecture circuit, people say: do not pathologize Africa; cherry pick positive stories about
Africa for western audiences; Africa has no
monopoly of negative narratives. The trouble is: a single Gbabgo destroys in one second
years of positive image casting by those of us
struggling to re-narrativize that continent. I
feel somewhat personally assaulted by the
Gbagbo tragedy because I am as Francophone as I am Anglophone. I’ve been following
Gbagbo for a very long time. It’s sad to see
what he has become.
AW: Africa has a long history of liberators who
are too easily satisfied by the liberation of their
own wallets. The first wave that brought independence to the former colonies chose not to
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break down the power structure of the colonists and simply inserted — and entrenched
— themselves in it. Our post-independence
history has roughly followed that template,
of opposition leaders that become worse than
the ‘dictators’ they oust. You speak of a ‘permanent suspicion of power’ that cannot be
cocooned in academia. Have African ‘public
intellectuals’ who cross the political divide
fared any better? Are our centres of intellection actually liberating minds, or generating
the ideas to truly liberate their societies? Or
are they just vehicles to catapult an intellectual elite into the casinos of power.
Adesanmi: ‘Liberators’ is a very huge basket
into which I assume you have dumped a very
broad range of actors in the continent’s liberatory processes: nationalist politicians, trade
unionists, student unionists, youth unionists,
creative writers of the Negritudinist and cultural-nationalist dimension and, of course,
academics and public intellectuals. I am offering this disentanglement just to get a proper
handle on your question. I think you are also
super-imposing the typical Nigerian scenario of cross-over intellection on the whole of
Africa. It is true that more than thirty years
of military rule and corrupt civilian interregnums have eventuated in a corrosion of values
of which the co-optation of the intellectual by
the state has been a manifest consequence in
Nigeria but that is not always the case with
the rest of Africa.
I prefer the template of one of Demoractic
Republic of Congo’s foremost public intellectuals, Ernest Wambia dia Wambia. I am sure
you know that he studied in the United States
and wrote a formidable doctoral dissertation
on Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Jean-Paul
Sartre before settling down to an eclectic academic career that saw him eventually teach
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at Harvard University before moving to the
University of Dar-es-Salaam. By the 1980s,
he had become one of Africa’s famous and
influential public intellectuals and got into
trouble often with Mobutu Sese Seko. I am
sure you know that he went to the trenches
during the second Congo war against Laurent
Kabila and became a
leader of the rebel
movement, Rally for
Congolese Democracy. Yes, a famous
African public intellectual quit the University and picked up
a Kalachnikov against
Laurent Kabila in the
1990s. That story is
not very well known
in Anglophone Africa
because of the iron
curtain of language
but it happened and
I daresay that it is far
more gripping than
our own narrative of
a young writer who
held up a radio station three decades
ago while trying to
defend the ethos of
democratic practice
in Nigeria. This is not to diminish Soyinka’s
truly heroic act. Today, Ernest Wambia dia
Wambia is a progressive Senator in DRC and
still one of the most active and prominent
names in Africanist academic and political
discourse circles. That is a kind of African
public intellectual trajectory that has been
overshadowed by the Nigerian model of collaboration with the corrupt postcolonial state
in Abuja. We must be careful, however, not
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to pathologize the Nigerian model. After all,
there were intellectuals who collaborated
with the Vichy regime in France.
AW: We refer mainly to that broad clique who
find themselves in power, or with access to
the spoils of power.
Adesanmi: That is
true – especially in
Nigeria where the
state has been able
to ruin the names
and reputation of too
many of our public
intellectuals but like
I just pointed out in
the case of Wambia
dia Wambia, collaboration with power
has not been the only
destiny of public intellection in Africa
and Nigeria. Part of
the problem here is
that your question assumes, as it is often
frequently done, that
the work of the public intellectual must
always eventuate in
concrete, benchmarkable results in terms of the advancement and
liberation of society. Sometimes history dictates otherwise by interpellating them just to
produce ideas and permanently disrupt the
settled verities of those in power. When Octavio Paz says that thinking is the only obligation of the intelligentsia, he makes a lot of
sense to me. Thinking is really the only debt
that the public intellectual owes his society.
Thinking is what I believe I owe Nigeria and
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Africa.
AW: Do you really subscribe to Octavio Paz?
Do you not see a crisis of imagination in Presidential Houses across Africa? An abundance
of people with power who don’t know what
to do with it? Is there not a place for Think
Tanks that actually bend their minds to concrete policy? Can African taxpayers afford the
luxury of ‘abstract thinkers’?
Adesanmi: Octavio Paz was not just talking
about abstract thought. He was talking about
intellection tout court. That said, abstract
thought and concrete policy intellection are
not mutually exclusive. Those producing
policy papers in American thinktanks do not
operate ex nihilo. They are coming from the
abstract thought that has either framed philosophies of the Left or the Right depending on their respective political persuasions.
In the USA, all the lunatic rightwing public
policy papers and recommendations churned
out by equally lunatic rightwing thinktanks
in Washington, and which served as the
springboard for so many policies of the BushCheney junta, are traceable to the abstract
thought of the Chicago School of economics
and the towering artifice of its singular messiah, the late Milton Friedman. That is the man
whose abstract thought and vision informs
the worldview of the racists in the American
right – those crazy neocons and tea partyers.
In essence, there is no such thing as policy
intellection shorn of philosophical roots in
abstraction. There are in fact two immediate
dangers in the perspective of your question.
One is the danger associated with the oft-repeated fallacy that the situation in Africa is
too dire for abstraction. When that mode of
reflection is translated into the lingo of the
street in, say, Nigeria, it eventuates in cer-
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At a seminar
tain national attitudes to intellection. Hence,
politicians and even the general public begin
to dismiss any sustained and rigorous intellection as dogon turenchi or big English. The
rise of illiteracy in Nigeria and the generalized hostility to knowledge is remotely linked
to the hostility to abstract thought. Otherwise
informed Nigerians then go online to make
thoroughly illiterate statements asking for
more action and less grammar.
The second danger lies in the fact that
apathy towards abstract intellection and ideas all over Africa means that the intellectuals who tend to coalesce around the islets of
power to produce the concrete policy papers
you are talking about would be coming from
ideological backgrounds that are inimical to
the interests of the African/Nigerian people.
Do you think that Olusegun Aganga, Charles
Soludo, Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, Yayi Boni,
Alassane Ouattara, and others in their Bretton Woods ilk come from a concrete policy
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background shorn of abstract thought rooted
in specific ideologies? Of course not. They are
all products of all kinds of neo-liberal imperialist abstractions acquired in the context of
American thinktanks and institutions. What
we need more in Africa is precisely the sort of
rigorous primary abstract thought that could
be at the base of the ideological impulses of
the second layer of policy intellection that
susbsequently lands at the table of the minister or the president.
AW: Do you see any signs that this Ideological Thinking Rooted in African interests and
realities is going on? Or is Africanist Thought
still client to SinoEuroAmerica. Won’t you admit that much of our intellection amounts to
intellectual masturbation where our so-called
intellectual elite fail to apply their abilities to
actual solutions.
Adesanmi: Sure, you do have a point about
the preponderance of intellectual masturbation and the evident failure of intellection in
the area of concrete solutions. But I see that
as a symptom of much deeper problems in Nigeria associated with the corrosive effects of
the prolonged years of democratic stagnation
on national values. I have been to conferences
— academic conferences — in Africa where
the government would send ministers to attend sessions and take notes and mingle with
intellectuals and even invite those intellectuals
to their respective ministries for post-conference dialogue with their staff. This happens a
lot in Southern Africa. Now, can you imagine
a minister in Nigeria attending an academic
conference as an ordinary participant who is
going to attend every session and take notes?
Unless you invite him to come and disturb
the opening ceremony with his flamboyant
convoy and sirens two or three hours late, he
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won’t attend. This, over the years, has led to a
devaluation of intellectual production in Nigeria. There are also African countries where
I have noticed that governments give specific
developmental briefs to Universities and ask
them to produce thought. That adds value to
intellectual labour and creates an outlet for
thought to be translated into beneficial societal products.
That does not happen in Nigeria because
the government is still fighting the war that
the military declared on the University even
more than a decade after the restoration of
democracy. That explains why Governor Bukola Saraki of Kwara State and his colleagues
in the Nigerian Governors’ Forum instinctively opted for Harvard University when

‘

[Ernest Wambia dia
Wambia] went to the
trenches during the
second Congo war and
became a leader of the
rebel movement. Yes,
a famous African public intellectual quit the
University and picked
up a Kalachnikov against
Laurent Kabila.

they dreamt up a project of capacity training
for Nigerian governors. It was unimaginable
for them to team up with a Nigerian University. But I see signs of change, especially in
southwestern Nigeria with the Yoruba Academy trying to serve as a bridge between intellectuals and state governments in that part
of the country. New generation intellectuals
like Diipo Famakinwa, Wale Adebanwi, Yinka
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Odumakin, and Sola Olorunyomi are all gearing up to ensure a connection between intellect and governance in southwestern Nigeria
on the platform of the Yoruba Academy. To
return to the initial frame of your question:
ideological thought rooted in African interests is going on powerlessly in many places
in Africa. I say powerlessly because to try to
produce that kind of intellection independently of western power structures is to begin
with a great disadvantage in Africa. But those
who are resolute are trudging on. An interesting body of work has been emerging from Ayi
kwei Armah’s Per Ankh Collective in Dakar.
This body of work is the sort that travels in
the direction of ancient African societies and
knowledge systems for abstraction and not in
the direction of the West.
AW: Speaking about intellectuals and public policy, are you a Dead-Aider? Dambisa
Moyo’s controversial book [Dead Aid: Why
Aid is Not Working and How there is a Better Way for Africa] preaches Trade, not Aid
(to grossly oversimplify a complex subject).
Where do you stand on the subject?

ing those subsidies to her own farmers and
thereby creating a non-level playing field
between her own farmers and Latin/Central
American farmers? Can you subject trade to
the goodwill of the buyer — especially if that
buyer is a capitalist West? “Trade, not aid” is a
convenient platitude that has no future in the
more realistic global capitalist world that we
encounter in the works of Naomi Klein. And
who says that aid is always inimical? Israel is
one of the world’s biggest aid recipients.
AW: But is the current Aid regime not analogous to AIDS in the sense of breaking down
Africa’s auto-generative capabilities?
Adesanmi: I am more opposed to charity than
I am to aid. I have constantly written against
charity as an offshoot of a formidable Mercy
Industrial Complex

‘

Adesanmi: Moyo is precisely a good example of an Africa public policy commentator
coming from the sort of Western neo-Liberal
knowledge systems that I have been analyzing
here. I am not exactly sure that her attempt to
break away from what she was taught in those
places has worked.
AW: Can I pin you down on where you believe
she is in error?
Adesanmi: How do you preach trade in conditions of gross global inequality? What power does Cote d’Ivoire have over the price of
her cocoa? Can you stop the US from grant-
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Can you imagine a NIgerian minister attending
an academic conference
as an ordinary participant who is going to...
take notes? Unless you
invite him to come and
disturb the opening
ceremony with his flamboyant convoy and sirens
— two or three hours
late, he won’t attend.

AW: What is the difference between ‘aid’ and
‘charity’. Do you believe that one-off, nostrings-attached grants are more inimical
than the various ‘aid’ packages linked with
procurement and repayment conditionalities?
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‘Easy does it... the Electorate Distraction Dodge...
works everytime’

Adesanmi: The layman’s distinction that I
make between the two is purely idiosyncratic
and may not meet with the approval of development experts and expats but when have
I ever taken those fellas seriously? I have always seen aid as transactions between states
and public world bodies (the UN, the European Union, Africa Union) that allow for a
structured and supervised trickle down of a
fragment of the global North’s surplus to the
global South in order to ensure that the state
in the global South maintains its comprador
essence while the state in the global North
continues to supervise neocolonial asymmetries with a squeaky-clean conscience.
Charity on the other hand is when guiltridden Westerners pushed by a messianic
complex and convinced of their essential
Christian goodness, decide to do something
about the hunger and the diseases of the Other in the global South. Once the Westerner
self-fashions in this manner, there are options
open to him. He puts money in an envelope
meant for charity as part of Sunday offertory
in his church; he dumps a can of tomato soup
or a pack of Uncle Ben’s rice in those ubiquitous charity baskets in schools, shopping
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malls, hospitals. Beyond this level, it becomes
more structured because non-state, non-governmental agents and structures takeover:
Oxfam, médecins sans frontières, Save the
Children, Save Africa, Adopt a Child, Save
this, Save that. These agents and structures,
in turn, appeal to western celebrity culture.
Enter Bono, Angelina Jolie, Madonna, George
Clooney, Oprah. Enter restless celebrity-academics like Jeffrey Sachs. Enter specific African countries that permanently appeal to the
proclivities of this Mercy Industrial Complex:
Malawi, Mali, Chad, Sudan, South Africa (the
part of it that is ‘Africa’), the Congos, Kenya.
Enter very specific registers that go into how
the targets of the Mercy Industrial Complex
are narrativized: mosquito nets, malaria,
wells, boreholes, protein deficiency, hygiene,
handwashing practices. This, of course,
means charity jobs that are advertised in very
interesting ways by these actors. An Australian charity organization was recently looking
to hire a hand washing specialist!
AW: Just what do you refer to as the ‘Mercy
Industrial Complex’?
Adesanmi: I thought I already sketched out
the basics of how the Mercy Industrial Complex functions. If you look at the foundational
expression of which my own formulation is
but a claque, the Military-Industrial Complex, you will notice a recurrence of diction
and registers all leading to the same psychology: essential goodness. Hence we have
a defence industry in the United States that
must corrupt Congress and the Executive in
order to ensure that unheard-of percentages
of America’s national budget continue to flow
to the arms sector; hence we have politicians
who must find value for all the money they
pump into that sector by trying to put Ameri-
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can military bases in every country in the
world if possible; hence we have an electorate
that fetishizes “our men and women in Uniform” and a clergy that prays for them when
they go out to bomb thousands of people in
Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan in the service of
the Military-Industrial Complex.
All this is powered by a certain national
sentiment: we are too essentially a good people to allow the rest of the world escape the
privilege of our values. We should bomb those
values into them whenever necessary. You will
see that attitude to the rest of the world even
in the way American diplomats discourse the
rest of us in the Wikileaks cables. Not even
Britain, their traditional Chihuahua, escaped
all that condescension. The same mode of
self-fashioning powers the Mercy-Industrial
Complex albeit with different actors. Mercy, a
narrative of the self ’s essential goodness, has
become this gigantic industry that involves
all the actors listed above – charity organizations, churches, NGOs, celebrities, all using
the media to reach the hearts and pockets of
westerners already afflicted by the messiah
complex. This in turn spins dramatic scenarios on the ground when these people go to
donate their cookies and hamburgers in Darfur. And there is of course always the photographer on the lookout for that shot that just
might win a Pulitzer Prize.
AW: Your language skills include French and
English, which equips you to negotiate your
way through most African cities. Is this the
most Pan-African step our educational systems can take? Or is it more beneficial for
African pupils to learn to write and speak an
indigenous African language in addition to
their great European language?
Adesanmi: I assume that by our educational
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‘The problem with all these Aid Subsidies is that
they never go where they’re supposed to.’

systems you are talking exclusively about the
continent. Language is not the most pan-African step our educational systems in Africa
can or should take. It should begin by enhancing processes of African co-presence in University classrooms throughout the continent.
African Universities have more exchange
agreements with European and North American Universities than they have with fellow
African Universities. My school, Carleton
University, alone has agreements with Universities in Ghana, Tanzania, Botswana, and
South Africa, and we are casting our net wider
in the continent. The inflatus for this is obvious: the sentiment that such agreements open
up opportunities for those African Universities to benefit from the superior resources of
Western Universities. What does this translate to? Western African studies classrooms
have become considerably more holistically
pan-African than any classroom could ever
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hope to be in the continent.
Let me give you an example. I teach one
of our core introduction to African studies
courses at the undergraduate level. Enrollment
is always between 100-160 students every semester. The first time I taught that class, about
eighty of those kids were from more than 30
African countries as I later found out. That is
a single Canadian University assembling students from more than half of the continent in
just one classroom. No University in the continent, not even South African Universities, is
currently in the position to do that. African
Universities need to constantly work on how
to enhance continental capacity for such mutual co-presence in the class room. That must,
of course work, in tandem with the need to
constantly break down the iron curtain of language. I have for instance constantly written
about the impact of the language barrier on
African literary discourse. The other day, Olu
Oguibe was complaining on Facebook that the
younger generation of Nigerian literati didn’t
know who Mario Vargas Llosa was after the
2010 Nobel was announced.
That is a small problem compared with
the appalling knowledge of the francophonic
half of the African literary process in Nigerian
discussions. There is so much Anglophonic
provincialism going on in places like Krazitivity, Ederi, and other outlets of Nigerian
literary discourse. People jump up in those
places and make authoritative and sweeping statements about African writing: statements that are not valid once you cross the
border to Cotonou from Lagos. You would
think that the likes of Calixthe Beyala, Alain
Mabackou, Kossi Effoui, Bessora, Fatou Diome, Marie Ndiaye, Nathalie Etoke, Leonora
Miano, Alain Patrice Nganang, Yodi Karone,
Simon Njami, Gaston-Paul Effa, J.R. Essomba, and my very good friend, Abdourahman
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Ali Waberi, never wrote anything in African
literature. Of course, the francophone clan
is also guilty of this provincialism. As far as
I know, only the likes of Waberi and Alain
Patrice Nganang regularly display any awareness of the fact that they have counterparts
in Uwem Akpan, Chris Abani, Helon Habila,
Chimamanda Adichie, Lola Shoneyin, Chika
Unigwe, Unoma Azuah, Ogaga Ifowodo, Amatoristero Ede, and Remi Raji. If you ask me,
the situation was not like this with the Soyinka-Achebe-J.P. Clark generation.
AW: T.S. Eliot’s poem, The Journey of the Magi,
has these lines, that have also inspired the title of one of Chinua Achebe’s novels: ‘We returned to our places, these Kingdoms,/ But no
longer at ease here, in the old dispensation,/
With an alien people clutching their gods/ I
should be glad of another death’. Is religious
zealotry becoming more of a life and death
question on the continent? What options?
Adesanmi: For Africa, the poem should read
autochthonous people clutching alien gods. I
have been a very close observer of the wind
of Pentecostalism blowing over the continent.
Commentators always reach for the easy
Marxian cliché of religion being the opium
of the people but I prefer to see religion in a
much specific political frame: it is the exutory that has come to replace everything that
political independence promised the people
and failed to deliver on. If you return to the
narratives of independence as framed by the
nationalist generation in the 40s down to the
60s, you will see that it was framed in terms of
concrete deliverables to the people that contemporary pulpit performance by the continent’s flamboyant pastors and Islamic clerics
seem to be mimicking. Take all the biblical
quotations away from the pulpit oratory of
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Chris Oyakhilome or Enoch Adeboye and you
may very well end up with Nnamdi Azikiwe’s
galvanizing nationalist oratory. And precisely because Africa’s/Nigeria’s new religious
zealotry of the of the Pentecostal variety no
longer frames faith and salvation in terms of
the hereafter but more specifically in terms
of material comfort deliverable by a God who
isn’t a God of poverty, religion has become the
second great euphoria after the first euphoria
of independence.
AW: But there is a cross-over between the political and the religious, is there not? In Uganda political uprising was retooled to murderous effect with the quasi-religious edge of the
LRA. In Nigeria, Pastor Tunde Bakare is for
instance in the vanguard of political resistance. Do you see the political profile of religion growing or waning.
Adesanmi: If we define the political in very
generous, broad terms, yes there is always an
intermesh between the religious and the political. Don’t forget that Christianity’s entrance
into Africa was intensely political insofar as
the missionarization of the continent was the
precursive event to formal colonization. But
if we zero in on an instrumental definition
of the political in terms of structural praxes
that could enhance and expand the space of
human agency, such as we see in the case of
Pastor Tunde Bakare in Nigeria, then the political profile of religion is waning. We must
separate religion as positive political praxis
— as we have with Tunde Bakare — from the
more generalized instance feature of religion
as a feature of postcolonial rot as evidenced in
the collaboration of falmboyant pastors with
the rotten postcolonial state in a place like Nigeria. The Bakares are easily crowded out by
the recidivists among the clergy
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AW: Now onto football! At a recent FIFA session, Russia trumped England to host the
2018 world cup. It seems the consensus that
a couple of highly-publicised media reports
on FIFA corruption by The Times Newspaper
and the BBC Panorama programme may have
scuppered England’s chances. Is this media
self-interest or principle above nationalism?
Should national media look at national interests before going to press? (Consider for instance, the role of the American mass media
in the run up to the Middle-Eastern wars)
Adesanmi: I am perhaps the worst person to
have to handle this sort of question because
of my own permanent hostility to England in
football matters. I can’t stand English noisemaking and sense of entitlement. I’m a fanatical watcher of the Premiership like every
good Nigerian but I can’t stand the English
media and football establishment. I was glad
when they got trounced in South Africa. I am
glad they were trounced by Russia. The English media is an insufferable cry baby in foot-

Christianity’s entrance into Africa was intensely
political.
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ball matters. As an intellectual on the Left, my
opinion of the American media is even worse
— unless you are talking about The Nation
and, maybe, MSNBC. The rest is just ignorant teapartyism masquerading as media in
America
AW: But by purveying national jingoism from
warfront to football arena, surely the media is
doing the world a service? Surely the very real
human emotion released every four years at
the World War — sorry World Cup — is best
bled on the pitch!
Adesanmi: Of course national jingoism in
the media has its uses. An intellectual like me
would have little to scream about if the British and American media suddenly became
less nationalistic! This is where you have to
give it to the Nigerian media though. Despite
the general perception that they have been
bought — except the rising online rags like
Sahara Reporters and Nigerian Village Square
— there is very little nationalistic jingoism.
Some of the worst headlines that the world
sees about Nigeria are very often lifted from
the headlines of Nigerian newspapers
AW: How courageous have African creative
writers been, when it comes to reimagining
a future. Did Chinua Achebe’s A Man of the
People cop out with the coup ending? How
will a 21st century writer end a novel that
would be truly prophetic (like Chinua Achebe
was) in today’s world?
Adesanmi: Yes, Chinua Achebe in A man of
the People and T.M. Aluko in Chief the Honourable Minister were both prophetic without copping out by ending those novels with
coups. I guess we are in an era where the
creative writer — if she feels interpellated by
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political themes — may have to start imagining structures and societies that would come
after the unraveling of the African state as we
know it. The coup endings in Achebe, Aluko,
and others were not envisioning alternatives
to the postcolonial state. They were merely
signalling the takeover of that state by nondemocratic elements. That, in itself, pre-supposed that democracy was a possible answer

‘

Our new religious zealotry of the of the Pentecostal variety no longer
frames faith and salvation in terms of the
hereafter
but
more
specifically in terms of
material comfort deliverable by a God who
isn’t a God of poverty.
Religion has become the
second great euphoria
after the first euphoria
of independence.

to the African dilemma. But we have seen in
Nigeria, Cote d’Ivoire and in so many other
places that we have to begin to imagine other
possibilities of political becoming beyond the
state.
AW: How fundamental is Wikileaks to ruler/
ruled dynamics? Is this relevant to Africa?
Does information have the same subversive
effect in Africa as it does elsewhere? Can information about a secret wife for an African
head of state have the same undermining
power as a mistress of a European head of
state?
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Adesanmi: Wikileaks can only be revolutionary here in the West because of the nature of
their society. You know, our mutual friend,
Nduka Otiono, has been working for a very
long time on the nature and uses of rumour
and street narratives in Africa — with emphasis on Nigeria. I have followed his scholarship with keen interest as it teases out the
intermesh between rumour, civic agency, and
politics in Nigeria. In our preponderantly oral
culture where transactions between ruler and
ruled depend considerably on rumour, many
of the things that wikileaks normally reveals
would have been rumoured and discoursed in
free newspaper reading parliaments, in Molue buses, in beer parlours and in such other
spaces of public disquisition. By the time official versions come out, the rumour-version of
such event would have settled in public consciousness. Rumour is always precursive and
attenuates the impact of revelation.
Of course there are cultural differences
that would shape attitudes to the shock value
of revelations about secret wives. Don’t forget
that a secret wife may shock perhaps in Britain but I am not sure it would shock anybody
in France if the President had a secret wife.
After all, they have the deuxième bureau concubinage system in their culture even if western arrogance and conceit make them pretend
that those things exist only in Africa.

The continent is paying a very huge price for
the absence of early exposure to civics. The
other day in my neighbourhood, I saw kids
— like seven year olds — wearing police tags
and watching passing cars. They had notebooks and other stuff. I was curious. That was
their police responsibility day at school. The
police department puts them in specific locations. When they notice suspicious behaviour
on the part of drivers, they write down your
plate numbers etc. They are already being
taught that in the elementary school
AW: Doesn’t such early acculturation not expose children to the morality of the government of the day? Do you not see Stalinist,
Nazi echoes in this scenario?
Adesanmi: You are right. There is always that
danger but is the alternative any better? the
fanatical followers that made Gbagbo possible in Cote d’Ivoire and who actually gather
in daily public fora at a place misnamed La
Sorbonne in Abidjan would perhaps be different African subjects if they had civics; Nigeria
has produced almost two generations of citizens without civics and look at the price we
have paid. That is why I am proposing a panAfrican civics template that would not just
be a reflection of the morality of any African
government.

AW: If we challenged you for a single transformative idea, policy or change that could
bring the most beneficial change across the
continent, what would it be?

AW: You were the inaugural winner of the Penguin Prize for African Writing, for your book,
You are Not a Country, Africa. It is due on the
bookshelves soon. What can your readers expect in the book.

Adesanmi: Strengthen civics as a subject in
every primary school on the continent. Design and implement a pan-African civics syllabus under the aegis of the African Union.

Adesanmi: If they have read Angela’s Ashes or
the Soyinka of Ibadan and You must Set Forth
at Dawn, they will easily understand what I
try to do. I have described that book as a cul-
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tural memoir of the African continent. The
essays are in the creative non-fiction mode,
starting with specific events and experiences
that cover the last thirty years of my life. The
essays then use such anecdotal vignettes to
move into a more sustained reflection on issues of politics and culture across the continent. The title comes from a line in Abioseh
Nicol’s famous poem, “The Meaning of Africa”. The Sierra Leonian poet was writing in
the fervent of Anglophone African cultural
nationalist poetry in the build up to political independence and he says: “You are not a
country, Africa/you are a concept/fashioned
in our minds/each to each/to hide our separate fears”. Can you think of a better definition
of Africa?
AW: Do you see yourself playing a more direct
role in politics in future years?
Adesanmi: The thought always crosses one’s
mind. Like most Nigerians in the diaspora, a
great deal of my time is spent agonizing and
developing high blood pressure over the monumental mess and disappointment that is Nigeria. And if the conditions are not there for
you to pull a Wambia dia Wambia and pick
up your Kalachnikov against the forces of evil
ruling Nigeria in Abuja, if you know that accepting an appointment from them almost always comes with the Faustian precondition of
selling your soul and relinquishing your voice
and joining all that corruption, you sometime
think that maybe you should go and stand for
election in some capacity or the other. Anything to try and make a change. But then you
remember that the so-called society we are
looking for will continue to need dreamers,
thinkers, and those whose jobs it is to narrate
her! AW
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The Rock at the Corner of
My Heart,
Daniel P. Kunene
Brown Turtle Press 2009
ISBN: 978-0-9821660-4-8
This poetry collection takes its cue from the
title and starts with pieces both romantic
and bucolic. This romance is mostly wistful,
almost anthropological — as for a time and
place long gone. Thus, Will you, my DarkBrown Sister mines the courtship rituals of a
bygone time. The Poem The Navel begins: ‘My
exploration of love begins at the navel/That’s
where, in the beginning, the umblical cord
was snapped/ To separate us from the love of
loves/ To continue our loving at the breasts....’
and ends: ‘And each breath I breathe says/ I
love you.’
Still it does not long stay that course. The
slim volume of 48 poems cycles through the
usual engagement with both American and
African institutional dysfunction to end in the
prayerful Fishing, American Style. The poet,
an emeritus professor of African literature
and languages, was born in 1923, and probably required that breath of outlook to write a
poem as despairing as Did we not Say?
Interestingly, the playfully allegorical Benzeni — the only poem mirrored in the poet’s
mother tongue, Sesotho, and English — is one
of the more successful poems of the collection. Here, rage has taken a back seat and the
poet’s hollow humour, having mocked the
mercy of an oppressor who sat on his victim
with only ‘a buttock’, dreads the imminent deluge of tears from his penitence. ‘I prayed they
should not overflow these retaining walls/ for
they would resemble a raging flood...’ AW
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Befriending a Lie

day, words came out of nowhere. They didn’t halt
or falter, they flew out of my timid lips and invited
her to have a seat –just imagine! – right there, on a
stone. And she did. I sat on a stump in front of her.
Suddenly I realize all this was happening and there
was not a single word left inside me. I felt my heart
beat fast and then I felt estranged, expelled from my
own body. I could see it down-sat in front of her. It
looked at her with probably the stupidest smile a
face can endure. She smiled back, more smoothly,
somewhat amused. And I, somewhere in the air, felt
nude, away from my body, and I couldn’t feel heat
nor cold, only sounds kept making their way to me,
unaltered.
2

Christian Uwe

The man I remember no longer
is I. He dwelt in times where my
feet cannot take me. I search those
days from my night and all I see
is a stranger. Oh but you lived, oh
but you lived, leaving none for me,
you ignored then these sore hours.
Two roads diverged… But did you
bother to see both?

1
I realize it’ll be about her,
but then it always has been about
her; there could be no other end
really. So let’s give way to the
last lie, let’s tell it the only way
humans tell, let’s tell it as if it
were true.
We met obsessively.
‘Hi.’
‘Hi.’
I, always hurrying nowhere up Dust Street; she,
always walking down the slope. There was nothing
beyond our silent glances, or our monosyllabic hi’s,
when they eventually came out, laden with a quiver
that neither of us could decipher. No serious business at the end of our street (which wasn’t ours) except, maybe, for the first day, but when was that?
No, we did not say good afternoon, nor anything as
lasting. We said hi. Or rather she did, and I echoed.
It may sound strange, but it took us weeks. One
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‘So, are we suddenly mute?’
‘…’
‘You don’t have anything to do up there, do
you?’
‘…’
She seemed to understand his silences. She
noted the sudden rise of the first silence, contrasted
it with the slow, mazy second one. The first had
echoed her words landing on his unprepared face;
the second had stretched across that same face the
successive fall of every inch under the syllables of
a conqueror question. Her questions were nothing
but simple, and maybe that was why he could not
think of a reply. She sat there so naturally as if she
had always known that his invitation would come
and she had been looking forward to it. You could
tell by watching her slow smile. She weighed her
breathing, followed your retina and made you feel
desperately present to her.
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‘I am making you nervous. No, don’t deny,
I know I am. It’s okay, we’ve got time to kill. Or
haven’t you?’
He (that is I) remembered all the soapy dreams
he had wrapped her in. They were only fifteen, how
could he have expected her to seem so mature? At
that time he only remembered, and didn’t think
any of the age and maturity crap I’ve just written.
He only felt something odd and neither located it
nor sought to. Only she can tell how that daunting eternity came to an end. Still, two days later,
he was kissing her naked body, from head to toe.
But this time they had swapped roles; she the silent
one, he the talkative. He told her a thousand little
stupidities, she smiled timidly and sometimes giggled. Meanwhile, an irresistible itching was secretly
building up within him. It crawled like a thousandant snake biting its way all over his skin, siphoning every sound out of his words and mind. He was
soon caught in its twining. He slowly carried all
remaining words to her lips’ silence, passed a last
lucid hand in her hair, and sank. Then the world
started ending in a whimper. All sounds slowly vanished, he felt his hips caught in a most novel grip,
there was soon nothing else except a nothing where
they lay fight-floating. Then slowly began the irreversible dizziness. A powerful shiver ran across his
body like a firework, and when he fell panting, there
were still echoes of his last scream waning in his
temples.
His father had been dying for the last two
years. To the youth he was, it all looked like thunder in the sun. Unexpected and beyond grasp. Suddenly, his mother gone, he had found this house
all to himself, a luxury with no one to waste it
on. Here is a picture of the luxury: a rather small
thatch-roofed mud house. The floor is of clay. Four
wooden chairs are stuck at the four sides of a table carved from silence and dusk. Some movie star
smiles evenly across the room where you can’t hear
the occasional groans coming from the next room.
These are a language he has become used to and
this is the first time they have been covered with the
squeals of pleasure. Could one hear from the next
room? He nervously hoped not.
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‘Did you know I went to watch you?’
He wanted to forget his father for a while and
so he talked.
‘Watch me? Where?’
‘At church. On Sundays. I know where you like
to sit.’
‘You little ogler!’
Her smile was uneasy.
‘I couldn’t help it. You often come with your
brother, I mean, it must be your brother. You’re
very quiet at church!’ Pause. ‘It’s been long since I’ve
heard what the preachers have to say, you know, or
what song the choir sings. All I see is you standing up, and sitting down, and standing up, and sitting down again, and passing near me on your way
home. That’s how I know Dust Street is the way to
your home. Imag-’
‘Hang on! You knew where I live? You followed
me, spied on me?’
‘Spied! Come on! I followed you. Meaning
to talk to you. Couldn’t. Then I went back to your
place, and I met you in Dust Street. It’s the first time
you saw me. You know the rest of the story.’
All that talk was a complicated lie. He had indeed done everything as described, but the motives
were different, partly unknown, partly secret — an
intricate lie. Nonetheless, he was the one smiling
with talent that day.
3
‘You called, dad?’
‘Be more discreet, son.’
‘Huh?’
‘And please, use protection. You hear? Protection. Always.’
I closed the door and went back to Omovo.
I couldn’t retrieve the dark canvas of that painter
guy tonight. I was not reading. As unseen letters
slipped under my eyes, my body kept feeling echoes of the afternoon. I had to bear with this strange
mix of joy, excitement and confusion. Suddenly
the living room had become too small and dark, I
wanted to go on top of some high mountain and let
myself breathe. I had suddenly grown too big for
the house. I had someone to think myself with. But
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then I realized that I had always had someone to
think myself with, it’s just it was another thinking
and that I never did it, really. Then Omovo became
real once again. I was surprised to have been reading my life through this novel’s story-line and not
having known it until then. One of us ‒ Omovo or I
‒ was the other. I couldn’t tell which way it went. In
spite of our differing age and circumstances, one of
us was the other. I knew Omovo’s father hadn’t been

‘

‘Don’t try to live for
both of us. Just do it for
you. But fully.’
He sounded as breathless as usual. All was well.
Except that the next
day he abruptly stopped
breathing.

dying of the illness in silence (that’s how we put it,
we say “the illness” and never say its real name; we
also call it the pandemic, the small flu or, more often, the scourge. Don’t know if we say it in capitals.)
I knew that he, Omovo, never had to wonder which
one of the parents had brought that uninvited guest
in their midst, I knew I had no brothers or sisters.
And then I knew it was I who was Omovo, because
Omovo couldn’t think of me. So, my father’s words
finally made it to me. I saw him as begging me to
do for myself what he had failed to do for me and
himself. He was asking me to protect a life that he
had fathered but never valued fully until he began
to lose his. I went back to his room.
‘Son?’
‘Dad,’ I went and sat next to him, on the bed, ‘I
think… that, maybe, maybe I understand what you
said.’
He remained quiet for a while.
‘Sure?’
‘Yeah, sure. I know, dad. I know what nobody
dared to tell me. One only has to see the way everybody abandoned you cowardly. Or the way their
eyes pity me.’
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There was a silence. When it grew long, I
stopped staring at the wall behind my dad’s head.
Tears were running down his cheeks. That is how I
saw what I had never seen before and I was never to
see again. And I had to pretend I was not seeing it
at the moment. That is how I saw my father’s tears.
It felt awkward.
‘Why do we always value things when we lose
them, Dad?’
‘Why…’ he went silent.
‘Why indeed. I am glad to see you’re growing
up, son. So quickly.’ Long pause. ‘I’ll rest now.’
It was not quite the answer I was looking for!
Once at the door sill, he called me.
‘Don’t try to live for both of us. Just do it for
you. But fully.’
He sounded as breathless as usual. All was
well. Except that the next day he abruptly stopped
breathing.
4
She came to the funeral. I wasn’t thinking. I could
not understand what the priest was saying. Speeches hovered like surreal noises from a dream. Once
again I was somewhere out of my body, but this
time I perceived nothing in particular, nothing distinctly. Maybe it was a sunny day, maybe it rained. I
probably threw a rose and a handful of earth on my
father’s coffin, none of that struck me. It was a flat,
silent world belonging to no one.
When the next morning I woke up with a
headache I knew I had drunk myself to sleep. The
house was empty, except for an uncle and an old
aunt who had stayed with me. It was this uncle’s
older brother who now and then sent me classical
music tapes. I had never seen him. He lived in Berlin, I think, where he had gone to study on a scholarship and ended up staying. It was decades ago.
Although I never wrote back, he kept sending me
the tapes with a brief word commending the quality
of the records.
In the beginning I hardly listened to them,
but one day I noticed that some of this stuff didn’t
sound so bad. A few weeks later my father, who was
still in good shape, complained that I used up his
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batteries too quickly. I guess I had already become
like my uncle who refused to know we had no electricity. Now his younger brother had apparently
settled things for me: he was adopting me. I politely
thanked and politely refused. This was going to be
my house; I was going to keep studying and would
surely find somewhere to work. They insisted,
warned, threatened, promised, begged, and insisted. Eventually, they understood, given my silence,
that I wasn’t giving in. They decided I wasn’t well
and left it at that, until the last day of mourning.
For some time I thought of writing to my uncle
in Berlin, but I had no idea why or what to write.
My writing to him, now, after such a long and total
silence, seemed unseemly. Actually, it was as absurd
as his sending Schubert’s symphonies to a teenage
nephew who didn’t give a damn. I preferred to face
my uncle and aunt. They didn’t think I’d reiterate
my refusal, yet they quickly had to contend with it.
My uncle insisted on sending me a little money for
my sustenance and swore at such a stubborn son.
Just like his father. I took it as a compliment. Then
I found myself with a brand new solitude with no
spending ideas.
(When I write a story a lot of side-thoughts
pop up but few end up written down. However, I’ll
write down this one which, by the way, is misleading. It could indeed make one think I write — or
wrote — many stories, when the only ones I did are
the few ones scattered in my three-notebook diary.
But again, who cares? When I started writing my
diary — at least so it seems now — I had something
I wanted to say. Let’s say a secret. The diary was the
closest thing to a mute friend. I hoped writing it
would amount to saying it away, to setting myself
free so as to finally enjoy an untroubled freedom.
I soon realized things weren’t so simple. It wasn’t
enough to translate silence into words. I could have
whispered my secret in the lone night of my room,
cried it out in retired prayer, sweated it out in despair and said it in many other onanistic ways, but
as soon as I tried to write it down, there was paranoia. Nobody ever got into my room except the
many friends –thus I called them then – who were
only interested in having a fuck and never bothered
caring for more. So I wrote and kept telling myself
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it was my diary, well kept away, and that I’d destroy
it once the time has come. It wasn’t until the second notebook that I wrote my secret down. God,
I remember that day! I was shivering, stubbornly
writing it down and the more I fought not to, the
more details I would give. Now and then sweat fell
on the sheet, my breath was jerky. Once or twice I
stopped, unable to go any further, and cried. I had
never thought writing could be so physical. When
at last I finished, I felt exhausted and lonely. I understood I would never fight that way again. It would
be useless. And impossible. Actually, I felt a thousand contradictory things until I couldn’t know if it
felt better before or after. Two days later, I tore up
the pages.)
I did not see her after the funeral and even days
after the mourning period. My uncle and aunt had
left. Weeks went by undisturbed and then one day
she called. It was early evening. I was sitting idly in
front of the house, with a book on my right thigh.
‘Hey,’ she said.
I had seen her come, but for no good reason
I had kept looking down, until she greeted. Then I
faked a surprise.
‘Oh, hi! It’s been a while!’
She said nothing and came to sit next to me.
I was going to get her a chair but she refused. She
stayed on the floor and put her chin on my left
knee. She took the book. A Dangerous Love. She
read slowly, stressing Dan, as if to scare me.
‘You’re always reading the same book,’ she
said.
‘I know.”
It wasn’t true. But I let her say it. To be sure
that was my favourite novel but I read a few other books too that I found at the local library, but I
didn’t think it necessary to argue.
‘I sense there’s something in there I must understand,” I said. ‘And I don’t. As yet.”
She looked at me and said nothing. Suddenly
I got this fear my words had sounded melancholic.
We stayed silent for a while then she invited me in
as if I were the one visiting. I did not desire her nor
did I try to. The whole thing was a failure. She had
tried to arouse me and I had stayed inert, had said
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nothing. She dressed hurriedly and left. Later that
evening I felt depressed and when a week passed
and I realized that she had not come back and I had
not thought of going to see her, I felt for the first
time, distinctly, that anguish. I grabbed a sheet of
paper, wrote God knows what down, then I grabbed
another and yet another… The next morning I
bought a notebook. I wanted to copy the previous
night’s sheets into it, but I ended up throwing them
away and writing something else, something false.
Soon I began bringing home innumerable
friends, some of whom I had not even known for
twenty-four hours. They came from dubious margins of the city. I took them to every corner of
the house. Sometimes I made sure we were noisy
enough to let the neighbours know. But the neighbours wouldn’t know anything. I was caught in the
frenzy. My friends would go away and then I would
fight the returning anguish. One night I tried drinking again. Barely a month later I knew how to silence everything with booze and glue. For a few
hours. Then I’d wander around, trying to flee from
I knew not what, but it always ended the same way,
boozing, sniffing glue and partying it up with my

so-called friends.
Dust Street wasn’t a street and it had no name.
It was a mere path that bordered the eastern side
of our steep neighbourhood. Halfway on the hill,
it forked into a small wood before cutting down
through the area houses to the valley. The day I invited her over, I had made sure we met in the wood,
which was the only way I hoped to talk to her. Now
I sat there alone, musing at that absurd beginning
to all this. I did not know how I got there. I could
not believe I was dying the same death as my father.
I could not understand why I wasn’t crying, or shivering from fear. There was no way this miserable
path could have been the beginning of it all. This
absurd wood seemed like barren sand to a treasurehunter, or an empty holy land to a pilgrim. There
was nothing here, not even silence.
I locked myself up for days, unable to eat or
do anything. My father pushed the door open and
stood there smiling. His breath sounded like a sizzling from an old radio. The sizzling went on until a woman’s voice asked, What did he want, little
sugarcane? When she sniggered I was horrified to
recognize my mother. In no time my friends filled
the room, and made such a noise that when I start-

‘...It was the loss of his calendar that made him value his clock...’
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ed awake I could still hear it resound in the caverns. I was sweating, and my heart was beating so
quickly and loudly that my temples ached. I took
a deep breath and when I calmed down, I went to
the kitchen and poured some water. The nightmare
still hovered everywhere in the house. I emptied the
glass and felt hungry. Slowly the bad news came to
my memory. I had AIDS. I remembered my father
and saw myself resembling him in a few years time,
then I realized I was the second generation. Tears
began running down my cheeks, then I wept for
good. Loudly. Helplessly.
5
Then came now; a time so slow, so slow. I’ve become like a skilled surgeon cutting through seconds and wondering at their almost fixed flow. And
each lancet cuts through what’s left of my flesh.
That’s where time is counted. That’s where, so little, time has become so infinite, taking its time to
flow, carving for each pain a cathedral to resonate
within. Everything has become so present to me
that I seem to bear the world’s weight on my senses.
Air used to be weightless, it now has to trail its way
through my lungs and no sooner has it got there
than it collapses. Every breath traces a painful way
to and from my lungs. I may be starving, eating
hurts more. The loo’s synonym for torture. Pain has
gone further than blood in my body. So I know this
is my last effort to write, I won’t stand it for long. I
hope I’ll not have wept in these pages, not sniveled.
We don’t cry for help. I don’t have time or strength
to thumb through the three notebooks I’ve inked, I
just hope I kept a veil on my nudity. So as to remain
the one who can see through. I wrote for no one.
I just looked back to own my recklessness, and to
remember that with lies I kept a lethal secret.
Mid-twenties and only one event left to come.
There isn’t much guessing anymore. Let us sleep
now. AW
Uwe, born in Rwanda, did his Bachelor of Philosophy program in South Africa. He moved to Lyon,
France, to study French-Language Literature. He is
currently working on a PhD in Semiotics.
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Precious: A True Story
by Anita-Precious Williams
ISBN: 9780747584216
Format: Hardcover,
256 pages
2010. Bloomsbury.
Reviewer: Tola Ositelu

The story of interracial fostering in the 1970s and
1980s would be a familiar one to the many West
African children temporarily left in the care of English families whilst their parents completed their
studies or financially established themselves. In
that sense Anita-Precious Williams’ childhood was
not unique. Yet there is a place on book shelves for
this compelling memoir because Anita’s experience
was different from many others: her mother, Elizabeth could never make up her mind if she wanted
her daughter back or not. Precious is a heartbreaking tale of a young woman trying not only to find
her place in the world but also a way into her birth
mother’s reluctant heart.
Born in the summer of 1971 to an Igbo woman of supposedly affluent and influential stock and
a Sierra Leonean father whom she was never to
meet, Anita was taken at the age of three months
by Elizabeth to the thoroughly English Fernmere,
West Sussex to live with ‘Nanny’ Taylor and her
infirm husband. The elderly Mrs Taylor had been
fascinated by African children ever since she read
Uncle Tom’s Cabin and had regularly fostered them
in the past. However none come to mean as much
to her as Anita. The little girl was welcomed into
the family. Mrs Taylor’s daughter Wendy and irreverent husband Mick became part of Anita’s surrogate English family.
The Taylors meant well and cared for Anita
as best as they knew how, but they didn’t go out of
their way to learn about Anita’s heritage or help her
feel a connection in any way. There was some latent
racism on their part too. The Taylors were given to
referring to Africans as savages. As she watched
‘Boyz in the Hood’ with a teenage Anita, Nanny
Taylor remarked that Angela Bassett was ‘ever so
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pretty for a coloured girl’. Nevertheless they loved
their Anita dearly. In their attempts to help her
blend in, the Taylors frequently told Anita that she
was as English as anyone else on their racist estate
but she knew this wasn’t entirely true. To add to
the confusion the mercurial Elizabeth frequently
made disruptive visits to Fernmere, dragging Anita
to London (and even once to Nigeria) for periods
of time, only to return her when she changed her
mind yet again. Impeccably dressed but haughty
and caustic in manner, Elizabeth called to mind
depictions of Maya Angelou’s mother - but without the charm. Anita’s mother seemed only interested in parenting when it suited her. At one point
it occurred to Anita that Elizabeth treated her like
a doll that she could dress up and show off to her
Nigerian friends. There was nothing like genuine
love and affection where Elizabeth was concerned.
When she got bored she shipped little Anita back
to her foster family.
Elizabeth suffered from some cultural confusion of her own. She had nothing but contempt
for the Taylors and flew into a rage when she discovered that Agnes (her oldest daughter and halfsister to Anita who also lived with the Taylors for
a lengthy period) had a Caucasian boyfriend. Yet
Elizabeth dismissed Nigerian attire as primitive,
refused to give her children African names because
it was too ‘Third World’ and wanted above all for
Anita to speak the Queen’s English like her foster
mother; she believed it would open doors for her.
Anita endured much emotional - and sometimes
physical - abuse at the hands of her mother. Yet,
Elizabeth’s behaviour and distance only made her
daughter even keener to impress her – a desire that
Anita never seemed to rid herself.
As if the young girl’s woes were not enough,
she was repeatedly sexually violated by African
and English men alike from infancy through to her
teens. Her self-esteem was left in shreds as she began to believe there was something about her that
attracted the unsavoury attention.
Precious is one of those triumph-over-adversity tales of which we cannot have too much. After suffering an all-time emotional nadir following
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a trauma in her teens, Anita battled through an
overdose, an eating disorder and teenage pregnancy — not to mention prejudice from the establishment during her time as a trainee journalist — to
win a place to study English at Oxford University.
She also went on to write for Elle, The Guardian,
Marie Claire and The Times, but this is no glossy
Hollywood montage of lows accompanied by platitudes and plucky sound bites. Much of Anita’s
back story tugs at the heart. - Feeling too detached
from her West African roots and Blacks in general,
she wrote to Black Beat International – an urban
music magazine- for pen pals to help her reconnect
with her heritage. The response was overwhelming; an uplifting moment in a story characterised by
episodes of crushing loneliness and cultural isolation. Anita, like Constance Briscoe, author of Ugly,
is a victim of the UK’s Social Services of yesteryear
that let down many children. Her reports of sexual
molestation, for instance, were never followed up
with the alacrity they deserved.
Precious has its light moments: the author recounted how, in their childhood, Agnes’ Nigerian
accent processed words like ‘Bath’ into ‘Batt’. But
the book is as much about Anita’s mother as it is
about the writer herself. Anita’s representation of
Elizabeth was understandably not the most flattering. Elizabeth eventually remarried and had two
sons only to reject Anita altogether, blaming her
daughter for choosing the Taylors in the custody
battle. To Anita’s credit, her mother’s side of the
story does emerge, nowhere more keenly than the
institutionalised racism Elizabeth suffered in the
justice system during the ultimate custody battle.
The author was painfully honest about the
adverse effect of her unorthodox childhood on
her ability to create intimate and enduring bonds,
one casualty being her relationship with her own
daughter Alice, whom she also all but gave up for
adoption. AW
Ositelu was born in London to Nigerian and Ghanaian parents. She is a freelance arts and culture
journalist based in London, and a newly-qualified
solicitor. Her interview with Anita-Precious Williams is due in AW12.
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Invisible Woman

Mamle Kabu

‘Auntie Ani, Auntie Ani-oo!’
Excited children’s cries shattered the peaceful month Adisa had enjoyed since the night of the
theft. Only the soothing rhythm of unbroken routine, the numbing repetition of daily rituals, had
been able to calm her panic attacks. Everything
seemed so impossibly normal that by the second
week she could have fooled herself into believing
that she had never stolen anything. Hope surged
through her bloodstream several times a day,
making her heart race. They had begun two weeks
ago, as soon as she had delivered the money for a
goat to Baba Saani.
It was as if that act had suddenly reversed
life’s tide and made everything go her way for a
change. She had even received more attention
from her husband than she had known since Latifa’s arrival. She thought it must be the work of
Baba Saani. Little did she know that Ma Sala had
intervened on her behalf. The old lady, increasingly reminded of the agonies she had been through
all those years ago when Zeina had been to her
what Latifa now was to Adisa, had done the most
daring thing in her power, expressing concern
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about her lord’s health and slipping in the innocuous comment, ‘These days you have little appetite
for our food.’ The meaning was clear. Although
Ma Sala had long since lost the kind of power over
their husband, Alhaji, that Latifa now enjoyed,
it had been replaced with a different kind of understanding, more mellow but mutually respectful. She rarely made a request or offered advice
to Alhaji but on the rare occasions when she did,
he always listened. Men like him lived a powerful but lonely life and although it would never be
acknowledged in those terms. She was the closest
thing he had to a partner.
It was their cooking turn just after Adisa’s
second visit to Baba Saani, Ma Sala had timed it
that way on purpose. Having delivered her little
observation, she made a special effort to prepare
some of Alhaji’s favourite things. After all the years
she had been with him, nobody knew his preferences better than her. Without telling anyone,
she put some special herbs in the food. After all,
Alhaji wasn’t a young man anymore. They had all
been curious how he would fare with a newcomer
as young as Latifa. Ma Sala feared for his health a
little, and wondered if he had only accepted the
offer of the girl for fear of being considered that
he was past it, if he refused. But he had showed
them he wasn’t past it at all. She too had heard of
Latifa returning to Zeina’s hut in the early hours
of the morning and she knew from looking at her,
and at their husband, that something was going
on between the two of them.
With Adisa, however, it was a different matter. Ma Sala had never been one to believe all the
claims made about herbs and potions but at least
it couldn’t hurt, she thought. Adisa needed all the
help she could get. If Latifa proved fertile, it might
finally spell the end to Alhaji’s tolerance for a barren wife. Most men of his status wouldn’t even
have given such a woman five years. Ma Sala knew
it was probably more for her own sake, her own
soft heart, that Alhaji had kept Adisa this long.
But she could not save Adisa single-handedly. The
girl would have to help herself, Ma Sala thought
in frustration. Ma Sala herself had never been the
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beguiler Zeina was, but she had her own quiet
charm and had always marveled at the utter lack
of anything resembling charisma in Adisa. She
thought of her own youngest daughter Anifatu, to
whom it all came so naturally, too naturally. Why
did Allah distribute his gifts so unevenly? Why
couldn’t Adisa just have some tiny spark to counteract her plainness and barrenness? She could
hardly blame Alhaji when she thought about it.
After all, he knew the woman couldn’t even turn
his seed into fruit. What was it like, she wondered
with a mischievous smile, to be an old man faced
with that energetic duty when the motivation was
non-existent? Not always fun and games being the
big man is it, my Lord and Master…

‘

And it really was something to exclaim over.
Hanging all the way to
the girl’s bottom were
countless nylon braids
fringed with multi-coloured beads. Decorative
silver clasps were fastened
here and there along the
individual strands.

Oblivious to all this, Adisa only knew that
things were going her way at last. She had a powerful soothsayer on her side, Ma Sala was being so
good to her lately, her husband was making her
feel like a woman again and giving her what she
most needed from him and she didn’t care about
anything or anyone else. She would pause in the
middle of her daily chores with a sudden sensation of lightness and hope, and smile as it flooded
through her system. High on this new drug, she
was happier than she had been for as long as she
could remember.
Until Anifa arrived, Ani would destroy their
routine without even noticing. She would burn
away the humble peace of village life with her city69

girl scorn and her sophisticated airs. She would
twist her poor mother around her little finger and
manipulate her as she pleased. She would sleep
in their hut. And she would want something.
Money.
Adisa realized the moment she heard the
welcoming cries that she would have to be on her
guard,because her normal dislike of the girl could
not possibly account for her state of panic at her
arrival. She channeled her agitation into exclamations over Ani’s hairstyle, cleverly blending her behaviour in with everyone else’s. And it really was
something to exclaim over. Hanging all the way
to the girl’s bottom were countless nylon braids
fringed with multi-coloured beads. Decorative
silver clasps were fastened here and there along
the individual strands. Coppery highlights, their
glint enhanced by their nylon sheen, ran through
the mesmerizing mass. The surmised cost of such
a creation in time, effort and money proclaimed
itself just as loudly as its artistic effect.
Anifa knew this, and savoured every moment
of the glorious contrast she could only enjoy at its
peak on her rare visits back ‘home’. It was almost
enough to compensate for the degradation of returning to the village lifestyle for a few days. She
knew they all thought her a spoilt brat, but she did
not mind that. In fact, she liked it, for young as
she was, she sensed that behind the most vicious
censure lurked envy and yearning.
Anifa had left home at the age of seventeen,
realizing she was already well enough qualified to
make her own living. She had been born during
Alhaji’s years in the civil service, when he had had
to generate a nuclear family with which to live the
Westernized, post-colonial lifestyle of an educated
African. His solution had been to select one wife
and a number of children to share his respectable government bungalow, while leaving the rest
of the family in the village. Elegantly straddling
two worlds, he would rotate wives, sending the
city wife back to the village each time she became
pregnant and drafting in a village wife to claim
her turn at civilized urbanity. The chosen children
remained at post because traditionally they be-
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longed to their father, regardless of their mothers’
whereabouts.
The selection of Anifa as one of the ‘city children’ had not been a surprise to anyone. Firstly,
she had just reached school-going age and so the
timing was perfect for her to become one of the
first of Alhaji’s children to go to an urban primary
school. Secondly, she was clever, no-one could dispute that. But the real crux of it was that she was
simply one of those children who could manipulate her parents from the very beginning. Born
with feminine shrewdness and seductiveness in
equal measure, she also possessed a clownish
streak with which she could disarm even those
who disliked her most.
Anifa was her mother’s fifth child,and one of
those rare daughters who had escaped being fostered by an aunt. Although they would never have
admitted it to anyone, neither of her parents could
bear the thought of giving her up. For Alhaji she
was just one of many daughters but the first and
only one with whom he ever had anything that
could be described as a relationship. The others
he had barely even registered before they had been
taken away by his endless supply of sisters. But
Ani was different. She would follow her mother
into his hut when she delivered his food and hang
back when she was leaving. Ma Sala, ever the poor
disciplinarian, had more than met her match in
this toddler. She would try frantically to dislodge
her, fearful of being branded a weak mother or accused by her rivals of currying favour through her
daughter. But Alhaji, fascinated by the audacity
of the child, so unlike the others to whom his hut
was nothing short of a lion’s den, would wave her
mother away and sit Ani on his lap as he ate.
Ani never saw such quantities of meat outside her father’s hut but she took to the privilege
easily. If she was greedy, Alhaji would simply call
for more food. She was thrilled by the power she
wielded through him. His hut was her paradise
and sanctuary and she often stayed to nap with
him after the meal. She was “his child” in a way
that none of her ten predecessors had ever been.
The day Alhaji’s sister came to perform the foster-
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ing rites he called Ma Sala to his hut and instructed her to start preparing Ani for her departure,
which would take place within a few months. Ma
Sala could not remember him ever having made
as much eye contact with her in a conversation
before. The message was simple - tradition must
be served. But his eyes said something different.
The rest was up to her.
A few months later, placing all her hopes on
the precocity which made the girl so irresistible,
Ma Sala woke her up in the middle of the night
and whispered in her ear ‘Next week your Auntie is coming to fetch
you. She will take you away forever and you will
never see us again.’
She paused, waiting for panic to rise in the
child. She placed her hand over Anifa’s mouth and
said:
‘Shh, be very quiet and listen to me. I will tell
you what to do if you don’t want to go. Will you
obey me?’
She nodded.
‘Good. It’s very important for you to do exactly as I say because if you don’t, she will turn you
into a cat every night and ride on your back. She’s
a witch you know.’
As the child’s eyes widened with fear Ma Sala
had her moment.
‘When she comes for you, you must put on
the greatest performance of your life. Cry, scream,
act as if you are going mad. Throw yourself on
your father and tell him you will die if they take
you away from him.’ Ma Sala steadied her voice.
‘Have you heard me well child?’
Anifa nodded dumbly. In the morning she
acted as if the wild conversation had never taken place but Ma Sala knew she was ready. And
when the time came, even she did not recognize
her daughter. Anifa tore at her hair, clutched at
her throat and finally, flung herself at her father’s
feet, croaking hoarsely with what was left of her
voice. It was a life and death performance and her
parents were filled with gratitude that she had understood so young that only she could save herself
- and them in the process. They did not even have
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to say anything, it was her aunt who suggested
nervously that perhaps the spirits might be against
the fostering - the girl was clearly possessed - and
that it might be wise to consult them. The rest was
easy. Zeinabu already had a three-year old daughter who could could be taken in substitute. And
the aunt was happy to wait, rightly suspecting that
this child would have a more malleable temperament than Anifatu.
And that was why Anifa was still with her
parents when her father moved to the regional
capital, Tamale, to take up his civil service posting. Eager and alert, she quickly became a little
city girl and enjoyed the privilege of urban primary schooling. If she was resented by some of
Alhaji’s older children, she did not see it as her
problem. When they returned to the village after
her father’s retirement however, she had to make
a big adjustment. She regarded city life as a birthright and was always resentful of the hardships of
village life.
She also resented her father for bringing
them down to that level, being too young and
self-centered to understand that he could neither
keep the family divided forever, nor transfer them
all to the city. If she had taken more of an interest in tradition, she would also have realized that
as a sub-chief potentially in line to a paramount
chieftaincy, he could not afford to stay away from
his traditional area for too long. But Ani never
worried about other peoples’ problems. Love, in
her books, meant allowing herself to be adored.
Only her doting mother could blind herself to the
fact that she served none but her own interests.
Everyone else knew the moment she arrived that
she needed something and they were not short of
ideas. Some of them were right.
‘An abortion?’
‘Yes Ma’
‘What?’
’Oh Ma, don’t make such a big deal of it.’
Stunned yet again by the cruelty of time, the
incomprehensible reversal in values over just a
handful of years, Ma Sala was lost for words. How
could a young woman destroy the thing that was
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most precious, that would, should give her the
greatest value in the eyes of her man and of the
world?
‘He will leave me I tell you, I have to do it.’
Leave you because you are carrying his child.
Giving life to his blood. Doing what you were born
to do.
‘Ma...?’
Even Anifa could not fail to be moved by her
mother’s defeated silence.
‘I know you are disappointed…. again. And…
I’m sorry Ma.’
Children from you, my beautiful, beloved
daughter, with all your charm and brilliance, you
could have made us so proud, it could have been
so different.
‘Ma, I said I’m sorry, stop crying, please.’
You don’t understand. By destroying your
greatest glory, you are destroying mine.
‘Ma, please, say something.’
You don’t know how I have waited for these
babies you are killing like… mosquitoes.
Anifa put her arms around her sobbing
mother. She was crying too now.
‘I promise I will give you beautiful grandsons
one day, when the time is right.’
‘But child, don’t you know you are destroying
your womb?’ said Ma Sala finally, choking, ‘This is
the second time.’
Relieved to hear her speak at last, even if it
was not what she wanted to hear, Anifa hugged
her mother fiercely.
‘That is why I need to have it done properly
Ma, don’t you see?’
Ma Sala wanted to wake up to find it all a
nightmare.
‘If I don’t pay a proper doctor to do a proper
job…’
Was there a way to hold back a conversation,
Ma Sala wondered, especially one such as this,
to stop it reaching the point where she would be
forced to provide the means to bring about what
she most abhorred, because the alternative was
unthinkable.
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‘Anifatu, is this really the only way out? Are
you absolutely sure you cannot give birth to this
child?’
‘Ohhh, Ma!’
Anifa’s compassion gave way to exasperation
that her mother was retreating into what she had
designated prohibited territory. But she knew she
could not expect her to understand her lifestyle.
What could an illiterate village woman’s concept
possibly be, of the incestuous social circle of foreign businessmen and their local female service providers? Although Faisal, like many young
Lebanese men working in family businesses, had
been born and bred in Ghana, he was still foreign
to Anifa and would have been quite alien to her
mother.
Faisal’s posting to the major road project
based in Tamale had been his first big contracting job and his chance to prove himself. Like his
young colleagues and compatriots, he considered
it a chance to prove himself in more ways than
one. If money could buy girls down in Accra, it
could buy legions of them up in Tamale. He had
changed them like soiled clothing until he met
Anifa. He was not her first foreign conquest and
she was already practiced in the art of making herself into something more than a one-night stand.
Even with nothing more than a primary education, it was easy to be a cut above the rest. After
all, some of them were being drafted in straight
from the village by friends, sisters, aunts, dressed
in little more than rags and without a single word
of English at their command. No sooner was the
urge for them satisfied than it transformed into an
even more burning desire to dispose of them and
move on to the next. Anifa could speak English
better than many Lebanese and had even added
a few Lebanese words to her lexicon. Enhancing
her striking looks with careful grooming, and presenting coquettish audacity where cowed submission was expected, she soon became a trophy.
Anifa, and the other girls at the top of the
game, made themselves into courtesans among so
many disposable receptacles. They even dared to
call themselves ‘girlfriends.’ And she called herself
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something else too - ‘Annie.’ Unlike the old abbreviation ‘Ani’, inflected on the second syllable, this
version inflected the first syllable, westernizing
her new persona to perfection, while sloughing
off the vestiges of village nomenclature.
The more romantic among her colleagues
dreamed about becoming wives to all that money
one day, but she knew better than to doubt Faisal’s
assurance that a wife would be chosen and sent
for him from Lebanon within the next couple of
years. Her goal was to remain in the girlfriend
business as long as she could, wives or no wives.
This meant staying at the top of glamour and fashion, learning to please her sponsors in every way
and embracing the kind of social life they enjoyed.
It suited her most of the time and whenever it did
not she was astute enough to override her tedium in her own best interests. Grasping the rules
quicker than most, she understood perfectly that
pregnancy was the biggest taboo of the girlfriend
game. And that breaking this rule held consequences only for the girl. Anifa had heard enough
cases of girls foolish enough to try holding their
‘boyfriends’ responsible.
‘You get baby for me? But last night you
sleep with Mustafa, he tell me! And last week
too, Hysam. You think I don’t know how you are?
Cheap, cheap girl like you? Dis baby, e can fit be
for any man in dis town! Yella, get out of here!
Prostitute!’
And they would back each other up, laughing, cursing and threatening if the need arose.
It was a delicate art to respect this golden
rule while making oneself available at the sponsor’s every whim, and not driving him into another girl’s arms by bothering him with banalities
at inopportune moments. So delicate as to be, at
times, simply impossible. Every girl got away with
it some of the time, went with the flow, praying feverishly, knowing she alone might have to pay an
extortionate price for someone else’s careless moments of fun. And for all her astuteness, Anifa had
made the mistake of thinking her relationship was
different, that Talal would forgive her, understand,
pay for the abortion. The slap had brought her to
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her senses quickly enough. She would never make
that mistake again. But in the meantime, the great
Annie herself had to crawl back to the village, to
beg for money.
Her mother’s reaction had also been a shock.
In fact, she had received another slap from her.
Everyone knew Ma Sala to be mild-mannered and
Anifa usually had the added advantage of being
able to manipulate her effortlessly. But she had
underestimated the impact of announcing the
thing Ma Sala most desired at the same time as
her intention to destroy it. She bore the slap and
the hysteria with the self-restraint of a supplicant.
But when her mother begged for the child to raise
as her own she cried ‘Never!’ with all the passion
of her dilemma.
She did not even want to think about ‘it’ as
a real child. It was a problem she had to get rid
of and she could not afford to give it any more
life than that, not even in her imagination. It was
all very well for her simple mother to think she
could solve the problem by taking the baby off her
hands, but what about the year plus she would
have to put in, getting it ready, giving birth to it
and feeding it? What would happen to her ‘career’
then? And what would Talal do to her if she insisted on bringing his ‘little black bastard’ into the
world? And what about her reputation when everyone knew she had broken the golden rule? She
would be finished.
Yes indeed, it had been traumatic the first
time but Anifa being who she was, had bounced
back with a vengeance the moment it was over. So
quickly in fact, that she had not even digested her
bitter lessons properly. To her - for she was simply
a young woman after all - her youth, beauty and
power were eternal. The spectre of the future never troubled her. When her sponsors were generous she revelled in it, showering herself with new
clothes and all the tempting little trifles young
girls hanker after. She always spent money as fast
as she made it and those who might have expected her to slow down after her first fall were given
no such satisfaction. Annie was back and greater
than ever, no-one must be left in any doubt about
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that. She set her sights on Faisal because he was
wealthier than his predecessor and she relished
the prospect of Talal, keeper of his family’s little
grocery store, seeing her with the foreman of a
major road construction project.
If she had saved some of the money Faisal
threw at her she might not have had to go back
to her mother the second time. But all her reproaches were for cruel fate and its twisted sense
of humour - forcing her once again to seek money
for an abortion in a place where babies were everything to women and childlessness their greatest fear, the instrument of their downfall and the
main cause of divorce. And once again she had
to convince such a woman that this baby would
destroy her, that she had not even dared tell its
father of its existence.
And if she found fate cruel and twisted, she
never knew, never cared enough to wonder how it
must seem to those who looked on. Never recognized the primal hatred a woman like Adisa bore
her, for what she was doing. That Adisa might resent her for her looks, her glamour, her opportunities, was something she took for granted - about

•
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every woman. But that she would like to crush her
with her bare hands for throwing away not once,
but twice, the thing she craved every waking moment, no, that she never even suspected.
Silence descended upon Ma Sala’s hut
that night but sleep fled as pain, anger and fear
prowled among the three women under its roof.
The old lady held herself rigid, battling an army of
emotions and calling upon decades of practice in
holding back. If I start, I’ll never stop for there are
rivers of tears and if I let go, I’ll drown…
Anifa liked to believe she could control her
mother but this time she had less confidence that
she would succeed. For this particular request, especially being the second time around, she was in
no position to bully the old lady. She would just
have to stick out the village life while she gave her
mother the time to ‘think about it’. She thought
resentfully of the little being growing inside her
body. This is all your fault. Who called you anyway? Did I say I wanted to be your mother?
Adisa thought about the little one too, growing innocently in the body next to her. What
would it feel like if it were inside her instead? This
ashawo girl was going to kill it, she knew. If only
she could move it through prayer, through wishing hard enough, from that hostile body into hers,
right now as they lay here side by side. A month
ago, she might have cried wishing so hard for the
impossible. But now it didn’t seem impossible
anymore. She might not be able to move or save
this baby but soon she would have her very own,
growing inside her, maybe it was even there already! The thought warmed her all over but a chill
descended as her mind went back to the missing money. If that girl was able to convince her
mother the theft would be discovered. It could be
tomorrow. AW

Arise from Your
Catacombs
Arise from your slumber fathers and forebears
Martens have raided granny’s chambered hut
Forcing hens to run shrieking from their eggs
Ah! The frozen clouds have ruptured
And blood rain clatters over our cabin
For the cloven hoof of a stray donkey
My own people have made war on their kin
Why idle there when your house is wobbly?
Hasten to your clan before dusk gathers
Profanity has turned the infant word
They’ve transformed drumsticks to sharpened
arrows
And panting blood rage into a wide fjord
Cassocks now leave the font for a whorehouse
How much more sacrilege before you rouse?

Kabu is a writer of Ghanaian and German descent.
Her short stories have been published in several anthologies and magazines. In 2009 she was nominated for the Caine Prize for her story, The End of Skill.
Invisible Woman is an excerpt from an unfinished
novel.
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2011
Book Fairs in Prospect
Family Graveyard,
Next to Dam

•

26th Jan‑ 4th Feb: Cairo International
Book Fair, Egypt.

•

9th - 14th Feb: Taipei International
Book Exhibition, Taiwan.

The walls are crumbling,
strained from the years of keeping stray dogs out
and dignity in.
Generations of tombstones arranged at the points
of an invisible triangle:
two marble, one granite,
and in the corner an unnamed sarcophagus
the size of a child.

•

15th -20th March: 21st Abu Dhabi
International Book Fair, UAE.

•

18th - 21st March 2011: Paris Book Fair,
France.

•

11th -13th April: 40th London Book
Fair, UK.

•

20th April - 9th May: Buenos Aires
Book Fair, Argentina.

•

23rd ‑ 26th May: 110th Book Expo
America, New York, USA.

•

15th - 19th June: Seoul International
Book Fair, South Korea.

•

16th ‑19th June: 6th Cape Town Book
Fair, South Africa.

•

7th ‑ 10th July: 18th Tokyo International Book Fair, Japan.

•

20th - 26th July: 22nd Hong Kong Book
Fair, Hong Kong.

•

31st Aug ‑ 4th Sept: 18th Beijing International Book Fair, China.

•

Sept: Nairobi International Book Fair,
Kenya.

•

Sept: Göteborg Book Fair, Sweden.

•

12th ‑ 16th Oct: 63rd Frankfurt Book
Fair, Germany.

•

26th Nov ‑ 4th Dec: 24th Guadalajara
International Book Fair. (Feria Internacional del Libro de Guadalajara)

Red soil carpets the space between them,
staining my bare feet.
There are black ducks on the still water nearby,
oblivious to the history which watches over them,
unenthusiastically paddling the same body of water
which they return to every evening,
the picture of eternity itself.

Ryan Eric Lamb
was born in Bloemfontein, South
Africa. He studies
Physics and Management at the University of the Free
State. He has been
published in the
poetry anthology of
the International
Association for Poetry and Solidarity,
At Large, Textures,
and New Coin. He
is the founder of
PoetryInk.
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Similes for a Matchless Wanderer
Essia Skhiri, (b. 1961)
is a Tunisian writer,
novelist and translator.
She is the author of 3
books: Harbours of
Loss (short stories);
Her Wings Stirring the
Wind (novel); and Her
Hands Spelling Light
(poetry).

To grow the seed down deep in the darkness
And quench the dream of a boy
Whose laughter was scattered once upon a sin

Like doors
Closed on the child’s secrets
Stained with losses…
That key which time has forgotten
In the coat of your soul
Is now rusty
Like the tree
Sparrows hides in the branches of your soul
Urging dreams to blossom
Like the earth
You are never satisfied without wounds
You never bloom without ax
Like snow
Grief of travelers in their whiteness
Black is a contentious fetus
Whose wings never grow up
Outside the womb of seductive light
  
Like the road
There lies at the heart of chilliness
The lonely alien
Wrapping himself with the blaze of leaving
Like the cloud
It rains tears
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Like the window
Migratory birds
Steal your secrets
To warm themselves
In the autumn of life
Like the sky
Your gates swarm with tales ...
When its ever-closed secrets blossom
To the prophets of the aborted visions
Dawn’s firstborn songs flow down.
Like names
Your mirth dribbles the child
Perfumed with melancholy
Braiding linen out of the fugitive dots of
Rebellious letters.
Like oases
Your arms are plaits of joy
And your laughter is a desert of heavenly longing,
Mazes for the thirsty.
Translated by Mohamed Saïd Raïhani
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This Issue, our mystery quote is from a book first
published in French in 1980 and translated into
English in 1981, the year in which the author
died. It became an instant classic of African
fiction with its portraiture of love and loss in a
tragic heroine without harmatia. The book won
a Noma award and has since translated into
dozens of other languages.

‘

I conjure you up, the past is
reborn, along with its procession of emotions. I close my
eyes. Ebb and tide of feeling: heat and dazzlement, the
woodfires, the sharp green
mango, bitten into in turns, a
delicacy in our greedy mouths.
I close my eyes. Ebb and tide
of images: drops of sweat
beading your mother’s ochre
coloured face as she emerges
from the kitchen, the procession of young wet girls chattering on their way back from
the springs.

...the sharp green mango, bitten into in turns...
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...from page 77

...know your
Classics?

Wheat on Grass
Magdalawit Makonnen
Moon, you nursed my childhood bruises.
Stream, I only knew you in dreams.
Rain, you were a visitor I welcomed,
face pressed onto window-panes.
Wind, I felt you ripple in the sun.

Our mystery
classic set a supreme standard
in lyrical prose:
So Long a Letter
by Mariama Ba
is a novel about a
recently widowed
Senegalese woman, Ramatoulaye.
It is written in the
form of a letter
to her childhood
friend, Aïssatou,
and narrates her
experiences after
her husband took
a second wife.
First published
as Une si longue
lettre, the novel
is semi-autobiographical. - T.I.
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Those who held hands know how to scatter like wheat on grass.
How to pick peaches from the old peach tree
in the backyard, leaning out from a windowsill,
and pile them in heaps for aunt Azeb
to make a pot of peach-soup with.
To make dreams from the everyday
we’d find objects with dull surfaces to smooth
with our small hands and keep:
candy-wrappers, rusty coins dug from the backyard,
and tiny beads in drawers under piles of old letters…
Knotting elbows, we’d always go walking, and would
look back for the treasures we might have left behind.
It was okay for us to look back then;
for children can do so and survive.

Makonnen was born
and raised in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia. She
read for an English degree at UCLA and is
currently studying for
an MFA at Antioch
University, Los Angeles.
She has been published
in many journals.
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Our writers introduce their special places in this
introspective column on emotional geography. In
this issue, Puerto Rican writer, Martin Ramos contemplates the founding of his hometown.		
with Martin A. Ramos

The Miracle of Hormigueros
A raging bull and the appearance of the Blessed
Virgin. An unlikely combination, if one were to contemplate it in the modern sense. But four centuries
ago, precisely this juxtaposition of mundane and
supernatural led to the founding of Hormigueros,
my hometown in Puerto Rico — the largest of the
group of islands in the Caribbean known as the
Lesser Antilles (or, if you prefer, the smallest island
of the Greater Antilles).
The western shore of the island that is the
present day Hormigueros was first inhabited by
Arawak Indians, and later, a century after Columbus’s first visit, by Spaniards known as colonos. Local
folklore depicts an account of one of these colonos
or colonizers, a man named Gerardo González. It
is believed that while in the countryside chopping
wood he was attacked by a wild bull. Fearing for
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his life, and being a religious man, he invoked the
intervention of the Blessed Virgin, saying, “Favoréceme divina Señora de Monserrate.” Miraculously
the Virgin appeared in the sky and with one motion
of her hand obligated the wild beast to drop to its
knees, thus sparing the Spaniard’s life.
Inevitably the news of this occurrence spread,
drawing pilgrimages of colonos to the hill and the
woods surrounding the venue of the miracle. Eventually the site was cleared of trees and vegetation. A
church was erected and houses built. In this way a
hamlet was established which would later become
the municipality of Hormigueros.
Hormigueros — which means “the ant hill” —
has a modern population of 17,000 people of which
I’m happily one. There is an intriguing footnote to
the miraculous events I have described that led to
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the founding of Hormigueros and which is of equal
importance: Don Diego de Torres Vargas, a respected cleric of the times, related to the chronicler Gil González Dávila in 1647, that Gerardo
González, the town patriarch, had a daughter who
became lost in the wilderness when she was eight
years old. After fifteen days a rescue party found
her in fine health, neatly dressed and with no apparent harm caused by her ordeal. When asked how
she had managed to survive by herself in the woods,
the girl replied that a beautiful lady had given her
food and shelter, providing security and comfort as
if she were the girl’s own mother. Townsfolk attributed this apparent second “miracle” to the intervention of the Blessed Virgin. Finally, and equally
as intriguing, the patron saint of the town, Nuestra
Señora de la Monserrate, is morena or black.
I spent the first eight years of my life in Hormigueros. I went to the first grade here, and was
baptized in the church before it became a basilica.
The hazy memory of a six-year-old recalls arching my neck backward over the baptismal font on
instruction from the priest, and the sensation of
water that coursed over my head. My father and
mother were there, as were my godparents.
In the spring of 1959, three years after my baptism, my family moved from Hormigueros to the
US mainland. Upon my return to the island sixteen years later, I found that the Hormigueros of my
childhood had changed since I last saw it. In my
youth it had few paved streets, no electricity, telephones or running tap water. I remember walking to the town with my mother as a child, along a
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winding dirt road with sugar cane fields; there were
hardly any modes of transportation then except for
horses and horse-drawn carts. One could say that
Hormigueros of my childhood was not a backward
place. What it lacked in paved roads it made up
with an efficient telegraph system, a movie theater
and a train network. Now the trains were no more;
the movie theater where I first saw The Lone Ranger and other serialized adventures is now a funeral
home. In their stead other features of modernism
have taken root: shopping malls, traffic car jams, illegal drug use and rising unemployment.
Though poverty was still endemic, some in-

‘

After fifteen days a
rescue party found her
in fine health, neatly
dressed and with no
apparent harm caused
by her ordeal.
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Returning to the Basilica
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roads had been made in the direction of social services and economic reforms. My family had lived
modestly with the meagre salary my father earned
working in the sugar mill or doing odd jobs. The
sugar mill, an essential mainstay and source of income for most of the families in Hormigueros,
closed two years after I arrived, and put many people including myself out of work. In its stead, factories provided some employment. Later I did find
work as a librarian — the first librarian of the municipal public library.
From my office window I could also see the
cafetín or local eatery. The Puerto Rican main diet
is cooked rice and stewed beans served with a meat
portion: chicken, beef or pork. Fried foods of all
kinds are also favoured. As for drinks: coffee, beer
and world-famous Puerto Rican rum. Most men
favor beer and rum greatly, and one might think
that alcoholism would be a problem — as it is in
some circles — but the average Hormiguereño is
careful not to appear drunk in public, as any sign
of weakness, especially of a drunken man, is considered a breach of social etiquette. No doubt the
religious tradition of the town has a great influence
on the average Hormiguereños’ ethics and code of
conduct.
For their everyday business, Hormigueros’
men dress in long pants and long- or short-sleeved
shirts. Sometimes a more showy guayabera is worn,
an embroidered shirt made of cotton or expensive
silk. Most women dress in blouses and knee-length
skirts. Of course, teenagers and young adults, influenced by the Anglo-Saxon culture of the United
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States, dress in jeans, polo shirts or whatever apparel is currently de moda, in fashion.
There is a tradition in Hormigueros, related to the patron saint of the town — in this case,
Nuestra Señora de la Monserrate. In September
of each year, a procession is held in which devotos
(the faithful) carry a statue of the Virgin through
town. Hundreds of people from all over the island
— as well as visitors from overseas — come to Hormigueros on pilgrimage to watch and participate in
the festivities. The celebration is known as “la fiesta
de la Monserrate.” It goes on for about nine days.
Besides the religious observances, the mayor of the
municipality provides secular entertainment during this time: live music, carnival rides, food and
drink, and a form of legal gambling known as picas
—  betting on wooden horses.
As a Catholic, I would usually participate fully.
It was at one of such events that I met Maria – the
woman who would later become my wife. The house
where I spent my early years is located in a barrio
of Hormigueros known as Plan Bonito — a modest clapboard house, with weather-stained wooden
walls and a dome-arched zinc roof. Maria and I also
lived there in our first years of marriage. We raised
our first child here, a daughter, and moved only after I found a steady job as an English teacher.
Though I spent sixteen years of my life in the
United States, I can look back at this time with nostalgia, I consider Hormigueros my true home. This
was where I first saw the light of day, where I spent
my early youth, where my brothers and I first went
to school and were baptized. This town is where I
met and married my wife, and where my two children were raised and grew into adulthood. AW
Ramos’ stories have appeared in Chiricú and Latino Stuff Review. His poetry has appeared in Dragonfly, Rattle, Latino Stuff Review, and Writer’s Digest. His work has appeared online in The Cortland
Review, Red River Review and Gold Dust Magazine.
His short story, “The Way of the Machete,” appeared
in the anthology One World, published by New Internationalist.
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MAKING CORRECTIONS

Bashir Adan

‘For about six months now,’ said Khalid to Fr. Woodrath, his British neighbour and missionary. ‘I
have been contemplating a lot. The human race is
in big trouble and I have come to find out exactly
what needs to be rectified. The problem had been
there all along. If only I had paid closer attention, I
could already have done a lot to improve the current state of affairs.’
‘Tell me about it,’ said Fr. Woodrath.
Khalid took a little notebook from his breast
pocket, raised it in the air and said firmly, ‘Here’s
the cure, Father. The ultimate solution! The first
lines of what could go down in history as the script
that saved mankind and his habitat from ultimate
destruction.’
Fr. Woodrath’s curiosity was ignited. He pulled
his chair closer and sat as if he was searching for
some microscopic worm on Khalid’s face. He had
come to the Kenyan coastal city of Mombasa about
a decade earlier and had lived next door to Khalid’s
grandfather since. Lately, he had observed a peculiar change in Khalid. He hardly spoke, and when
he did, it was brief, like someone who had recently
been let in on a big secret. Sometimes, the holy
man had seen him outside his grandfather’s house,
reading maps and drawing figures under the after-
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noon shade. He paid no attention to his surroundings and always seemed absorbed in some serious
business with austere airs of a scientist.
‘The interesting part,’ continued Khalid presently, ‘is that most of these solutions can’t possibly be understood in our present way thinking.
One has to look beyond the surface. I have tried
to explain this to my Somali mother; she waved
me away as insane. My Yemeni grandfather did the
same. I am sure it would be a waste of time convincing anyone, regardless of their religion, race or
any other identity. At this stage I would rather be
trusted without any lengthy explanations, the same
way prophets are believed and trusted to be in contact with the...’
‘Oh, so you have somehow peeped into the
unconditional realm?’ interrupted Fr. Woodrath.
‘You are not getting it, Father,’ said Khalid.
‘You are not making sense either.’
‘Okay, do you ever wonder why misfortunes
are so frequent lately?’
‘Like which ones for example?’
‘Just the usual ones; sudden untimely deaths,
cars crashing, ferries sinking, trees cut down.’
‘Tree cutting is not exactly a misfortune, is it?’
asked Fr. Woodrath, glancing towards a pile of firewood at the end of his lawn.
‘To us it isn’t, but to the trees, yes. Imagine if
you were a tree by Father Woodrath’s house and
a two-legged animal far smaller than you comes
to chop you down at the hour of his choice without the slightest regret. Anyway, I was saying all
of these earthquakes, hurricanes and other misfortunes, can be avoided if humans are careful not
to attach the wrong names to the wrong people. I
don’t know to what extent but I am sure that many
of us have names that barely fit us.’ He reached for
his notebook and turned the pages as if searching
for an address.
‘Names have nothing to do with personalities
and achievements if that’s what you mean,’ said the
holy man.
‘That’s NOT what I mean,’ replied Khalid. ‘You
are still galloping in the wilds, what I mean is that
people should physically resemble their names.
- Or where their names have practical meanings,
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they should live up to their reputation. Otherwise
they will end up endangering their lives or the lives
of others.’ He looked at a page in his notebook
and continued, ‘for instance, two little boys, both
named Hosni, but not related, lived in a certain
neighbourhood in this town. One of them died
mysteriously from an overnight headache. The
other one lost most of his teeth after falling off a
tree. He has been in and out of hospitals since and
is as likely to reach adulthood as it is for you to get
married, Father. I did some private investigation
and discovered that a particular young man by the
same name lives in that very neighbourhood. His
features clearly indicate that he is in wrongful possession of the name. He is clearly in dire need of a
correction. There are many more people like that,

‘

Father
Woodrath
crossed himself, sat back
in his chair and studied
the ground between his
feet. His eyes were full
of wonder. He had the
look of one who had just
learnt of an old friend’s
passing.

each in their own way.’
Fr. Woodrath was confounded. ‘What specific
corrections do you have in mind for these people?’
He asked.
Khalid’s mind appeared to drift. With soft
gestures, he held out an index finger, squinted upwards and said absentmindedly, without looking
at the priest, ‘If there weren’t women as short as
five feet in Russia, who answer to extremely long
names like Evgeniya Vyacheslavovna or Ekaterina Nikolayevna, the Soviet Union wouldn’t have
fallen. But you have to understand that we are not
disposed to help foreigners just yet, unless they directly contribute to our problems. In that case, we
will certainly fix up the foreigner to save our own
folks. Beyond that, their issues are none of our con83

cerns.’
An awkward silence followed before Khalid
repeated the first part of the name Vyacheslavovna, with emphasis on the ‘ch’, and chuckled softly at
first, before exploding into loud laughter. The holy
man simply shook his head.
‘What help would you have given?’ he asked
again.
Khalid hesitated for a few minutes. At length
he said, ‘All I can tell you for now is whom I cannot help and what I will not do to help them. For
example, the new Japanese ambassador’s name is
Hataki Kukumoto. As far as we all know back here,
that kind of name has a most practical meaning.
What it means in Swahili is that ‘she doesn’t want
hot chicken.’ If translated word for word, it would
be ‘she doesn’t want chicken fire.’ Now, the appearance of the word fire in that name implies a lot. She
is evidently not living up to her name. She is a diplomat, instead of a war commander or an arsonist.
If we are to take the ‘hot chicken version,’ it would
be much easier; we could begin a strict check of
her meals to see if she is staying true to her name.
She is lucky though, that her name isn’t ‘Hattori
Kumamoto’ because then, we would expect to see
smoke being emitted from under her skirt. I won’t
bother your holy ears with its translation but it has
something to do with excessive heat in a most special body part.’
Fr. Woodrath laughed and teased. ‘How about
the former US president, Bush?’
‘That is one fellow I have a lot of respect for,’
he smiled. ‘He is very much in line with the order of
things. So far, he has lived true to his name without
unnecessary excesses.’
‘Oh no, you don’t seem to realize Mr. Bush is
one of the worst! Think of the Iraq war and Guantanamo, among others,’ protested the priest.
Khalid shook his head sympathetically, still
smiling, as though amused by the priest’s obtuseness. He placed a palm on the priest’s lap and spoke
calmly like a genial uncle trying to talk some sense
into an unruly nephew. “Do consider, Reverend: Mr.
Bush could easily have been a Mr. Warfield. Would
you rather have a Third World War than the Iraq
war? Or another Auschwitz for Guantanamo?”
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Father Woodrath refrained from expressing
further curiosity. He crossed himself, sat back in
his chair and studied the ground between his feet.
His eyes were full of wonder. He had the look of
one who had just learnt of an old friend’s passing.
***
Two days later was Khalid’s twenty-first birthday.
He was smoking what he called a special substance
with Othis and Hassan of Zubeidah or HassanZuu
as he is known, at the beach. Five or six children
were playing soccer in the sand nearby. HassanZuu, the tallest of the three, was leaning back on
his elbow watching the waves. In one hand, he held
a young coconut whose juice he drank through a
plastic straw. Othis did push-ups and sat up occasionally to take his puffs.
‘The problem with Hosni is the teeth,’ declared
Khalid as he passed the special substance to Othis.
‘They are so well aligned that it is inconceivable
he should call himself so, for such a name befits
a man with at least one broken or missing tooth.
If he was missing a front tooth and you asked him
what his name was, his tongue would push itself
between the gap like a snake through a hole. That
will automatically cause a colourful pronunciation
for the letter ‘S’, a lateral lisp. He would be the perfect Hosni.’
Othis and HassanZuu listened attentively. It
was HassanZuu who spoke first; ‘We have to find a
way of causing him to lose a tooth,’ he said.
‘Yes indeed, but it has to be one of the upper
front teeth. Interfering with the wrong tooth could
prove disastrous,’ said Khalid.
‘And how is that?’ asked HassanZuu.
‘Well, it could put him in a different name
group. We would have a harder task of changing
his name all together into a sort of Faruq or Rafiq,’
explained Khalid.
‘What do you suggest then?’ demanded HassanZuu.
‘Obviously we can’t convince him to remove
his own tooth without an ordinary reason,’ considered Khalid, ‘and there’s no chance that he will accept our extraordinary explanation. If he had that
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much trust and imagination, I bet he would volunteer for a surgical removal of the tooth. He would
still lose it sooner or later anyway considering all
the volatility of his neighbourhood.’
‘We might as well let nature take its course. I
doubt that he will last two more years with those
teeth,’ suggested Othis.
‘We can’t take such chances, the risks are too
high. Our effort could save lives,’ said Khalid with
the finality of a cautious leader.
***
The weekend that followed was the wedding of
Hosni’s sister. He was shooting a video in the main
dance hall when a young man of hasty strides and a
muscular physique approached him.
‘If you are Hosni, someone claiming to be an
old friend of yours demands your presence,’ said
the stranger.
Having given the camera to a boy nearby,
Hosni obediently rushed out into the darkening
twilight to meet his guest. He walked to the edge
of the alley, where a man in white Arabic attire was
waiting, arms folded and facing away from him.
When he was within reach, the man turned round
abruptly and jumped upon him, hugging him in
the fervent manner of an old friend after decades
of absence. Several names of friends’ long gone
and even acquaintances streamed through Hosni’s
mind as he struggled to free himself from the jolly
hands of the mysterious visitor. Suddenly the man
released him and looked left and right. While Hosni was delving into his memory for a possible connection to this friendly character, two other young
men, (one of whom was the hasty young messenger
in the hall) stood to either side of him with the air
of military policemen.
‘Okay,’ said the mysterious fellow, addressing
Hosni, ‘whatever happens, just know that it’s all for
the sake of goodness.’
‘What are you talking about?’ gasped Hosni.
Soon, he was handing his wallet to the strangers,
beseeching them not to harm him.
‘It’s not what you think,’ said the strange fellow serenely, ‘I wish I could make this less painful,
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but you have to understand we can’t afford an anaesthesiologist.’
‘What?’
‘Alright gentlemen, Hold him now! Hold
him!’
The men were fast. Hosni’s back was yet to
reach the ground when Khalid grabbed a pair of
pliers from his pocket for the solemn operation.
Hosni wriggled and tried to scream but Khalid
kept his jaws apart such that nothing intelligible
came out of his mouth. He struggled, and freeing
himself momentarily, stumbled a few steps, his
mouth bleeding already. Othis, in obedience to
Khalid’s angry orders, gave chase and caught up
with him in seconds, wrestling him to the ground.
Hosni fell forward on his face, splitting his upper
lip and Othis was quick to pounce on him and hold
his jaws apart for the approaching Khalid. The self
proclaimed dentist positioned himself to carry out
his duty. He held down Hosni’s forehead with his
right hand, and with his left (he being left-handed)
clasped the stubborn tooth tightly, pulling it out.
When it was all done, they released him. Hosni stood up dizzily, crying and staggered away towards the wedding hall. Othis trotted a few paces
after him in jest and walked back good-humouredly to where his comrades were waiting.
‘C’mon, he is all fixed now,’ said Khalid as he
led his comrades away from the scene of the first
correction. He opened his notebook, marked a big
red X next to the name ‘HOSNI’ and put it back in
his pocket.
Hosni went home that night only to have another one of his teeth nearly broken by his mother
for tangling himself with ‘ill-behaved, worthless
gang boys.’
‘Mwanajuma of Tudor estate will be the subject of our next project,’ announced Khalid later
that week. ‘Her case will be an easy one. All we
have to do is adjust her moods and emotions,
not her appearance. She is out of line with most
of those in her name group. A permanent state of
mourning is what she needs. We can cause her to
mourn but the hard part is keeping it so, unless of
course, we get some sort of divine assistance. Anyway, here is what’s within the realm of possibility;
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we could do away with her husband Abu, the hairy
bus driver, who is so stubbornly against the order
of things that he has completely avoided an accident in twelve months. Or we could have the maid
strangle her children, one child every two years.’
‘She has only two children. We would run out
of kids to strangle in four years,’ said Othis.
‘That doesn’t mean we can’t help her achieve
her name’s desired reputation,’ insisted Khalid.
‘Four out of the five Mwanajumas I have known
were very dark-skinned, polite and natural martyrs.
They are very sacrificial souls who would readily
yield their own interest so that you may have your
chance. And somehow misfortunes seemed to dog
their every step. If you ever show up at any funeral
in the whole of this land, you are certain to find
more Mwanajumas than any other name group.
For the most part, they are totally unrelated to
the deceased. Something about them likes funerals and that idea of mourning. They would squeeze
themselves into those poorly ventilated rooms of
the dead men’s wives or mothers. I wouldn’t marry
a Mwanajuma if she were to pay me millions for
it. Besides, I dislike their coconut-oil-smeared
dark feet that contrast so sharply with their white
palms.’
‘I have noticed that too,’ added Othis, ‘but we
have to admit those oily feet look pretty good with
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...I said, “Shoot the Sheriff!”
You’ve gone and shot the Deputy!...
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the white plastic slippers.’
At this point, HassanZuu, who is known for
his practical nature, injected a dry question into
the matter. ‘So how can we access the travel schedule of Mwanajuma’s husband?’
‘Her husband,’ said Khalid, ignoring the question, ‘has to suffer some lasting physical injury.
That way Mwanajuma will be taking care of him
for at least a year, during which time she will be
receiving consolations in the form of letters and
visitors. She will just be the way a Mwanajuma is
supposed to be.’
Fortunately for Mwanajuma’s husband - and
to the relief of all - her brother Hemedi was attacked by a shark on an evening of fishing that
same week. Mwanajuma was to spend at least two
weeks at the hospital. That night, Khalid informed
his colleagues that all operations directed towards
Mwanajuma’s household were to be postponed until her brother’s recovery. He paid her a consolatory
visit at the hospital on the second day.
‘Thank God my dear, it could have been worse,’
he told her. Upon further enquiry, an interesting
detail stood out clearly to Khalid: the shark attack
happened very close to Fr. Woodrath’s house.
‘Someone has forgotten his function entirely!’
said Khalid as they set out for Woodrath’s, all of
them armed with axes. Khalid carried a red, rectangular box, the stencilled label on the side of which
read ‘Corrections Kit’. It was nearly midnight and
the moon shone brightly in the sky. They started
with the woods behind the holy man’s yard and cut
them all down, right up to both sides of the gate. Fr.
Woodrath was asleep.
‘It finally does look like the home of one who’s
earned the wrath of the woods,’ asserted HassanZuu, taking down the last pole that supported the
gate.
‘This is the easy part,’ said Khalid, ‘We’ve got
to shave him bald. He is accursed.’
Khalid proceeded ahead of his comrades, and
carefully climbed the window into the Woodrath
house. ‘C’mon guys! He whispered hoarsely, gesturing to his partners to join him. ‘We don’t have
time. We still have Kilifi to reach before dawn, if
only for a brief assessment.’
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He helped the others in and soon there were
four occupants in the house, along with the slumbering priest.
‘Here he is,’ murmured Khalid, opening the
bedroom door. ‘Shhh,’ he put his index finger to his
lips and slowly the three life-savers tiptoed into Fr.
Woodrath’s bedroom.
‘Okaaay. Now!’
HassanZuu sat on the priest’s back while Othis
held his head down. Khalid ran into the bathroom,
grabbed a jug of water, and opened his corrections
kit. He searched amongst blood-stained pliers,
needles, and a cigarette lighter until he found the
blade. He set to work, first wetting the priest’s hair
and shaving him hurriedly. Father Woodrath’s eyes
flickered as he came to a vague understanding of
the state of affairs. He began to say a prayer.
‘Don’t you resist a correction,’ warned Khalid
as he shaved the priest, ‘You have no choice in the
matter. You ungrateful idiots! You can never fathom the kind of thought and hard work that goes
into saving lives.’
They finished the correctional procedure and
bound the priest to his bed, exiting the scene the
same way they had come. While they headed for
the boat, Khalid suggested a brief moment of rest
and reflection. He lit a special substance, took a
long, fervent puff and exhaled in the direction of
the Woodrath compound, a kilometre away. The
house now stood lonely in the middle of the new
clearing, like a banned cult church. He turned to his
colleagues, “the right order of things shall reward
your hard work, my dear comrades.’ They thanked
him in unison. Othis removed his shirt and fanned
himself with it, his muscular chest and back dripping with sweat, shiny and oily in the moonlight.
Khalid gave him a congratulatory pat on the back
and quietly passed him the special substance.
‘I saw the little surviving Hosni yesterday,’ said
HassanZuu, ‘he appeared healthier and energized.
I wouldn’t be surprised if he resumed school next
term with the other kids.’ As he waited for Khalid’s
reaction to this update, HassanZuu chewed on his
lower lip, raised his eyebrows and gently struck the
ground with the harmless end of his axe. Khalid
frowned, glanced towards Othis and nodded. Then
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gradually, his face relaxed and he seemed to drift
into deep mediation. A mysterious silence, sinister and emotional, fell upon the entire life-saving
crew.
‘I can’t express how happy I am to hear of
this, brother,’ said Khalid, his voice breaking for
the first time since the corrections began. ‘His
older namesake, who wrongfully possessed the
name, must have been a hindrance to him. If all
goes well, the little Hosni would be the first to
benefit from this new order. Just imagine how
many more .....’
‘I have always wondered whether you’re
eligible for any correction, Brother Khalid,’ said
Othis, as he extinguished the nearly smokedout special substance which he squeezed into his
back pocket. He drew shapes in the sand with his
index finger.
‘My name means ‘immortal,’ said Khalid,
having recovered his voice fully, ‘It’s an exception!
I can’t be corrected as I am still alive. The best
way to ensure my compliance with the order is to
wait till I am dead, then you may immortalize me
by erecting a permanent monument in my image,
if at all you guys will be there. I am sure we will
have attracted more people to the cause by then,
so manpower would be the last thing to be worried about.’
Fr. Woodrath managed to free himself after
sunrise and notified the authorities but it was too
late. The life-savers had already left town to take
their services to Kilifi where they believed they
were needed. ‘I feel confident,’ said Khalid as his
comrades helped him off the boat on the shores
of Kilifi, ‘that they will not only understand and
appreciate our wisdom but also contribute abundantly to this new order.”
Beyond the ocean, the morning sun rose,
round and red. AW
Adan was born in Mogadishu, Somalia in 1986.
His family fled to Kenya where he learnt English,
Swahili and Arabic. Due to persistent crackdown
on Somali refugees, his family relocated to the
United States in 2006. He studies literature at St
Louis community college, CT .
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Waiting for the Wild
Beasts to Vote
(En Attendant le
Vote des Bête Sauvages)
Ahmadou Kourouma
ISBN: 9780099283829
Vintage
In this column, writers share their first encounters with African Classics.

I discovered Ahamadou Kourouma’s Waiting for the
Wild Beasts to Vote in a local bookstore three weeks
ago. It was the only book I had not read in their limited
Africana section. So I did what every addict does – I
used the money that should be part of my son’s trust
fund savings to indulge my addiction to literature and
bought it. After reading it all I can say is, it was worth
any experiences I may have robbed my son of by way
of university tuition, gap-year-travel, or whatever it is
trust fund babies are supposed to do. Like, why did I
not know about this book? Was this yet another indication of how Francophone and Anglophone Africa
are closed off from each other? Initially published
in French as En Attendant le Vote des Bête Sauvages
in 2002, and translated into English by Vintage into
English a year later (coincidentally the year its author
died), my greatest regret about Ahmadou’s book is
that I, like many of my reading friends, did not know
about it.
The novel, a satire of African political leaders, is
refreshingly told by the storyteller Bingo, but its central character is undoubtedly Koyaga, the despotic
president and dictator of the fictional African nation
called the Gulf Coast. Like the author, Koyaga is from
a former French colony and is a veteran of the French
colonial army in Indochina, but there the similarities
end. Whereas the author became an exile from Cote
d’Ivoire post-independence after falling foul of the
powers that be, his character Koyaga became the
power that was.
The only child of two famous wrestlers among
the Paleo people one of whom was a veteran of the
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First World War, Koyaga is raised by his mother after
his father died in prison for questioning the French
colonialists’ rule over his countrymen. Like his father
before him, he is a famous wrestler and warrior and
later becomes a soldier on the French side in Indochina where, despite the massacre of many Frenchmen,
he emerges alive with his unit to a heroic welcome
from the French and many badges. Koyaga then fights
on the side of the French in the war in Algeria, again
emerging unscathed. When the French pull out of Algeria, the French soldiers go home and Koyaga and his
fellow African soldiers are sent home to be demobilised. The Gulf Coast has also been granted independence at this time. With little education, Koyaga and
his fellow veterans try to enlist in the army but they
are considered collaborators and mercenaries to the
former colonialists so they do not get in. They also
fail to get their military pension that the French government has paid through to their new government to
be passed on to them. Koyaga and his fellow African
soldiers are informed that they will receive their pay
packet from the new government. When they go to
meet the Minister of the Interior to enquire, Koyaga
is arrested. Angry at his treatment, he eventually conspires to kill the president.
With the President dead, four leaders come into
being, among them, Koyaga. As always when there
is more than one leader, problems immediately begin
to emerge with two of the leaders being nationalists/
populists/communists against two others (of whom
Koyaga is one) who are strongly aligned to France.
The greatest mistake that Koyaga’s enemies make is to
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underestimate him as an illiterate and therefore incapable of taking over power. And this is how he takes
power.
Then comes an interesting journey into African
post-colonial history. Koroga goes on a victory visit to
different African heads of states upon becoming President where he is advised by his fellow dictators. First
stop is to visit the Man with the Fedora, very reminiscent of a certain Kamuzu Banda. Of the Man with
the Fedora, Kourouma says, ‘he whose totem is the
caiman was considered a general in the West’s battle
against Red imperialism… His person and his regime
were forcefully defended by the Western media.’ The

‘

The most dangerous beast
that attacks the Head of
State ... is the insidious tendency at the outset of one’s
career to separate
state
coffers from one’s own

old man gives the new leader some advice on how to
hold on to power. ‘The most dangerous beast that attacks the Head of State , the leader of the one party,
is the insidious tendency at the outset of one’s career
to separate state coffers from one’s own.’ Koyaga is
given more words to live by for lasting dictatorship as
he spends time with his host.
He is picked up at the airport by the next dictator, Emperor of the Pays aux Deux Fleuves whose
nation sounds very similar to a certain central African
nation under Bokassa who starts his guest’s tour by
showing him a prison and states, ‘Other African presidents are hypocritical, dishonest. They begin the tour
of their Republics at the National Assembly or at some
school. The most important institution in any oneparty state is the prison.’ A pro-French leader, the Emperor offers some criticism for the nation he admires
so much by saying they do not understand Negroes.
‘They didn’t understand that if when you condemn a
Negro to death you have to kill off the whole clan if
you are to have any peace in the country. Negroes are
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vindictive, they are intensely loyal to their families.
The relatives of a condemned man never forgives the
man who hanged him.’
The next stop is Republique du Grande Fleuve,
obvious to any student of recent African history as
Democratic Republic of Congo with its Mobutu-like
dictator who advises Koyaga on the importance of
surrounding himself with the correct people if he is
to be taken seriously by the West. Of him it is said,
‘the dictator entrusted the administration of all financial institution to mulattos’ because ‘for the colonists,
someone of mixed race is a superior Bantu but a degraded white man.’
Koyaga ends his victory/educational tour in a
Muslim country in North Africa with a dictator king
who has colonised the people of the Sahara, who tells
him of the importance of keeping a war going so that
the majority of his subjects can remain loyal against
the enemy.
And then Koyaga goes back home to start his
rule. And he brings his own brand of despotism to his
nation.
What makes Waiting for the Wild Beasts to
Vote work is Kourouma’s well–researched history of
the continent. Myth, magic, and all the stereotypes
of Africa and her leaders are brought in and turned
brilliantly on their heads right at the end. Perhaps
the most painful experience for me with this book
was reading the words ‘The night goes on and on, but
day will come in time,’ turning the page, and realising
I had read the last sentence. At 445 pages Korouma
should have become tedious at some point in time but
each line and each page was a revelation. I am off for
French lessons so that I may sooner be able to access
the rest of this late great writer’s works that may not
yet be translated. AW.
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The Wonderful, Amazing
No. 1 Recliner

Elaine Chiew

My wife, Doreen, knew that the day would
come when the disease in my kidneys would
flare up and put a lease on my life. To prepare
herself, she’d sold our house, planned our retirement, bought us a smaller terraced house
with a garden and koi pond in a largish town
with cleaner air but astoundingly great food,
ten minutes from a full treatment hospital,
three minutes if you really stepped on it. That
day came to pass, and I found myself a patient
at the hemodialysis ward at Ipoh’s Hospital of
St. Francis Assisi. Altogether, there were sixteen patients there. Five of them, I got to know
quite well. There was Daniel Chee, young,
lanky and stronger than most of us, who lost
his kidney function in a motorcycle accident.
Pak Aziz, a retired mailman from the backwaters, with a predilection for bringing in durian
mixed with rice, stinking up the entire ward
with its enclosed ventilation. Mrs. Kumar, a
retired schoolteacher, and her silk eye-pillow,
as if she was tanning in a sunbed rather than
getting her blood cleaned. Chrysanthemum,
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a great cook with a heart of gold; she always
brought in something extra to complement
our lunches. Finally, there was old Mrs. Khoo,
a cantankerous drone with her Chinese backscratcher, an instrument with a long wooden
prong and fork-like tines at the head. Her
clothes were made of some synthethic fabric
that rasped when she moved. She was always
complaining. Sharpish tones that put one in
mind of the high shrill of a badly-blown piccolo.
And then, there was one wonderful,
amazing recliner, situated closest to the weighing machine and the water-cooler. Something
about the drier air circling around the area,
the angle in which this chair was able to repose, the quietness and privacy of being close
to the hypnotic gurgling of the water-cooler,
far away from the smells and chattering of the
other patients, made this the most popular
chair in the ward to get dialysed. The waves
of heat a body had to endure during dialysis
became more bearable. It was no wonder the
recliner acquired its laudatory moniker – everyone referred to it as the No. 1 Recliner. It was
where I slept the deepest. Other days, in other
chairs, after four hours hooked to a machine,
one woke up even more weakened than before
one was strapped in, sunk into a kind of lethargy and funk-like malaise that depleted one of
appetite and desire. But waking up in the No.
1 recliner, one felt one had been injected with
a temporary spell of refreshing zest, a spring
in the old joints (a half-boner even!), a lightheartedness in the chest, as welcome as a watermelon Slurpee from 7-Eleven on a torpid
afternoon.
The rule used to be simple: whoever arrived first in the morning could claim the chair.
There was fairness and predictability in this,
spared from the whimsy of random chance. If
one wanted the chair bad enough, one simply
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contrived to be the earliest at the ward, even if
that meant a wait of two hours before one was
hooked to a dialysis machine. For the majority
of the time, Chrysanthemum secured the No.1
recliner, as she had to come up from Teluk Intan on the back of a scooter taxi before morning
rush-hour. An hour to come and an hour to go
back, jouncing over backroads of rutted gravel,
with construction developments framing the
road on both sides, clogging the nostrils with
specked grit and molecules of cement spray.
She wore a motorcycle helmet on top of a towel wrapped around her coiffure, spreading eupeptic cheer with her plump, ruddy cheeks and
radiant smile. Best of all, in apology for hogging the No. 1 recliner, she brought in a five-

‘

We were all in search
of metaphysical scapegoats, someone to blame
for all that we had to endure. There was almost
a pack mentality here.
Mrs. Khoo had chosen to
stand outside the ring of
concession and accord,
and for that, she would
have to pay.

compartment tiffin-carrier, each compartment
a source of culinary delight. Stewed chicken
feet, mushroom braised in chicken kidneys,
calf ’s intestines with chillies, lotus-wrapped
sticky rice, kway teow noodles. Blessed angel,
she even brought in – from her favorite roadside Indian vendor -- a special box of chappatis
and goat curry for the Indians and beef rendang or nasi lemak for the Malays.
When Mrs. Khoo arrived in the ward, all
this changed. She began to dominate the ward
with her screeches and querulous complaints.
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In a way, she was the bully in our courtyard.
Able to shout the loudest, able to bend others
to her will. Ever since she arrived, she monopolized the No. 1 recliner. ‘Professor Tan,
a nicer person will always cave before a mean
one,’ that’s how Pak Aziz characterized it to
me. ‘You should hear the way she throws advantage around. Does she think she’s the only
one with a successful son? Her son the medical intern. Her son graduating with first class
honors. Her son whom she’s sure would run
this hospital someday.’
Mrs. Kumar added, ‘You’re a university
professor, Dr. Tan, with a PhD, and you don’t
lord privilege over us.’ I was flattered by Mrs.
Kumar’s simple statement of truth. Yes, I could
have. In Malaysian society, I certainly could
have and I would be well within my right.
The next morning, I was actually able to
observe first-hand Mrs. Khoo’s cantankerous
nature at work. She walked in, leaning hard on
the arms of her son, a thin sapling of a youth,
and she immediately headed over to the No.
1 recliner, where Chrysanthemum was settling
herself down with a blanket. She leaned over
the girl, and her screechy voice filled the quiet
ward, demanding that Chrysanthemum show
respect for her elders. ‘Look at you, you’re
strong, young and lithe; you shouldn’t be so
selfish! You should be ashamed, always grabbing this privilege for yourself.’ Chrysanthemum burst into tears, unable to bear up under
the guilt onslaught. It really got my goat, not
so much what Mrs. Khoo said, as the shrewish
tones she used. If one’s mood was not exactly
buoyant at the thought of the four-hour bloodcleaning stupor one has to endure, this absolutely shattered it.
***
The ward was a long, fluorescent-lit, white-
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washed room, heavy with the smell of antiseptic, with an underlying rank metallic whiff,
that of blood. To dispel the gloomy effect of
this cheerless room, all the recliners were cobalt blue, and all the plastic pails, into which
the used tubings were dropped, a pale salmon
pink. The nurses, in the charge of one Sister
Pandora, were mostly Chinese. They played
saccharine songs, like Islands in the Stream and
Tonight I Celebrate My Love For You, or Kenny
G instrumentals, to jazz up the sessions.
Sister Pandora, the roly-poly head nurse
with a large, silver cross dangling on her bosom, told me she didn’t intervene when Mrs.
Khoo decided to claim the No. 1 recliner for
herself because there was a different matrix to
the rules that I hadn’t yet understood. There
were two kinds of patients in the ward. Paying and non-paying, i.e. those on government
subsidy. There were also bad patients and good
patients. Fussy ones like Mrs. Khoo were clearly in the former category. Sister Pandora explained it like this: ‘Mrs. Khoo may be a bad
patient, bad patients make our lives very difficult, but she is a bad paying patient, so we live
with what we can.’
There, in succinct terms, Sister Pandora
had managed to describe the politics of a ward,
the endless push-and-pull of the patient-nurse
power dynamic, the cycle of actions and repercussions. It was manifestly clear that it was
no good antagonizing the nurses. We were
at their mercy. Three times a week, a nurse
aimed a three-inch long needle at my veins,
and looking at her pull on her elastic gloves,
I never failed to pray that she wouldn’t be distracted, that she wasn’t having premenstrual
syndrome or a bad hair day or been slapped
about by an abusive spouse, that she wasn’t in
any way emotional, moody or impatient, that
she would, like an archer with consummate
skill, pierce the vein at the first try.
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It brought to mind similar occasions in my
life when I’d felt so helpless and out on a limb.
Once was before the three judges of the Rotary
Club about to decide whether to grant me a
scholarship to Oxford. They had told me how
much they liked my essay, how impressed they
were with my athletic and scholastic achievements, and my spirit soared with hope, and
then they told me they’d decided to grant the
scholarship to someone more needy. It was a
real blow to my hopes of going to England. But
it turned me towards the United States, and
with loans, I was able to attend the University
of Chicago at Carnegie-Mellon, obtaining my
PhD in Mathematics some ten years later. In
those days, I was the only Malaysian in the
mathematics doctorate program.
***
I didn’t set out to put Mrs. Khoo in her place.
Even though I am a retired university professor, I had never used my intelligence and logic
to lord over someone obviously inferior. How
then did I find myself in the dubious and mortifying position of feuding with a decrepit old
woman?
Our dog, Mussolini, became ill. He
retched, regurgitated whatever he ate, and
there were blood flecks in his feces. Doreen
made the earliest vet appointment she could.
It turned out to be first thing on a morning I
was scheduled to be dialysed. She had to drop
me off early, so early that the doors to the ward
were still locked.
When I entered the ward, Sister Pandora
was still busy folding newly-laundered blankets. She nodded at me, said to sit down anywhere I chose. Now, did I not know that Mrs.
Khoo had bagged the No. 1 recliner for herself
day after day? Did I not know she was coming
in that morning? Did I not know that by tak-
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ing her seat I was starting something? In the
back of our subconscious, a Cartesian morality
ruled. First come first serve – it was the fairest way to apportion a benefit everyone wanted. Second, I’d observed that Mrs. Khoo only
held onto her monopoly by ensuring she was
the earliest. Her power hegemony was flimsy.
It had been my experience that a lot of power
plays were bluffs. Call the bluff, and the bully
backs down. Last, I was a paying patient too.
So, I helped myself to one of the folded
blankets and walked over to the No. 1 recliner.
I paused because a man of my intelligence realized that it was possible I was starting a war.
Nevertheless, the thought of an entire morning spent in the pleasant breeziness of the No.
1 recliner was too much to resist. I had every
moral right on my side. I smoothed out the
blanket on the No. 1 recliner, taking care to
tuck in the edges. I propped up my blown-up
airplane cushion for my neck. I dragged out
an old mothball-smelling jumper Doreen had
insisted I take with me this morning and put
it on. Comfortably settled, I waited for one of
the nurses to hook me up. Somehow, in the
process of waiting, I fell asleep.
I was woken up by a jab in my ribs.
Old Mrs. Khoo stood glowering at me.
Her backscratcher hovered above my jaw,
which apparently she had used to prod me.
‘You’re in my seat,’ she said.
‘Excuse me?’
‘That’s my seat, I said. Haven’t gone deaf,
I hope.’
‘There are plenty of seats around here,
Madam.’ My arm swept towards several other
vacant recliners around the ward.
She glared. ‘But this is my seat,’ she said.
‘I was here first.’
‘Everyone knows I sit here and nowhere
else. I sit here in this chair for a reason. I’m
very ill. I need my routine. I’ve got nothing
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against you. I’m merely a helpless old woman.’
She was getting shrill.
‘Well, I’m a helpless old man,’ I said. ‘And
I was here first. There’s nothing on this chair
that says it’s yours, that you own it. Or perhaps,’ here, my tone turned arch, ‘you’ve engraved your name? You’ve bought shares or
some other form of ownership?’
Mrs. Khoo’s face swelled. Her eyes bulged.
‘I won’t stand for that. I won’t.’
‘You seem discomfited,’ I said. ‘Why don’t
you sit down? Whatever is the trouble here, I’m
sure we can resolve it amicably. Like peaceful
citizens.’
Mrs. Khoo took umbrage. She bellowed
for Sister Pandora, her chest heaving as she
sucked in lungfuls of air in between yells. By
now the ward was teeming with patients settling in, family members and attendants. Everyone swung round to look at us.
Mrs. Khoo brandished her backscratcher
at me, which really got my ire up, and she began to shout, ‘Don’t you think you can bully
me, old man. I’m just as good as you. You may

...looks like you picked up my doctor’s prescription!...
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have your prissy manners and your high-class
education. You can pull rank. None of that
fazes me. I’ve eaten more bitterness in my life
than you’ve seen in several lifetimes put together. And I’m warning you. You are in my
seat. A man like you, with your privilege,’ she
stopped to inhale another lungful of air, ‘should
not stoop to fighting with an old woman.’
It was a hit below the belt. She went for
my pride. It was the old yin yang battle, and I
felt that hot bolt of shame as she’d meant me
to. How low could you stoop? Here we both
were, doing the moral limbo rock in a dialysis
ward. It was pathetic.
‘What’s your beef, old woman?’ I roared.
She’d cowed me and I wasn’t going to let her
know it. I got up and shook my fist so zestfully
that she cowered. ‘What makes you think you
have a superior right to this chair? Do you think
you’ve suffered more than any of us? Don’t you
know that needles know no discrimination or
distinction? We hurt in all the same places, and
when we croak, it’s a hole in the ground for me,
same as you.’
Sister Pandora intervened at this point.
Her tone was brisk. ‘Dennis, I’m sorry. This is
Mrs. Khoo’s customary seat. Would you mind
terribly sitting over here instead?’
Just like that, Sister Pandora had up-ended
the scales of justice in the ward. She created an
overriding rule, called customary or preferred
seating, thereby demolishing the even playing field we had before. Of course, no set of
rules worked in a vacuum. Take a classroom,
for instance, the way students gravitated towards their preferred seating. Backbenchers
would always choose to sit in the back. Eager
beavers sat in front, and they even picked the
exact same seat for each class. Even so, it was
understood that one did not own one’s preferred chair, ownership being the highest moral right. Preference, however, was universally
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understood to be a matter of random inclination. Therefore, if a more equitable principle
was called into play, such as someone else being there first, one had to yield one’s preference. Sister Pandora indicated by this unfair
preferential treatment that there were other
insidious factors at work, factors beyond one’s
control such as patient mood, patient personality, and nursing convenience. What she
did angered me more than anything else Mrs.
Khoo might have said. I was absolutely livid.
I stewed throughout my dialysis session, and
managed to upset the tenuous equilibrium that
my blood pressure had to maintain. I suffered
afterwards from extreme lightheadedness and
nausea. All in all, it was one of the most difficult dialysis sessions I’d ever had.
There was also something horrific and demeaning to me about being addressed by my
first name, particularly after a lifetime of ‘Professor Tan’ and ‘sir’. It was as if Sister Pandora
had stripped me of my rank without so much
as a by-your-leave. Retired Mathematics professor, a PhD from Carnegie-Mellon, a firstrate lecturer at the University of Malaya, and
look at him now, two curdled peanuts as kidneys, hanging onto life by a fake tube, and he’d
have to be hooked up to machines three times
a week for the rest of his life in order to urinate.
As much as I believed that our illnesses leveled
us, I understood then that in a ward full of the
sick and dying, the fight to clamber over each
other on the human food chain continued unabated, albeit in the form of a fight over a chair.
***
I began talking to the other ward patients. Pak
Aziz was in favor of a fairer system. He too
would like his turn at the chair. Daniel Chee
shrugged. He claimed indifference. ‘A chair is
a chair. If the No. 1 recliner can shorten time,
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make these bloody sessions go faster, maybe I
would care more.’
Mrs. Kumar was all about female catty revenge. ‘Oh sure, put her in her place. That uppity shrew.’
Chrysanthemum preferred oblivion. ‘Try
my chicken mushroom bun. I rolled the dough
myself last night. Steamed it first thing in the
morning.’
But no one that I talked to could argue

‘

Daniel Chee claimed indifference. ‘A chair is a
chair. If the No. 1 recliner can make these bloody
sessions go faster, maybe
I would care more.’

that the system I devised was a bad one. Those
who cared about the chair would draw lots.
Those who didn’t would be considered ‘optouts’, thereby forfeiting their rights. The lots
were numbered 1, 2, 3, and so on. The number
drawn would indicate one’s turn. It was a fair
and square rotation system. No more fights, no
more ambiguity about which rules governed,
or which rule trumped.
This was the period I felt Doreen was the
most unsupportive of my illness. When I explained to her my strategy for administering
justice, she chewed her lip, eyeing me steadily.
Then, she said, ‘Dennis, have you forgotten? It
doesn’t work like that here. There aren’t rules
that trump other rules. Anything goes, most
of the time. Look at the way Malaysians board
airplanes. There’s no first come first serve, no
orderly rows, it’s a mad thronging and barrage
into the airplane.’
‘Well, we are not an airplane.’ She had a
point but I was stubborn. ‘We can strive to be
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civilized.’
‘I don’t see what you’re getting out of this.
I don’t get you,’ she said.
Irascibly, I went ahead. Everyone agreed
to my system, except Mrs. Khoo. She refused
to talk to me. ‘You will be considered an optout if you refuse,’ I said. I’d come and sat down
beside her during the cantina break, when the
nurses were passing out Malay kuehs and cups
of coffee.
Mrs. Khoo sniffed. ‘I don’t want to play
any games.’
‘It’s not a game. It’s a way to make the system fairer.’
‘What system?’ She looked genuinely
confused. ‘This is my chair. Why should I want
to share it?’
I sighed. ‘There, you see. That’s the trouble. It’s not your chair.’
‘Certainly it is. I sit here every day.’
‘Mrs. Khoo. You were able to sit here every
day by the sheer generosity of the other ward
patients. They indulged you. By allowing you
the luxury of sitting here, they have to give up
something themselves.’
She became visibly tense. Her eyes narrowed and her tone rose sharply. ‘What are you
talking about? What do they have to give up?’
I rubbed my brow. ‘It’s called marginal
utility. You’re assuming no one cares about the
chair as much as you. But they do. I do. It
means a lot to me to be able to sit in the No. 1
recliner too.’
‘Dr. Tan, I don’t know what you mean
by magictility. You can’t possibly know how
much this chair means to me. You can’t possibly know.’
I was getting impatient. ‘We can all say the
same. How do you know what it means to Pak
Aziz to be able to sit in the No. 1 recliner once
in awhile? Or to me? This system is fair. It’s
fair to everybody. Everyone’s agreed, so you
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really have no choice in the matter. I’m merely
asking you out of deference to your seniority.’
Mrs. Khoo’s face turned pallid. Her pupils became graphite with hate. ‘My son breaks his
back to pay for these sessions,’ she pleaded.
Her voice might have begged, but her eyes shot
daggers.
‘What’s that got to do with anything?’ I
said. ‘All right then, Mrs. Khoo, in or out?’
She glowered. In the end, she shook her
head and I struck her name out with satisfaction.
***
A week later, the system was working impeccably. Eleven people coveted the No. 1 recliner,
three chose to opt-out, including Mrs. Khoo.
When I presented my scheme to Sister Pandora, she, too, shook her head. ‘Ok, Dennis, fine
by me. I don’t make the rules here.’ This last
was rich enough to make one choke on one’s
saliva.
We all took turns. Each of us had our own
way of personalizing the recliner: Mrs. Kumar
brought in her lace antimacassar, Daniel Chee
brought in some kind of gaudy towel with Spiderman leaping out of it, Pak Aziz had his water-bottle, his mat-stitched-with-rollers and
his little fat bananas. Others brought in monogrammed pillows, jars of tiger balm and peppermint sprays. I brought in my old jumper
and airplane cushion. Mrs. Khoo was relegated
to a chair close to the nurse’s cubicle, and from
there, she directed her bitter darts of incipient animosity. Doreen only had this to say.
‘What’s with you, Dennis? Getting your kicks
out of morally walloping an old woman? Over
a silly old chair?’ It hurt me that even my wife
could completely misapprehend the gravity of
the situation, fail to grasp what was at stake.
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***
During this feud, there was one curious incident where I found myself in Mrs. Khoo’s confidence one morning as both of us sat next to
each other, getting dialysed. Apropos of nothing, she began talking about her own childhood. She was the eldest of an even dozen,
and from the tender age of eight, knew how
to slaughter a chicken, build a charcoal fire,
sew a samfoo. She had singing ambitions. And
once, had brought the house down in a singing competition in Tapah. She could be talking
to anybody really, dialysis had a way of making strangers bedfellows and confidantes, even
those bent on destroying each other’s peace of
mind.
But then, she said, ‘You wouldn’t know anything about deprivation, Professor Tan. You
look like you’ve grown up with a silver spoon.’
I frowned. ‘Most certainly not.’ I told her
how hard I’d had to work towards my scholarship, how I’d pinned all my hopes on a Rotary, that my father had to borrow against the
house and his construction business to secure
a loan big enough for me to go to university.
I told her about surviving on bread and water
the first week I was at Carnegie-Mellon until I
found weekend work waiting tables at a Chinese restaurant. ‘I’ve known some hard times
myself.’
Mrs. Khoo rolled her dentures in her
mouth. ‘Hmm…it isn’t at all the same, but I
can see that to you, it has to be.’
***
What happened next wasn’t unexpected. The
law of natural order would have predicted that
when a group of people expected the worst to
happen, it usually came to pass.
One morning, we arrived to find that the
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lever of the No. 1 recliner was no longer working. The chair that could tip back at a further
angle of repose than all other chairs could only
creak back now a couple of notches. Even the
footrest had jammed. While it showed no
signs of having been tampered with, once we
started a discussion, there was no stopping the
speculation. Mrs. Kumar mentioned that she’d
switched her afternoon session yesterday with
Mrs. Khoo for one reason or another. There
were only two dialysis sessions a day: morning and afternoon, four hours each. Someone
else then mentioned that the chair was working perfectly yesterday afternoon. It was de-

‘

‘Her son says her
leg has gotten infected.
Afraid it will have to be
amputated...
...She lost her husband just last year, then
her daughter miscarried,
and now she’s about to
lose her leg.’

termined that the last person to use the chair
was Mrs. Khoo. Someone asked whether it
was reasonable to suspect some form of foul
play here.
No one accused her outright. It was decided not to pursue the matter further. The
chair was dead and that was that. Sister Pandora simply replaced the No. 1 recliner with another cobalt blue chair. Dialysis patients here
were a superstitious lot. You could replace the
chair but it couldn’t live up to the legacy of the
No. 1 recliner. Its leather padding squeaked
like a baby grabbing a blown-up balloon; its
lever was stiff and hard to operate despite the
squirts of grease.
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We were all in search of metaphysical
scapegoats, someone to blame for all that we
had to endure. There was almost a pack mentality here. Mrs. Khoo had chosen to stand
outside the ring of concession and accord, and
for that, she would have to pay. The aura in
the ward boiled with resentment towards Mrs.
Khoo. She was universally shunned. No one
offered her any more of their tea-cakes or KekLok chicken biscuits or finely-brewed Oolong.
I did wonder whether it was entirely fair to
convict someone without more evidence. None
of us had actually seen her sabotage the chair.
There was also the question of motive. Why
would she want to break our favorite chair?
Amazingly enough, only days after the
No. 1 recliner had been cast out as rubbish,
nobody reminisced or talked about it. The
system was scrapped. I myself ceased to miss
it. However prized while still useful, it was
unceremoniously discarded after it broke. It
didn’t take a PhD in Mathematics to spot the
analogy one could make to those able-bodied
among us who found ourselves suddenly felled
by disease.
Several days later, Sister Pandora made a
change on the white notice-board. As I was
closest to it that day, I watched as she erased
Mrs. Khoo’s name for the morning sessions
and changed it to the afternoon. ‘What’s happened?’ I asked.
‘Her son says her leg has gotten infected.
Afraid it will have to be amputated. She will
begin oxygenated treatment in the mornings
to speed the wound’s healing.’
‘Ah,’ I said.
‘I do feel sorry for her. She lost her husband just last year, then her daughter miscarried, and now she’s about to lose her leg.’
This last felt like someone’s knocked the
wind from my windpipe. I wasn’t prepared for
the pangs of dark and hollow misgivings I felt.
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I was ashamed of myself. The shame was so
raw and unexpected I wasn’t myself for days.
When I finally confided in Doreen, she tilted
her head. ‘You know, Dennis. I didn’t want to
chide you because I do understand how difficult it’s been for you ever since you’ve started
dialysis. You’re not so different from this tetchy
old lady, you know? You’ve also been uncommonly obsessed about the pettiest, most mun-

‘

I knew better than to
think
that
hardship
sculpted character, and
I noted with some relief
that she was as much a
harpy as before. ’

dane things. The way I see it, you’ve lost control over your body and health, so you try to
control the small pickings.’
What Doreen said instantly resonated.
My wife had always been perspicacious, able
to slice right through murky situations with
her bull’s eye style. But I felt too ashamed just
then, so I tried to hide it by losing my temper
at Doreen. I told her to shut it, that she didn’t
know what she was talking about, that one
was certainly free and idle to philosophize and
pontificate about life when one was not sick
and dying.
‘Don’t give me that, Dennis.’
‘Where do you get off being so unctuous?’
I shouted.
***
It took me awhile to calm down. I sat on our
verandah and watched our gardener prune
and shape the octagonal hedges. I reflected.
I tried to exonerate myself with logic. Which
walk of life ceased to obsess and scramble over
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the particulate? When did we not sweat the
small things? I wasn’t the only human being
who failed to rise above my circumstances.
But long ago, in a heartfelt conversation with
Doreen after watching a movie we both loved
– Casablanca – I’d told her it wasn’t extraordinary people who did extraordinary things that
fascinated me; it was ordinary people doing
extraordinary things. I’d set out to put Mrs.
Khoo in her place as if I had a vendetta against
her. This was no extraordinary thing. This was
just bestial behavior.
I ran into Mrs. Khoo many months
later at Tong Fatt’s Fresh Produce. She had
had her surgery, and was sitting on the wide
cement pavement outside the shop in a wheelchair, her stump wrapped in a nude-color linen
sock. The sight of her filled me with a horrible
maw of feeling. I tried to do a volte-face, avoid
saying hello. Her son saw me. He waved and
called, ‘Professor Tan!’
I jerked my head in their direction as if I’d
just seen them.
‘Hello, Mrs. Khoo. How have you been?’
Her eyes cut over to me, expressionless.
‘Could be better,’ she said. I knew better than
to think that hardship sculpted character, and I
noted with some relief that she was as much a
harpy as before.
I felt very awkward. Conversation stalled.
Then, the son said, ‘You look well, Dr. Tan.’
‘Hmm? Yes, well, same old same old.’ I
cleared my throat. The apology swelled on my
tongue. ‘Sorry about your leg there, Mrs. Khoo.’
She nodded, dropping her chin, hiding her
face.
Her son tried to smile. ‘I’m glad she
weathered it ok. She’s going to be fitted with a
prosthetic leg later this afternoon. She might
walk again yet.’
‘Ach,’ I said. ‘Well, good luck.’
Mrs. Khoo angled her head away. Her
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shoulders slumped. She looked exactly the
way she felt – defeated by the struggles of
her body. I watched her son wheel her away
in jaunty steps, his plastic slippers flip-flopping and slapping the pavement with loud
whacks. I watched the way he positioned
his arms underneath her armpits and hoisted her into the car, staggering a few steps
under her weight, the fabric of his trousers
stretching tight as he bent over. I watched
him collapse the wheelchair. He still hadn’t
quite figured it out yet, and worked and
worked at the knob to release the spoke.
Then, I watched as they finally drove away.
Enmity and shame now bound me to Mrs.
Khoo in ways friendship could not. Here I’d
been claiming I understood how egalitarian
illness was, but I had never been willing to
spare a single jot of compassion for a fellowsufferer. Doreen was right. We were the
same. Yet, here was where Mrs. Khoo and
I differed. Despite my struggles and pain, I
clung to my standards of fairness and moral
right, because I was still making room for
hope and beauty and truth and miracle.
Could I say the same for Mrs. Khoo? I stood
there under the blazing mid-morning sun
and absorbed the sight of Mrs. Khoo’s son
driving away, tipping his head at me in farewell. Mrs. Khoo reclined her head against a
corner of the car window, collapsed into the
world of her suffering where many things
had ceased to matter. AW
Chiew lives in Hong Kong. Her short stories
have won the Bridport Prize (2008) Dzanc
Books’ Best of the Web (2008) and the Per
Contra Prize (Top Ten Winner, 2008). Her
work has appeared in various literary journals such as Front Porch, Pedestal, Storyglossia and One World Anthology (New Internationalist, Oxford, 2009).
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Comic Heights

The 9th Art in Africa

Geoff Ryman
I went to ‘the World’s First African Bandes Dessinée Salon’ not knowing quite what to expect. It
was held in Paris in the dead posh Mairie of the 5th
arrondisement, just opposite the Pantheon near the
Sorbonne. The setting was plush, and I showed up
on time ... only to find people still unpacking boxes
and boxes of books.
Those books, spread out on tables, answered
the question: are there many African Bandes Dessinées (BD)? Answer, plenty, some of them of extraordinarily high quality and great publishing successes.
For example Malamine: un africain a Paris,
(see opposite for cover, and turn over for an inside page) is a beautifully illustrated and produced,
monochrome graphic novel about émigré life written by Christophe Ngalle Edimo and illustrated
by Simon-Pierre Mbumbo. Hyper-realist in both
story and visual style it captures Malamine’s ‘vie de
merdre’ in France working as a nurse while writing
about the political economy of Africa. He’s a fascinating character, intelligent but bitter, unforgiving
and immature, weaknesses that involve him in tragedy. The book also finds time for philosophical debate, the Obama effect, and the problems that await
university-educated Africans on their return home.
Malamine is a work of the highest artistic ambition.
Edimo’s writing seems to command respect; he is
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the President of l’association L’Afrique dessinée. I
hung around Mbumbo’s and Edimo’s places at the
table, hoping but failing to meet them.
I did meet Edimo’s artist collaborator on another work, Al’mata. Le Retour au Pays d’Alphonse
Madiba dit Daudet is published in a new, softcover
series of African BD published by L’Harmattan in
Paris, illustrated by Al’mata and written by Edimo.
Like Malamine, it deals with émigré life, but could
not be more different in tone and effect.
Its anti-hero Alphonse Mabida is a ne’er do
well who can’t understand why his life keeps going
wrong. He wastes his opportunity to study, can’t
resist women, and returns broke to his fictional
country of Balphonie. He fails there too, reduced to
teaching French in a rural village armed with only
one book by Daudet. A Western author would be
tempted to have him find redemption there. Not
Alphonse. He concocts one final scam to get back
to Europe.
Al’mata’s art is in the francophone humorous
tradition. Al’mata grew up in Kinshasa reading Tin
Tin and Asterix. I asked Al’mata (in my horrible French) the question I wanted to ask M. Edimo.
With material this mainstream, why write it as a
BD? ‘Because we are passionate about BD,’ Al’mata
says. ‘It’s what we want to produce.’
The L’Harmattan series of African BD is edited by the organiser of the Salon, Christophe Cassiau-Haurie. He’s the author of over 120 articles
and four books about caricature and BD in Africa
and Madagascar. He’s also the head librarian in
charge of conservation of the library of Strasbourg
– though he grew up in Duoala in Cameroon. ‘The
idea of the Salon is to promote the image of African comics in France. It is only the first, there will
be more.’ One of the backers is l’Association pour
le Promotion de la Bande Dessinee Internationale
(APBDL), a new organization. Though international, its logo is the Eiffel Tower turning into the neck
and head of a giraffe, making clear that its focus is
on Africa.
Thirty five writers and illustrators have come
to the Salon. I did manage to meet one of the most
successful, Pahé. Which is very strange since Pahé
is not only an artist but one of the best known Af-
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rican BD characters. La Vie de Pahé is an autobiographical graphic novel. Tome I: Bitam shows
how Pahé (real name Patrick Essono) left Bitam in
Gabon to live in France as a child and the difficulties he had readjusting when he returned. Think
an African Tom Sawyer illustrated by Jean-Michel
Basquiat. Its boy-hero has been a huge success,
spawning a 78-episode TV series on France 3 TV.
Like so many of the graphic novels on display, it
could not be further from the American tradition
of fantasy superheroes.
Many of the guest artist have come from Africa for the event. T.T. Fons is the creator of Goorgoorlou, ‘un Eroe Senegalese’. Goorgoorlu is a
worker, who appears weekly in a Senegal newspaper
and a series of nine albums that M. Fons publishes
himself. The album for 1996 to 1998 is called Les
Années Hip; 1998 to 2000 is called Les Années Hop.
Sometimes there is a continuing story, sometimes
a page will be a distinct comment on a topic of the
day: Nigeria wins a match during the 1998 World
Cup, or Bill Clinton visits Dakar. Goorgoolou is
so popular that he became a TV show as well, a
mix of animation and live action.... and his creator
is selling some very beautifully made statues of his
character.
Sitting next to him at the same table is Annani
Accoh who has come from Togo for the Salon. He
and his brother Mensah illustrate (with three generations of the family helping to write) the Africavi series. Africavi means ‘Son of Africa’ and for
Anani, he is ‘a hero for all of Africa’. The first in the
series is Ils sont partir pour chercher la glace. Think
African Asterix, only with no Romans in sight. It’s
a robust adventure story set in the 17th century
with an African prince being sent on an expedition
to Europe to come back with ice. Mensah says, ‘I
wanted to show that we have something nice in Africa, many things that we should be proud of. But
also everything in our culture is now a mix with Europe, and that is not bad either.’ However, Africavi
doesn’t have to go to Europe for ice – he finds it on
Kilamanjaro.
Leon Ngandu, called Tchibemba, both an illustrator and writer of BD, came from the Congo
(DCR) with a bursary to study art in France and now
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The Aya de Yopougon series, by novelist and lawyer,
Marguerite Abouet. Opposite, inner page of Malenine

lives in Belgium. He is the illustrator of Des Clandestins à la Mer: Les Tribulations de Yado written
by Pie Tshibanda. He is also the author/illustrator
of his own BD about an African boxer. He says that
the novel ‘reflects the Life in reality and the consequences of dreams, in particular the dreams of
coming to Europe, particularly clandestinely.’
One undoubted masterpiece is not represented by its author at the Salon. L’Afrique de Pere by
Hippolyte, is a bitter picture of sexual tourism in
African. The stunning artwork mixes photography
and drawing. How could something this good go
so unsung outside Francophone BD fans?
Another great writer not present is Marguerite Abouet, author of the Aya de Yopougon series,
popular enough in France to be widely available in
mainstream bookshops. It runs to six, 100-page,
hardbound volumes. I understand that an animat-
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ed film on the way. Abouet is a novelist and lawyer, now living in the Romainville district of Paris.
Her stories of a teenage girl growing up in a small
Ivorien town are another beautiful example of the
realistic-humorous tradition of African BD.
Not all the comics on display follow francophone models. Essingen is a magazine for young
people produced entirely in Yaoundé, Cameroon.
The strips are fantasy adventures with a distinctly
African twist, coupled with puzzles and short histories of African countries. Ago Publications are
trying to establish in Africa the American tradition
of superheroes, written and published in Togo. The
publications are pamphlets in landscape format,
mostly printed in black and white with one hors series in colour.
KanAd is here from Togo for this and several
other European festivals. He is the creator of the
Ago superhero Djakati, whose powers include Herculean strength and the ability to teleport. I asked
him if the new African superheros more popular
in Togo than the more French-influenced BD? He
smiles. ‘It is not familiar, so it is partly education.
We see superheroes, but mostly in movies. We’re
not used to them in comics.’
The problems of publication, distribution and
finding an audience mirrors that of other kinds of
African writing in Africa. Like novelists, authors
and artists of BD often end up living in Europe.
They often write about being an émigré, or working with traditions that are Western. For them, too,
there is the issue of producing fine material that
most Africans will never see and might not enjoy.
The Salon made plain the sheer variety and
quality of African BD, displaying reworked African
folk tales, political caricature, public-issues propaganda, as well as enjoyable comic realism and works
of high artistic ambition. There was a strong showing of political caricaturists. If the aim was to lift up
and celebrate African BD, the Salon strikes me as an
unqualified success. AW

Inside page of Aya de Yopouon... Below is a cover from
L’Afrique de Pere by Hippolyte

Ryman is Senior Lecturer at the Centre for New
Writing, The University of Manchester. His novels
include many science fiction titles, including Air.
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My Son is a Story

Juliane Okot Bitek
This non-fiction is from a work-in-progress by Bitek
telling the stories of abducted women who returned
from the captivity of the Lord’s Resistance Army,
the guerillas that have terrorized Uganda, DRC,
Central African Republic and Sudan since 1987.
This piece is about Grace’s son, and her escape
from rebels after six years in captivity.
My son is a story that begins at my own beginning.
Through him, I became a mother. I joined the
throngs of other mothers, around the world Ogenrwot was born in 1999. I was in captivity then. My
son was the ultimate proof that beauty, life, hope,
and everything else good is possible, even when
there is desolation around you. My labour was not
remarkable to anyone but me. The learning curve I
had to overcome, learning to suckle a child, bathing
him in steaming hot water; massaging his limbs so
that his legs would grow straight, the way we have
always done – all became possible when he chose
me to be his mother. It was a choice. I believe it
was a choice. His. He could have chosen anyone
else. His father had many children with other
women, but he chose to be my son and I learned to
be a mother from him.
It was not as if I had no knowledge of how
to mother children. Growing up; I’d had to carry
my younger cousins on my back, feed them, lull
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them to sleep in Acholi when we lived in Gulu, or
in Lango, my mother tongue. I carried the children
of my co-wives, taking care of them as my own.
They were all our children. Children don’t ask to be
born. They choose their mothers and then wait to
make their entrance when the time is right. So the
first time I sang Min Atin, it came from the back of
my throat and quieted him as if he remembered it
from before.
Min atin do tedo dyewor
Min onyu nani tedo dyewor
Oneno dek ocek
Kel a gita gwok itura kore
Oneno dek numa numa
Dwok atin ka tuku tunu
The child minder sings about the mother who
does not have time for her own child until it is time
for dinner. And if the food is not yet ready, she reminds the babysitter to go back and play with the
child. I sang to my baby and my body healed. My
belly reverted to its previous taut flatness . To look
at me then, it was hard to know that I was anybody’s
mother, but my body was never the same after
Ogenrwot came through me. As a baby, his head
lay in the crook of my arm as if we were melded
together. His baby breathing as he fell asleep after
an exhausting hot bath and its accompanying full
body massage made his belly rise and fall, rise and
fall very fast. I’d turn him towards me so that our
bellies touched and I could feel his quick breathing
on me. Sometimes it felt as though he never ended
and I never began.
I loved my son. I loved my son as mothers do,
but I loved my son also because I only started to live
after he came into my life. Not while I was expecting him. Not even when he started to kick about in
my belly so lustily that I wondered just how many
children were inside. When my body began to prepare itself for his coming, my belly would go tight,
tight, like the embrace of strong invisible elastic
tubing about me. Then I’d have to breathe through
it. Breathe, someone told me. Breathe out slowly
with your lips pursed. Your body needs to practice, too. So we prepared for my son’s coming, my
body and I. The bones in my lower back seemed to
loosen as did my hip joints. I’d hold my back as I’d
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seen pregnant women do, and finally understood
why they did. I had cravings, morning sickness that
seemed to last a lot longer than they said it would.
My skin changed. My fingers and toes bloated like
gloves filled with water. My nostrils whistled as I
breathed. There was never quite enough air about.
I wished to breathe in everything, breath out everything, so sometimes I breathed through my mouth,
which was just enough for my baby and I. All these
changes made me think that I was ready; that I had
a clue about what to expect. Mothering. You suckled the child, you bathed the child, sang lullabies,
groomed the child, disciplined the child, grew patient and waited for time to pass.
Nobody prepared me for the surge of feelings I
had when he came. Nobody spoke to me about the
irrevocable place I was in now that I was a mother. I
was now responsible, not just for this other life, but
for the first time, for my own life too. My son’s life
depended on my well being. I mattered, not just to
my family, who missed me terribly, I was sure; not
just to my bush husband who tried his best to show
me that he was capable of being anything but an
old man, a rapist of young girls, a man with many
other wives, several like me, old enough to be his
granddaughters. I mattered also to my friends and
schoolmates with whom we’d travelled all this distance together; to the people who might have heard
of our plight and remembered us in their prayers;
the ones that had gone before us and now hovered
about, watching over us – but also to this little thing
who reached out his small fist to my face, looking
for a kiss. I was honoured and humbled.
More than ever, now I had to live and I had to
live well. I had to eat well, sleep well, not worry too
much about things that were of no consequence.
Everything affected the amount of milk that came
through for him. If I worried, the milk would turn
sour and my son would close his mouth tight, turn
his head and cry and cry and cry. If I was tense, the
milk curdled. If I was hungry, there was not enough
milk. If I was thirsty and breastfed, a harsh wind
blew through my throat and I became so parched
that my voice went hoarse. I lost a lot of weight and
became very thin. And when I understood our link
, the ghosts of the past lifted themselves and moved
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on, leaving images in my mind that allowed me to
recount my stories without pain. The killings, the
beatings, the canings, , the mutilations, the torture,
the deaths I’d seen from bullet wounds, landmines,
starvation, malaria and cholera were all reminders
of why I had to be even more vigilant. I had to live
for my son.
He toddled.
My son is a story that is just as ordinary as
other children’s stories. He toddled, like they all
do. My son got up, walked one step, two, fell on
his bottom. We laughed. He got up again with his
dusty bottom, held his arms out for balance and ran
across the compound into the safety of my waiting
arms. I carried him high as he laughed out loud,
drooling onto my face and chest. I kissed him on
the way down, as mothers everywhere do. My son is
a story that has been told been told before. My son
is a story that tells itself everyday, all the time. He
grew into a little boy that could talk, walk, run little
errands – fetch this and that from one step mother
to another, carry a little container of water, watch.
I wanted him to grow into a man who was aware
of himself and his relationships with others around
him. I wanted him to know that he was never alone,
that he belonged. He belonged to me and with me.
He belonged to his family, his clan, the African soil.
I wanted him to know that there was another family
waiting for him in another country. I wanted him
to meet my family, to know the home I was born
into, speak my language, and claim the ascendancy
of the people of his blood. This was exile. This was
tim. We were going to go home, my son and I. I
wanted him to know where home was; that it was
not here, not in this place.
I wanted my son to know the stories that we’d
grown up with at wang’ oo, the night time fireside
story telling where adults told folk tales after dinner
until late. There was the Obibi, the ogre, who needed a haircut, but no one would give it to him. Why?
Because, as the hare found out, you could only shave
one half. By the time you started on the other, the
first half was the same length as before you’d started. – and if you didn’t finish the haircut, you ended
up a dinner for the ogre. We’d suck in our breaths,
us kids, whenever we heard stories about the ogre.
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Obibi would come in the night to take away children who didn’t listen to their parents. We’d suck in
our breaths again, hold both hands to our mouths,
and promise inside ourselves that we’d always listen
to our parents. Aha, the adults would say. You’ll
see what can happen if you don’t listen. If I believed
those stories, I might have thought that Obibi came
to our school at Aboke and took us because we
didn’t listen to our parents. But those were only
stories for children. It was the rebels that took us.
The rebels were students, themselves, fellow school
mates; people I’d gone to school with. They were
people who’d been forced to become rebels, same
way as we had. These were humans, people like us.
Obibi did not exist, except in the stories like those
I told my son.
1999. My son was born in the third year of
my captivity. By then, we’d been almost three years
in Sudan, not counting the two months that it took
to walk there. His birth was unremarkable, his
infancy, special only to me. My son knew he was
loved. My son was there when I started the trip
back home to Uganda, back home. We almost got
there. Freedom was so close. We were just three
days away.. Three more days without water or food
But my son vanished without a word to remember
him by, without a photograph, baby clothes, a blanket into which I could immerse my face and imagine I could still smell him. He died instantly when
a government helicopter gunship blew his head off.
In those days, the government claimed that
they rescued children from the rebels and counted
the number of rebels that they killed. My son is a
story that belongs to every mother. My son listened
to my stories about Obibi who would take him away
if he didn’t listen. My son held both hands to his
mouth as he sucked in his breath in horror of that
idea. He promised he’d always listen to me My son
was never a rebel. AW
Okot Bitek is the daughter of a poet father and a
story-teller mother. She was born to exiled parents
in Kenya, came of age in Uganda and now lives in
Canada. Juliane’s work has won writing awards in
Canada, the United States and Europe. She is an
essayist, free-lance writer and poet
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Submission Guidelines
We welcome submissions from our readers.
Our preference is for new, unpublished work.
Our natural constituency of writers and material are African or Diasporan (please interpret boldly) but we will publish any writer
who writes into the African Condition (please
interpret boldly). We are adventurous in our
definition of Africana, but we will also publish
good literature generally.
Please read us before submitting. If you are a
poet, send a long poem or four smaller pieces. Essays, fiction, memoirs and other prose
pieces should be 1,500 to 6000 words. Please
attach a third person biography and a photograph. We aim to acknowledge submissions.
Editorial decisions are usually made within 2
months. Email to editor@african-writing.
com
We actively encourage the submission of literature in translation. We are keen to publish
good writers who are not particularly familiar
to readers in English.
We will not publish hate literature.
We do not currently pay for submissions. This
policy is under review.
Please query before sending reviews. We are
happy to receive books for review that may be
of interest to our readers.
We are happy to publish event information of
interest to the writing world. We are happy to
receive advertising enquiries for the print and
online editions.
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Banda-Aaku is a Zambian writer. Born in
the UK in 1965, she grew up in Africa where
she studied Public Administration at the
University of Zambia. She has an MA in Social Policy from Middlesex University and an
MA in Creative Writing obtained with Distinction from the University of Cape Town.
In 2007 her short story, Sozi’s Box, won the
Commonwealth Short Story Competition.
Banda-Aaku has published three children’s books. Wandi’s Little Voice, won the
Macmillan Writer’s Prize for Africa in 2004,
in the category of the most promising children’s writer award. Her other two books,
Yours Faithfully Yogi [2008], and Twelve
Months [2010], were published by East African Educational Publishers and Oxford University Press respectively.
Her short stories have been published in
anthologies in Australia, South Africa and
the US. In 2006, she sat on the judging panel
of the Macmillan Writer’s Prize for Africa.
In 2010, her manuscript, Patchwork, won the
fiction category for the inaugural Penguin
Prize for African writing. Patchwork was selected out of 250 entries for the fiction category of the competition. It will be published by Penguin South Africa in 2011.
She is currently based in the UK with her two children.
Q.1: How did you know about the Penguin Prize for African Writing and why did you decide to enter?
My agent and a work colleague sent me the link for the Penguin Prize for Africa competition.
They encouraged me to enter the competition as I had an almost complete manuscript to hand.
Q.2.: Given the electronic nature of today’s world and the limited access to electronic media on the African continent, how would you ensure that as many people as possible get
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access to your work?
This is a challenge on the African continent.
At the moment most people go to internet cafes’ for access and due to the cost can not afford more than one hour to surf the net which
realistically means it would take years one to
read a novel on-line. I
honestly believe that
the hard copy way is
still the way forward in
Africa if the book is to
reach a wide audience.
Advertising the book
for sale in the local
media would help people hear about it for
those who can afford
to buy it. Also, making the book available
in public libraries and
in schools and colleges
would also help people
gain access.
Q.3:. You and your
fellow Penguin Prize
winner, Pius Adesanmi, are both Africans living in the
Diaspora, can you in
fact claim to write
for Africa as African
voices? If so, why?
I write what flows from me naturally. I find myself writing about human behaviour and issues
that exist in society as I experience it. Having
grown up in Zambia and lived most of my life
in Africa, most of my life experiences have been
in Africa and invariably experienced from an
African perspective. All I have written to date
was been set in Africa with African characters
and I attribute this to the fact that the culture
I am a part of, in terms of the customs I follow,
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the language I speak and so forth, is African,
hence I would imagine that as a consequence,
my voice is more African than anything else.
Q.4: In your opinion is there such a thing
as African literature and if so, what sets it
apart from the literature of the rest of the
world?
In my opinion there is
such a thing as African Literature. I would
consider a number of
factors in categorising
literature as African,
such as if the story
is set in Africa, if the
story is told from the
view point of an African, if main characters
are African, the origins of the writer, and
so forth. However, I
am mindful of setting
a rigid definition of
African literature as I
believe that it is not a
form of literature that
sits apart from other
forms of literature.
Like all literature, African Literature is a
form of expression, its uniqueness lies in the
fact that it expresses the African experience in
one genre or another.
Q.5: Tell us a little bit about your prize-winning novel.
The novel is about the relationship between
the main character and her father. The relationship between the two is shown when she is
a child of 12 years old and when she’s an adult
in her early 30’s. The main character is the
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product of a relationship between her teenage mother and her married father and these
circumstances have an impact on the way
Pumpkin perceives herself and the way she behaves as she grows from a child into a woman.
Q.6: Very soon, you’ll probably be labelled
an African feminist or female writer by critics, no matter how much you protest. What
do you think of the critical labelling of female writers from Africa?
Labels will always be thrown around, particularly at women. What is important is
what one answers to. I believe it’s wiser and
more productive for me to focus on writing about issues that affect women than
to spend my time answering critics or defending my position as a woman in society.
Q.7: What African language — or languages
— do you speak? Have you ever been tempted to write in an African language?
I speak Bemba and Nyanja two of the most
widely spoken languages in Zambia.
I use Bemba and Nyanja words here and there
in my writing. However, my challenge is that I
have not been taught to read and write in my
local languages because at the time I went to
school in Zambia, English was the only language we were taught in. Having said this, I’m
not sure I would write a full novel in my local
language even if I could. Reason being that I
would struggle to find an audience as the percentage of people that can read and write comprehensively in Bemba and Nyanja is small. It’s
hard enough trying to get an audience as it is.

set there, hence that is the backdrop of all
my writing. However I do struggle to set
my story in a clearly defined African country as the other influences come in. With
my books for children I deliberately do not
state which country the stories are set in.
Q.9: No pressure but, what are you working
on now and when can we expect it?
I am currently working on a play which is taking longer than I planned to complete.
Q.10: Do you plan to return to the novel in
future?
I am not writing or even contemplating a novel
at the moment. However, I know that sometimes a story just starts to grow in one’s head.
So if that moment comes I will write another
novel. It hasn’t come just yet. AW

Q.8: You’ve been around in Africa. You come
from Zambia and you have lived in Ghana
and South Africa. What impact does this
firsthand experience of different cultural
contexts have on your writing?
I grew up in Zambia so my foundation was
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‘Ten Questions’ were
put by Zukiswa
Wanner, author of
The Madams, Behind Every Successful Man and Men of
the South. She is also
contirbuting editor
of AW.
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The AW Blogcentre

has something new daily. For the freshest
content from our writers, visit us online
at www.blogs.african-writing.com.
• The Abiku Chronicles
• A Short Biography of Yesterday
• Chika Unigwe
• Ivor W. Hartmann
• Leonora Miano
• Mukoma wa Ngugi
• Zukiswa Wanner

Day One

...from The Ransom Letters of Sisi Eko
(A Short Biography of Yesterday)

Dear Mr. Bomb,
Thank you for your letter. Don’t worry, I’m not
mad so I won’t go to the police. The bribe I paid
them 2 years ago for my stolen car which they
never recovered is still vexing me. I will keep this
to myself. Please take care of my darling husband.
He likes to eat soft eko in the night, if you can manage it. By now he must have told you about his
injections. I know you may not believe him but it’s
true: if he doesn’t take his anti-clot injections every
night he will just die on your hands – and me I am
not going to pay any ransom for the dead body of
my husband o. I’m telling you now. It is true that
the injection is extremely expensive, and I know
you may not have budgeted for it when you were
planning this kidnapping, but you have to spend
money to get money, not so? So please let me know
what the ransom is and I will pay it. My husband
is a good and a faithful man. We don’t have any
children and he is all I have. As you instructed, I
will stroll down Tosin street at exactly 9 pm, wearing a yellow headtie, and I will give this letter to
the first beggar boy that comes carrying a yellow
bowl and calls me ‘Ashawo’. But please now, can
you choose another password next time? I don’t
see the point of being insulted for nothing’s sake.
Mrs. Ashiru Koton
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